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2 WHEREUPON,

3 SAUL LEVINE

4 was duly sworn by Gary M. Sidell, Esquire, and was examined

5 and testified as follows:

6 DIRECT EXAMINATION

7 BY MR. SIDELL:

8 Q Would you state your name for the record, please?

9 A Saul Levine.

to Q And your current position with the NRC?

11 A Director of the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research .

12 Q Were you requested to bring a resume or biographical

13 description with you today?

14 A Yes, I was.

15 Q Have you brought that?

16 A Yes, I have.

1; Q May I have it, please?

18 A Yes.

19 Q Is the information as contained in your resume com-

20 plet'e and accurate to the best of your knowledge?

21 A I don't know exactly what you mean by complete. It

22 is essentially complete, yet. There are minor duties that are

23 not spelled out in there, but it's complete and accurate.

24 Q It's complete in terms of the fact that it includes

25 major areas and professiona:. responsibilities you have?

Acme Reporting Company
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1 A Yes, it does.

2 Q Let's mark this as Exhibit 1 to the Deposition.

,

(WHEREUPON, the document referred3

4 to was marked as Exhibit 1 to the

5 Deposition.)

6 Q In your position as Director of the Office of Nuclear

7 Regulatory Research, could you tell me what the distinction

8 might be with the term regulatory research as opposed to an

9 alternative kind of research?

to A Yes. When people talk about research they generally

11 think of two kinds of research. One would be pure research

12 which is just basic science without application. Another is

13 generally called RSD, research and development, where the

14 result is'a product, a space shuttle, or what have you. When

is the Congress established the NRC they coined a new term called

16 confirmatory research to differentiate it from research and

17 development of a kind normally done by the AEC.

18 Research and development has a promotional connota-

19 tion. That is, someone has an idea for a project and people

20 go out and sell the utility and need for that project and the

21 great things it will do for you either in terms of convenience

22 or leverage in the economic sense, and so forth.

23 They wanted to be sure that we didn't get involved in

24 that mode because we are, after all, a regulatory agency.

25 Furthermore, they didn't want us to build laboratories and

Acme R ep o rti,ig Company
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1 there's a specific statement % in the conference

2 report of tstamah,the Energy Reorgani:ation Act of 1974} that

3 enjoined us from doing that.

So we do our work through DOE laboratories, through4

5 contracts, through universities, companies, et cetera. Ne have
.

some joint contracts with even the nuclear indu,stry--a few6

im
that.

7 where there are special circumstances that re cm,4

8 Now what we are trying to do, really, is not to

9 develop a product at all but to develop ideas that can be used

to in setting safety requirements to affect the safety of reactors ,

it ideas that can be used to evaluate the safety of reactors ,

12 ideas that can be used to set requirement; for environmental

13 effects and to evaluate the environmental effects, and so

~

14 forth.

15 So our product is an idea, not a thing. dEe klie

16 prcduct is not a physical thing, it's really an idea. And

17 that really is a different kind of research than pure research

is which is an idea, and RSD which is a physical product. Ours

19 is applied research in the sense that it is not pure research

20 because it is applied to the safety of reactors and to

21 engineering processes, but still an idea as opposed to a thing.

22 Now we use things in the process of generating

23 ideas. We have to collect data; we run experiments to collect

c.-c>atd.

24 data. But the data is then t2 ;b-- 9 into a physical model

$5 which is really an idea.

Acme Reporting Company
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1 Q Does your Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research make

2 use of data provided by currently operating reactors?

3 A To some extent'we do, yes. Especially in our

4 probabilistic risk assessment area, we --

3 Q Let's go off the record.

6 (Brief recess taken.) ,,__

r s

7 Q I'm sorry to interrupt, Mr. Levint,,Cout. ..ou con-

-

s tinue, if you can recall where you were?

9 A In our risk assessment area we are interested in

to generating failure rate data which we use in making quantita-

11 tive risk assessments; for instance, assessing the reliability

12 of sytems and the like. There has to be much more done with

13 operating data from reactors and the Commission has recently--

14 I recommended to the Commission and they have recently estab-

13 lished an operations evaluation function which will have the

is responsibility of doing a much more complete assessment of

17 such data.

is Q Was your recommendation a result of TMI-II of this

19 year?

m A Yes. It's been my view for several years that we

21 have to have such a function. I tried to encourage the estab-

22 lishment of such a function within our Probabilistic Assessment

23 Branch. It was fought by various people in the agency, and

24 af ter TMI-II there was no fighting it any more.

23 Q Were your original requests in the form of

I Acme Reporting Company
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1 documentation or letters pre-TMI?

2 A I guess about two or three years ago Bill Mcdonald

3 and I wrote a proposal -- I forget to whom--to establish this

4 function as a joint responsibility where we would do the

5 technical work and his people would -- He's Haller's prede-

6 cessor,, Norm Haller, Head of MPA.

; Q Norm Haller? MPA?

8 A Yes. Management and Program Analysis. And his

9 people would do the collection and processing of the data

to according to models that we set up. And we were opposed in

11 doing this, so it never bore fruit.

12 Q Was Norm Haller's group, if you know, responsible

13 for the dissemination cf relatively generic matters in a
'

14 Publication entitled, " Current Events"?

15 A Abnormal Occurrence Reports. I don't know what

is Current Events is.

t- Q Let me show you something that has been marked as
,

18 an Exhibit to the Creswell Deposition as well as to the --

who was here last?19

20 A I've never seen this type of document before. I

21 don't know what it is. I don't know anything about it.

22 Q I would represent to you that we have been informed

23 by other NRC personnel in the course of our depositions that

24 this publication entitled, " Current Events Power Reactors", is

25 produced on a periodic bi-monthly basis by the MPA group of

Acme Reporting Company
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1 the NRC.,

2' A They have the basis for doing that. They publish

3 Abnormal Occurrence Reports. They publish the compilation

4 of LER data and there is analysis made of the LER data

5 according-to-a set of guidelines'to determine.which are
~

6 abnormal occurrences which is then reported to the Congress.

7 Q Do you work with those guidelines?

8 A I don't. My people review what they propose. I

9- h~elped to generate those guidelines years ago.

to Q Can-we request a copy of those guidelines dealing

11 with abnormal events be provided to us at some point?

12 A Haller should have them.

13 MR. SHIELDS: I think Norm Haller's office would
.

14 have them.

15 MR. SIDELL: Would it be possible to get those now

16 during the course of the Deposition? Perhaps we could make a

17 phone call.

18 MR. LEVINE: I'd have to call and ask them.
.

19 MR. SIDELL: Why don't we go off the record and make

20 a telephone call'to see if we can get a copy of the Abnormal

21 Events Guidelines.

22 - (WHEREUPON, the' Deposition recess briefly for the

23 above-stated-purpose.)

24 .BY MR. SIDELL:

25 Q Mr. Levine, during an off-the-record break you have

. .

Acme : Reporting Company
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.1- made some inquiries to obtain copiesgof the' guidelines dealing
,

.2- with abnormal events and the procedures to report those events

3 to Congress as well'as a copy of a report that you produced

4 some years ago dealing with a request to receive assistance

5- in your research efforts in conjuncture with other offices of

6 the NRC. Can you inform us as to what progress was made in

7 your search for these documents?
~

8 A Mr. Hartfield is having sent down the first document.

9 The second document you described a little incorrectly. It

to was a. proposal that my office and another office, now known

_11 as MPA, collaborate in collecting and analyzing data, furnish-

12 ing it to NRR for their use as well as our own use in research.

13 And Hartfield said he would find that tonight and leave it

.k
14 with Tom Re/m tomorrow morning.

15 Q If we could have a stipulation that those two docu-

16 ments when received will be admitted as Exhibits Number 2 and

17 Number 3, we can include them as part of the deposition.

18 MR. SHIELDS: So stipulated.

19 (WHEREUPON, the documents referred

20 to were marked as Exhibit 2 and

21 Exhibit 3 to the Deposition, to

22 be furnished later.)

23 Q Before I continue with the substantive questions,

24 Mr.'Levine, let me briefly-ask'you whether or not you've'been

-23 deposed before on any subject matter, not restricted to TMI?

Acme Reporting Company-
. .... ... ....
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.

1 A- No. I've been a witness at several hearings,
.

2 several trials.

3~
-Q Let me briefly explain then what we'll be trying to

4 do this afternoon. Your tes timony, of course , is sworn and

5 even though we're in a conference room in one of the NRC

6 | buildings in Bethesda, Maryland, your testimony has the same

force and effect as though it were given in a Court of Law
~

8 before either a judge or a jury. Therefore, it is necessary

9 that you beoas precise and accurate in your responses to my

10 questions as you can be. If you have any confusion or mis-

11' understanding _in terms of my questions, ask me for a clarifi-

12- cation and I'll try to explain the type of information I'm

13 . looking for.

14- In view of the fact we have a reporter taking down

15 your testimony it's necessary that you respond to questions

16 audibly and without. gestures of the hand or head since,

1~ obviously, those gestures are not subject to being transcribed.

18 Also in view of the fact that the testimony is being

19 transcribed, it facilitates matters if you would await the'com-

20 pletion of my_ questions before beginning your responses and

2! I will likewise-try and restrain myself from asking.my next

22 question until you complete your response.

23 .At the completion of the Deposition the testimony

24 will-be transcribed and presented to you in written form for

25 y.our review, correction _if you feel that is'necessary, and

. Acme Reporting Company
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1 signature. You should be advised, however, that if you do

2 make changes in the tesimony and we consider those changes to

3 be of a substantial nature, we will be entitled to comment on

4 those changes which may adversely affect your credibility;

5 therefore, again, the need at this point in time to be as

6 precise and accurate in your responses as you can be.

7 Do you have.any questions concerning what I've just

8 told you?

9 A No.

10 Q Getting back to the more substantive matters, in

11 terms of your responsibilities as the Director of the Office.

12 of Nuclear Regulatory Research, have you ever had occasion to

13 propose design changes or suggestions to manufacturers based
~

14 on the research that your office has performed?

15 A No, I haven't.

16 Q Was that possibility included in your proposal of

17 some years back?

18 A No. They are not related at all.

19 Q Have you ever had occasion to provide design changes

20 or suggestions to utilities themselves?

21 A No.

22 Q During the time of the Three Mile Island accident

23- in March of this year, were you involved in the hydrogen

24 calculations?

25 A I was involved in trying to confirm the correctness

Acme Reporting Company
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.

1 of the calculation, yes.

2 Q Whose calculation were you trying to confirm the

3 accuracy of?

4 A The first that I heard about the calculation it was

5 stated that the oxygen and the hydrogen bubble in the top of

6 the reactor vessel would be increasing at the rate of one per-

7 cent per day. And I initially accepted that as being a fact

8 that someone had calculated, but in beginning to think about

9 it, it did not sound reasonable to me. In fact, I even had

to questions about whether the oxygen accumulation would be

11 significant.

12 I then found out the basis for the calculation was

13 I think a reg guide we have--I'm not sure if it's a reg guide--
'

14 but we have some procedure that specifies how one should calcu-

15 late the accumulation of hydrogen in the containment building

16 given a LOCA. Of course , if you can calculate the hydrogen
o c.s.!MS

17 you can also calculate the oxygen. This kt through the

18 radiolysis of the water by the radioactivity in the core.

19 That calculation is done -- excuse me - is not

20 applicable to the situation that occurred at TMI. It's done

wh bad
21 r,1:rm a nominalgpressure o/hssentiall ambient pressure in

thecontainmenfwhereastheIMIreactorwasatathousand22

23 pounds pressure, and this is quite a different situation.

24- Q So you have a dichotomy between standard lab bases

- 25 and what was actually going on at TMI in the containment, in

:

( Acma Reporting Company
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1 terms of --

2 A Not standard lab bases. but the basis for calculat-

\ kl. (t
3 ing the radio composition rate of water, given a large LOCA

4 in which the primary system is open to the containment is a

5 valid calculation for that condition. It's not a valid calcu-
c l.s4 A

6 lation for a thousand pounds pressure in a Ebew system. And

7 I was trying to track down how would one calculate that more

8 correctly.

9 I spoke to a number of people and finally was quite

10 convinced by Saturday evening that this was a gross overesti-

11 mate of the situation. By Sunday noon about, after having

12 communicated with some other people, I became convinced that

13 there could be av ufuie,: - 2::_... ..vu .a cue v u u m . m, no

oxygen acc"umulation in the hydrogen bubble in the14

15 And there are even questions about whether that bubble was all

16 hydrogen or not. It could have been partly steam.

17 Q As the basis for your conclusion that the calcula-

-18 tions were a gross miscalculation, I believe is your termin-

19 ology --

20 A Well, that was the final conclusion. I was not con-

21 vinced in the beginning that it was a gross miscalculation. I

22 was convinced that the conditions were grossly inapplicable.

23 Q And on that basis I believe one of your earlier

24 responses was that the pressure in the containment was much

25 greater than it would be in any other situation?

Acme Reporting Company
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tkaytLS$%YL
1 A In the primary coolant system,fwas much greater

2 than it would be in the containment building.

3 Q And that-was on the basis of a large break LOCA.,

4 Is that correct?

5 A The calculation that was made for the accumulation

6 of oxygen in the containment was made on the basis of a large

7 break LOCA. That did not exist in the TMI accident. In the

8 TMI accident at the time this calculation was made there was

9 no LOCA. The relief valve block valve had been closed. The

10 system was an integral system at this point. It was at a

11 thousand pounds pressure nominally.

12 Q So would the calculations then have been on a

13 correct group of assumptions with the block valve closed?

14 A So, they were not. As we got more information it

15 became clear that they were grossly inaccurate because, in

16 fact, the oxygen, whatever oxygen could have been in the

17 bubble would be depleted with time as opposed to increased

withtimeinthksituationthat existed at TMI.18

19 Q Whose calculations were you checking?

20 A I'm not sure who made the calculation. It was some-

21 one in NRR.

22 Q Would all of the oxygen in the containment have been

23 a result of the LOCA in the primary system?

24 A Nait a minute. Are we talking about the containment

3 or the reactor coolant system? What are we talking about? I

Acme Reporting Company
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1 have to understand. You have to be a little more precise.

2 Q Okay. I will try to be. In the containment.

3 A Well, the containment is normally full of air which

nd on me*(
4 has this, you know, 80 percent Mn ct r 20 percent

, cxT
5 oxygen, so there's a lot of oxygen in it.

6 (Chuckles regarding misstatement of oxygen percentage)

7 Sorry about that. Thank you for correcting me.

>c 2 8 A Could I tell you --

9 Q Off the record.

10 (Brie f off-the-record discussion)

11 Q Would all of the oxygen in the primary system have

12 been provided prior to closing the block valve?

13 A You have to talk about what happened in the reactor

in the two" to three-hour period af ter the accident. . hen theW14

15 fuel got very hot there was a metal water reaction in which

16 the :irconium, that high temperature of the :irconium will

IT simply take the hydrogen right out of the water and release

:irconium then becomes :irconium ..,... N.13 free oxygen, and the

19 Excuse me. It will take the oxygen right out of the water and

20 become :irconium oxide and release free hydrogen, and the

21 hydrogen then bubbles off into the system, and if there's a

22 hole in the system and it gets to that hole, it will go out

23 the hole into the containment.

24 Now how much got out of the containment in the two-

25 to three-hour period, I don't know. The block valve was 14\(n

Acme Reporting Company
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1 closed, se-there could have been some free hydrogen in the

2 primary coolant system as a result of the metal water reaction.

3 There should have been no oxygen free in the system. The

4 question was: now we have a closed system where we know the

cehk.f
5 decay heat is radioly:ing,oethe decay gamma energy is radioly:-

&
6 ing water. So it's releasing free hydrogen and free oxygen.

7 Is the free hydrogen and free oxygen going up into the hydrogen

8 bubble, adding hydrogen to it and adding oxygen to it, or

9 what's happening? That's the question. And that's the ques-

10 tion that somebody in NRR was trying to answer. And they gave

11 the wrong answer. The answer is that there could in no way

12 have been oxygen added to that bubble.
,

13 Q Is there a reg guide dealing with hydrogen and

'

14 oxygen production based on a small break as opposed to a large

15 break?

16 A Not to my knowledge. But this is not a small break-

17 large break question. The question is you have a closed systet

18 glemmimumse and the question is are you generating free oxygen,
wik

19 Now in normal operation and,tes decay heat, you're normally

20 radioly:ing water all the time, the gamma field is radioly:ing

21 the water, and the general way reactors operate is with a

22 hydrogen rich water--they add hydrogen deliberately to the

23 system so any free oxygen will be taken up by the hydrogen

24 because they don't 5. ant free oxygen in the system because it

25 helps corrode things, even at normal operating temperatures.

Acme Reporting Company
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1 Q Do you know whether or not --

2 A Radiolysis is always present and it's taken care of

3 by adding hydrogen, excess hydrogen to'th'e water to soak up

4 oxygen wherever it'may be in the system.

5 Q Do you know whether there's a reg guide' dealing

6' with oxygen' and hydrogen production as. a result of decay

7 radiolysis?

8 A I don't think so, but I'm not positive. I think not

9 but I'm not positive. You'd have to ask someone more

10 qualified and with more knowledge than I have.

11 Q Do you know whether or not as a result of TMI-II

12 there is a proposal to develop a reg guide for that situation?

13 A I don't know.

14 Q 'I believe you said previously that you were con-

15 vinced on Sunday after the accident that the calculations were

16 provided on an erroneous basis.

17 A Yes.

18 Q Do you recall who was providing you the calculations

19 or the conclusions?

20 A It was a man named Schwart: from Brookhaven National

21 Laboratories. His first name I can't think of at the moment.

22 Did you talk to Budnit:? He may have given you his full name.

23 Budnit: and I both talked to him.

-24 Q And this person at Brookhaven was getting his

25 information.from the NRC or the site?

Acme Reporting Company
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1 A We gave him information about plant conditicas

2 which he then used to make calculations which gave us a result

3 that there was no possibility of oxygen addition to the bubble

4 and if there were any oxygen in it, it would have been

3 depleted by the radiation field.

6 Q When you say we gave him information --

A IIe had to know the size of the bubble, he had to-

8 know the temperature, he had to know the gamma flux around

9 the fuel, and we gave him some information about that.

to Q Who provided the information?

11 A I may have given him some and Budnit: may nave

12 given him some; I just don't remember all of it. I,think

13 Budnit: gave him the hydrogen, the gamma flux; I'm not sure.

14 Q Was there anyone else besides Ludnit: and yourself

15 Providing information?

16 A I don't know. There could have been. There were

t- all kinds of people talking to all kinds of people. I think

18 f--- T o-
' T'4"~*T"1 : ::, from NRC we were t-he"- -

19 principal ones.

3) Q Do you know the time or the date that you did

21 provide the information?

22 A It was either Saturday--I think it was Saturday.

23 -Could have been Sunday.
,

24 Q The day before you were convinced the information

25 was erroneous?

Acme Reporting Company
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.

1 A I think by Saturday afternoon late I was pretty con-

2 vinced that the information was erroneous but I didn't have ad
atk m k

3 c~ .t. calculation yet, and I didn't have the results of the

4.0tvM
4 ; .mme-calculation until Sunday noon, about.

5 Q Do you recall whether or not the conclusions pro-

6 vided by Brookhaven were accurate or were those erroneous

7 calculations?

8 A They were accurate.

9 Q Who provided the erroneous calculations?

10 A Someone in NRR but I don't know who made the

11 calculations.

12 Q Might that have been Budnit:?

13 A No, Budnit: -- No. He made no calculations. Budnit:

14 is not in NRR. He's my deputy. He's in research.

15 Q And you can't recall who may have provided the

16 inaccurate --

17 A I don't know; I have no idea who made the calculation.

18 Q How did you find out about the erroneous calculation:

19 A I called Tedesco and asked him what was the basia

20 for the calculation and he told me. I didn't ask him who made

21 the calculation.

22 Q So you found out at least what the bottom line con-

23 clusions or numbers were from Bob Tedesco?

24 A I got the bottom line number from someone else, but

25 I called Tedesco to find out what the basis for the calculation

Acme Reporting Company
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t was. Of coui.,e, he confirmed the bottom line.

2 Q Of NRR?

3 A Yes.
,

4 _Q Do you recall when that was?

I could have been Friday night. It was5 A I just --

6 more likely some time on Saturday. I would think it was on

7 Saturday. I'm just not sure.

8 Q It would have to have been before Saturday in the

9 afternoon when you became convinced that the numbers were --

to A It would have had to have been Saturday morning if

it it was -- It couldn't have been later than Saturday morning.

12 Q Is there a possibility or probability that it may

13 .have been late Friday evening, for example?

14 A It's possible, but I just cannot recall. I just

15 don't remember.

16 Q Can-you recall whether or not Bob Tedesco mentioned

17 anyone's name who may have been actually providing the data?

18 A I don't think he did. If he did, I can't recall.

19 Q At the time you found out the numbers were wrong

20 on Friday evening-Saturday morning, sometime in that time

-21 frame --

22 A' No, I didn't find out they were wrong then. That's

23 when I _ found _ out the basis for the calculation and suspected |
l

they were wrong and then proceeded on my own to try to find a ;24
1

25 .better way to calculate the numbers.

. Acme Reporting Company
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1 Q And your communications with Brookhaven then pro-

2 vided confirmation that the--

3 A I spoke first to Rit: man, Bob Rit: man, at Science

4 Applications, Incorporated; and then later to this fellow

5 Schwart: at Brookhaven.

6 Q And both of those conversations provided information

7 to you confirming your suspicions of the erroneous numbers?

8 A The first one from Rit: man confirmed that my

9 suspicions were correct but did not provide a calculational

to result. The second conversation with Brookhaven said yes,

11 you're absolutely right and, in fact, he went further than I

12 that there's no way there could be any oxygen in the bubble.

13 And then he said if we could give him some information he

'

14 would calculate what was happening. We gave him the informa-

15 tion and he calculated it.

16 Q Aad that was late Saturday afternoon?

17 A It was late Saturday night or early Sunday -- No,

18 the results of the calculation were Sunday noon-ish. The

19 statement about there could be no way there could be oxygen

20 in the bubble was either Saturday evening or Sunday morning

21 and I don't remember.

22 Q Could Lake Barrett have been providing --

23 A Could what?

24 Q Lake Barrett, could he have been providing the

25 calculations for NRR?-
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1 A I have no idea. I don't even know who he is. I

2 recogni:e the name, but that's all I know.

. 3 Q During the time when you became convinced that the

4 original calculations dealing with hydrogen-oxygen production

5
~

were erroneous, was there any discussion of evacuation of the

6 area?

7 A Would you state that again? During what time period?

8
Q When you became convinced that the NRR numbers were

9 inaccurate.

10 A I think all talk of evacuation sort of died out by

11 Saturday morning, and I think the evacuation scare was almost

12 over by then.

13 Q Could that have been a time frame within which you
.

14 would have recei' . more conclusive information and therefore
15 been the reason why the evacuation died down?

16 A No, no. They were not connected, in fact. I think,

17 you know, I wasn't involved directly in that circuit so I can

18 only give you some impressions. I know the staff recomnended

19 evacuation on Friday morning or afternoon some time. And my

20 impression was that the major reason for that had nothing to

21 do with the hydrogen bubble; it had to do with the fact that

22 they didn't know the condition of the reactcr and there clearly

23 had been a large release of radioactivity from the core. And

24 the release was so large that one would guess that the core

25 was really. not being cooled ~ adequately at all and that one
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1 could reach the conclusion that it would be prudent to move

2 people. And there .were discussions betwee n the Chairman and

3 (Gov.) Thornburgh, which you can talk to them about, about

4 what one should do.

5 But by Saturday morning, you know, the plant seemed

6 to be holding and whatever suspicions there might have been

7 about what could happen weren't happening, so the need to talk

8 about evacuation sort of disappeared.

9 Q So was evacuation based on a somewhat different

19 problem than you were concerned with?

A. h w
11 A Well,gI was concerned. What d, we know about what

12 is going on in that core? We didn't. We didn't know the con-

Mk kh
13 dition of the plant. Just e aboutAyou're having a release

~

14 of radioactivity from the core that's so large that you think

15 the fuel is melting, and when fuel is melting,that threatens

16 the integrity of the containment, ou talk about well.maybe

17 we should evacuate people. But when it doesn't progress

18 beyond that point for some hours, you know that it is not

h4 W
molten fuel because,it would have progressed. And if it is19

20 not molten fuel, you haven't got a problem that threatens the

21 containment integrity.

22 Q Do you remember how large a release of radiation

23 we're talking about now f rom --

24 A Well, I remember numbers not from the reactor to

25 the environment; this is from the fuel into the containment
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1 building, and I remember numbers of 30 percent o f the inven-
F

2 tory of cesium, and numbers of that order of magnitude for

3 iodine. Those are very large releases of radioactivity. If

.-

4 they got into the environment, it would cause significant

5 problems.

6 Q What would be considered normal releases?
.

7 A No cesium.

8 Q None?

9 A
A.

10 Q How about iodine?

11 A Minor traces, minute traces of iodine. When I say

12 none, you know, insignificant amounts of cesium.

13 Q Were you aware of Roger Mattson's evacuation

14 recommenda' tion based on -- '

15 A He told me Friday afternoon some time that he had

16 recommended evacuation. I don't know exactly when he did it,

17 but he told me about it on Friday afternoon some time.

18 Q Did he indicate to you at that time that his evacua-

19 tion recommendation was based an the rate of hydrogen

'N generation?-

21 A I can't recall very clearly, but my recollection is

22 that it would have been based on what I just described to you

23 as opposed to just the hydrogen level.

24 Q The internal releases within the containment?

25 A What's the condition of -- Are we really keeping
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1 .that core cool? That would have been my principal concern.

2 I think it was his, but I can't recall. There must have been

3 about 150 phone calls that afternoon.

4 Q Let me go back a minute to how your research results

5 are used. .Is.it fair to conclude that research results pro-

6 duced by your office are directed-exclusively to other areas

7 of the NRC as opposed to utilities or manufacturers?

8 A Yes and no.

9 Q Please explain.

10 A Our research results are published for the world at

11 large. Every research report we issue goes into our public

12 document room. We have extensive exchange agreements, reactor

safety res-r ch exchange agreements,with over a do:en13

14 countries and we send all of our reports to these countries.

15 So our reports are freely and openly distributed everywhere.

16 And they are sent to all the applicable NRC offices routinely.

17- When we complete a significant body of research that

18 Seems to have some special moment, we write what is called

19 a Research Information Letter and in those we state the results

20 of the research, the basis for it, the meaning of it, and send

21 it over to Minogue or-Denton or someone, whoever it is, some-

22 times both.

23 .I can give you an example. We did some research

24 ..n establishing the decay heat curve for a shutdown reactor.

25_ Decay heat is a very important input to any calculation of
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t the effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems. The less

2 the_ decay heat, the less of a challenge it is to the emergency

3 core cooling system.

4 The Regulatory Staff.uses an American Nuclear Societ)

5 curve plus 20 percent higher as the basis for their calculation

6 of the effectiveness of emergency core cooling systems. This

7 conservatism is inserted deliberately Jus in that place, as in

8 many other places, in the model they use to evaluate the

9 effectiveness of such systems.

m
) to One of charters is to develop realistic models.

f

11 Much more--you can never approach complete realism--but develop

12 much more realistic models to predict the performance of

13 emergency core coolant systems. And we did some work on the
.

14 decay heat curve which showed that the ANS curve is concerva-

15 tive by 7 percent over the best estimate we cot 1d make.

16 Q How are you using the term ANS curve?

17 A' Excuse me?

18 Q How are you using ANS --

19 A It's a decay heat curve; it's a curve for decay heat.

20 Q What does ANS stand for?

21 A American Nuclear Society. And we did some research

22 experiments and calculations which showed that even that curve

23 was conservative, so that the Regulatory staff is using a

24 curve that is 27 percent more conservative than our best

25 estimate in their calculation. And this calculation affects
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1 the prediction of peak clad temperature in a loss of coolant

2 accident with the emergency core coolant system working

'3 correctly, and it's an important factor.

4 If you ase just the ANS curve the prediction of peak
Abo udI

5 clad temperature drejs by 300 degrees, which is a significant
A

6 amount. If you use the curve we got, it would drop even more.

7 We wrote that up as a RIL (research information

8 letter) and sent it to the Regulatory staff. We also sent

9 them a RIL on the metal water reaction rate which showed that

to the rate they were using was conservative.

11 Now, I'll come back to this point, but I want to

12 start in at it from a different direction to explain to you

13 why we're doing such research.

vo w-

14 There k( a sort of a revolt in the technical com-

15 munity in the early '70's about the adequacy of the research
s TW

16 program on reactor safety under the AEC, and th_ . 2Ls

3 ru T'
17 s&E=3st by people within the nuclear community, the research

18 community, I guess, complaining about the inadequacies of

19 the research that were being performed, and finally picked up

'

20 by the Union of Concerned Scientists who wrote a report about

21 the inadequacies of emergency core cooling sys tem evaluations

22 and research and so forth.

23 There were emergency core cooling hearings for two

24 years starting in 1972, or maybe completing in 1972--I don't

25 remember; around 1972.
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A EC.
1

Q Were these.;3C hearings?

2 A Yes. It was an rulemaking hearing, the first

3 one we ever had, to generate a rule for the evaluation of

4 emergency core cooling system performance. And as a result of

5 that hearing, a rule was promulgated. There had been a rule j

6 promulgated and the rule was modified as a result o f that

7 hearing to make it better than it was.

8 In the meantime, the American Physical Society

9 started a special study group on light water reactor safety

10 and looked extensively into emergency core cooling performance,

11 and recommended very strongly that while everyone thought

12 there were conservatisms in the licensing model, the deliberatc

13 conservatism that I mentioned to you that were inserted into

14 the model, they felt that it was necessary to develop a more

15 realistic model to be sure that there was conservatism every-

16 where or as much as one needed.

17 Q Did all of tne concerns you are --

18 A I just have to finish.

19 Q Okay.

20 A So one of the basic enterprises in our. program is

M
21 to develop by means of experiments je modeling a more realisticj j

22 prediction of emergency core cooling system performance. And

23 that's why we're looking at these factors like decay heat and

24 other things, to see how to better get data and see how to

25 better model them.

.
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1 Q Were all of1the research efforts and concerns deal-

2 ing with ECCS performance, assuming that the ECCS system

a would not run into any. problems in actuation, and once being

4 actuated whether or .a t it would perform adequately? In other

5 words, were we all assuming the system would start and then

6 the only. question was how well would it work once it started?

7 A .That was the conception before NASH-1400 and it was

8 based on the use of a single failure criterion as a way of

9 achieving enough redundancy to assure adequate reliability.

10 But no one defined what adequate reliability was, and that's

11 a very difficult task. I'm not saying they should have. It

12 wasn't done and maybe doesn't even have to be done, but it

13 wasn't done. And the reviews that were made of the adequacy
'

14 of reliability in the system were done just on the basis of

15 the single failure criterion, not on the basis of a rigorous

is reliability assessment. And I'm not saying that has to be

17 done either, by the way. I'm just explaining.

is Q Was there any consideration of the . methods for ECCS

19 actuation in the course of these hearings?

20 A Oh, yes. yes. The single failure criterion was

21 applied to the control systems, the signals that actuated the

22 system, as well as to the system itself, as well as to the

. 23 other systems that supported the ECCS, like electric power

24 and cooling water and so forth.-

25 Q Was there a determination made that-it would be
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I preferable or more advantageous to have ECCS actuated on one

2 parameter alone or livergent parameters?

3 A Well, you're asking me something that I have to be

fu::y on because I was in the licensing program until 19704

5 when I left it, and at the time that I left my concept was that

6 one should have diverse signals. What actually happened in the

7 bulk of the reactors, I just don't know.

8 Q Were there any recommendations made dealing with the

9 ECCS hearings you previously referred to that it was better

to or safer to have divergent ECCS actuation rather than merely

11 actuation based on one parameter?

12 A I don't know, but I would just say that the ECCS

13 hearings were related not to reliability of operation but to
.

14 the adequacy of performance given operation.

15 Q So there was more emphat is on how well the system

16 would work assuming it would work in the first instance?

17 A How well it would perform as opposed to work, meaning

18 operate, yes.

Jc 3 19 Q I believe, }!r. Levine, you previously mentioned your

20 research results were sent to several foreign countries. Is

21 that correct?

22 A Yes.

| Q Have you ever received information back from foreign23

|
24 countries dealing with specific reactor problems?

25 A We get research results from foreign countries. We
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1 have on' occasion as an agency gotten results of events , near

2 accidents or near misses, or what have you, at foreign

3 reactors, yes. I'm not the principal recipient of that data.

4 It comes in through the Office of International Programs, the

5 information on incidents.

6 Q And does the information that the International

7 Office of NRC receives then become distributed to various

8 components within the NRC?

9 A Yes.

10 Q Nould you say as a rule you receive all foreign

11 material?

12 A Of interest, yes. We do not receive the equivalent

13 of our LER's, which are component failures that are happening

14 all the time in all things everywhere, you know--in your

15 automobile and your telephone and everything. But we do get

is what you can call results of abnormal occurrences. They don't

17 meet the same definition as our definition.

18 Q You anticipated my next question.

19 A Don't ask me what definition they do meet because

20 I don't know.

21. Q Would it be closer to something where you receive

22 information dealing with foreign events which is more on the

23 nature of substantial LER problems, something on he order-

24 that might be. produced in:the Current Events publication, for

25 instance?.
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1 A If they were to follow our definition of abnormal

2 ' occurrences, we~would get more than we do get. So they don't

3 report to us lesser things. They report-to us only the bigger

4 things. I think that's what you were trying to ask.

-5 Q Yes. Can you recall receiving any foreign informa-

6 tion dealing-with ECCS actuation?

'7 A I don't recall any, but we may have. I just don't

8 recall.

9 Q Can you recall any foreign information you may have

10 received dealing with failures of PORV's?

11 A Oh, yes. I don't know if was a PORV, but a relief

12 valve on a German reactor failed in such -- it just broke off

13 the reactor.

14 Q Do you recall when that was?

15' A A couple years ago, about.

16 Q Three, four years ago?

17 A I think about two, but I'm not sure. We could

is verify the date. There is a report that we have.

19 -Q Could we get a copy of that report?

20 . A I can call MPA or IP.

21' Q Why don't we take a break and make another phone

22 call? .,

~23 A Okay.

24 (WHEREUPON, a short recess was taken.)

5 Q During our brief recess, Mr. Levine, we've made some
,
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1 attempts to obtain a copy of a report dealing with some foreig

2 transients that you had received information on. Could you

3 : relate for the record what progress we've made trying to

4 obtain a copy of that report?

5 A Yes, we've spoken to Mr. LaFleur and he is trying to

o find a copy and send it down.

7 Q And we have recently received copies of NUREG-0090

8 entitled " Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences, October

9 -through December 1978;aas well as copy ofaAbnormal Occurrence

10 Reports,aapparently from the Federal Register 42 FedReg 10950

11 February 24, 1977. Let me ask you if these are the materials

12 you referred to that we requested earlier dealing with the

13 abnormal occurrence guidelines?
'

14 A Yes, this document, NUREG-0090, contains Appendix A

15 which are the abnormal occurrence criteria that we talked

16 about before.
,

17 Q Let's mark this as Exhibit 2 to this Deposition,

18 and we will reserve Exhibit 3 for the report dealing with the-

.

use of data from the Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research.
.

19

L 20 (EXHIBITS 2 and 3 further

21 identified. See page 9.)

22 A On thistother document, the Federal Register

23 document you referred to, which also is a copy of the criteria

24- used for selection of abnormal occurrences. |
l

1

25 Q_ Is that the same criteria that is included in
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1 NUREG-0090, or is that supplementary?

2 A It appears to be the same as nearly as I can tell in

3 a quick glance. It seems to be much the same.

4 Q Why don't we include both of them in case there is

5 any question subsequently, as Exhibit 2.

6 Have you performed any studies or research dealing'

7 with coincident logic on ECCS actuation?

8 A In the reactor safety study we did for two plants--

9 the S trrey plant and the Peach Bottom-II reactor--examine

10 and try to predict the failure probability of emergency core

11 cooling systems to operate when needed. We had to first look

12 at the control systems which gave them the signal to initiate

13 operation, and in that sense we have studied whatever coinci-

14 dence and redundancy there was in that logic. I can't recall.

15 Q Surrey is a Westinghouse facility, is it not?

16 A Yes.

17 Q Is Peach Bottom also?

18 A Peach Bottom is a boiling water reactor built by CT

19 Q And the Surrey Westinghouse facility is a PWR?

20 A A PWR.

21 Q Do you recall the approximate date of that study?

22 A The study started in 1972 and was published in draft

23 form in 1974 and in final form in 1975.

24 Q Would it be fair to conclude that Westinghouse got

25 a copy of that report?
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1 AL -Yes.

2 q Did they have any response to your research that

3 you know'of?'

4 A .I think we'got comments from them, yes.

5 q. Do you know whether at the time they had plants

6 set up on coincident logic for ECCS actuation?

7' A I don't know.

8 Q Do-you recall the substance of the Westinghouse

9 comments?

to A No. It's all five years ago, you know.

11 Q What were the conclusions that your study reached?

12 A The study reached no conclusions. The study was

13 an attempt to perform an assessment of the risks involved in
.

14 reactor accidents in terms of the health effects on the public

15 and damage to property. It presented the results of probabil-
1

16 .ity versus consequences of various si:es.

17 Q In your study did you deal with the divergence

18 - between pressure and pressuri:er level indication in terms of

19 ECCS actuation?

20 A I can't answer. I don't know. I can't recall.

21 Q Would that have been one _ of the types of problems'

i 22 that would have been considered?

! 23 A It's the type of problem that ought to have been>

24 considered.

I25 .Q Are you awarelof a' divergence between pressure and
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1 .pressuri:er leveliindication' occurring at Davis-Besse on

2 September 24, 1977?

3 A Generally, yes.

4 Q- When did you first become aware of that problem?

5 A After TMI. Sorry about that.

6 Q Does your prior response that you learned about the

7 Davis-Besse September 1977 transient post-TMI-II influence

8 your earlier response that coincident for logic for ECCS k
7

9 actuation should have been considered in your earlier Study? j

10 A No. You know, you're sort of on a track that is $

11 not logical with what we did in our study. Our study was-

12 looking at what existed, not from a licensing viewpoint, but

13 from a viewpoint of what is the probability of things failing,
'

14 and if there was coincidence, it was factored and if there

is wasn't, it wasn't.

16 Q Did yopr study include only domestic plants or did

17 also include foreign?<

18 A It included only two plants--Surrey and Peach Bottom.

19 Q Just Surrey.and Peach Bottom. Could we get a copy

20 both of your study as well as the Westinghouse reply comment?

21 A Certainly the study; I hope there is a copy of the
,

22 Westinghouse comments around somewhere. I think we sent

23 . copies of the study at the request-of the Commission to.each

24- Hof your Commissioners.
..

25 Q. Well, it's undoubtedly, in the case of that' situation,
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1 we have them among several other piles of paper, however.

2 A Well, we'll give you another --'

3 (An off-the-record discussion held.)

4 Q With reference to your discussion earlier of the

5 erroneous conclusions concerning hydrogen production, you

6 stated you became convinced on Sunday at some point that the

7 conclusions were --

8 A On Saturday night.

9 Q Saturday night-Sunday morning, that the conclusions

to were in fact erroneous. Who did you relay your conclusion to

11 about the hydrogen production calculations?

12 A I think to Roger Mattson.

13 Q And that was on Saturday evening?

14 A Well, I'm not sure I told him about it Saturday

15 evening, but I probably did.

16 Q Would that have been around dinner time Saturday?

17 A Yes, I think so, but I don't know.

18 Q Anyone else beside Roger Mattson?

19 A There may have been someone else. If he were not

20 in the Response Center, I would have talked to whoever was

21 there, perhaps Darryl, but I would have tried to havs -3n

20 it to Roger Mattson.

23 Q That was Darryl Isenhut?

24 A Yes. I don't recall who I talked to. But when I

25 did get the results of the Schwart: calculation, I told
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1 Budnit: to call the Chairman who was then at the site at

2 Three Mile Island and tell him, which he did. And the Chairmar.

3 told him to inform the other Commissioners, which he did.

4 Q And this was done on Sunday?

5 A Sunday, around noon to two o' clock, somewhere in

6 that time frame.

7 Q Were you aware of the depressuri:ation decision

8 occurring 7-1/2 hours into the transient at TMI-II?

I knew there was some9 A No, I didn't get told about --

10 kind of event at Three Mile Island Wednesday morning. On

11 Thursday morning I attended a briefing of the Commission by

12 NRR which said that everything was under control. And the

13 next I heard about it was on Friday around noontime saying
.

14 that there was deep trouble up at Three Mile Island, would I

15 please start doing some work on it. Vic Stello called me as

16 he was just about to leave for the site by helicopter. .And

17 that's when I knew there was deep trouble up there.

18 Q And at Mr. Stello's request, did you then begin to

19 make some computations on the hydrogen production?

20 A No, I don't recall that he mentioned the hydrogen.

21 I think he wanted us to work on -- Yes, excuse me. He did

22 mention the hydrogen, but he also wanted us to work oa what

23 kind of things should we be looking at to back up the situation

24 in_ case the core got into deeper trouble. This would mean, it

25 meant to me to look at what kind of engineered safety features
.
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1 should we assure were operable and so forth and so on. And we

2 began to do that kind of work, as well as look at ways to get

3 rid of the hydrogen bubble, either by mechanical purges or by

4 chemical absorption, and we couldn't find anything that -- We

5 found a lot of things that would work, but they all had

6 dangerous downsides to them and we didn't feel we could adopt

any of them.
-

8 Q You first learned of the depressuri:ation concerns

9 on Friday?

10 A I don't understand the question. You'll have to

,

be a little more explicit.11

12 Q All right. You earlier mentioned that you knew

13 there was deep trouble, problems at the site, and I believe

14 that you said that was on late Thursday or early Friday?

15 A That was about Friday noon.

16 Q And at that time were you informed of the depressuri-

t- :ation decision?

18 A I don't know what you mean by the depressuri:ation

19 decision; I'm sorry.

20 Q The decision evidently was made at some point in

21 time to rapidly depressuri:e the primary system to try and

22 get the system on RHR precisely.

23 A That was all over by Friday noon.

24 Q Were you involved in any way in that decision?

25 A No. No way at all.

I
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1 Q So you merely heard about it after the fact?

2 A After the fact.

- 3 Q Evidently on the weekend after the accident, probabl>

4 on Saturday some time, depressuri:ation of the primary system

5 was considered one alternative to eliminat the hydrogen in

6 the system?

7 A Yes, that's correct.

8 Q Were you involved in those discussions?

9 A Yes, I was involved in those discussions to some

10 extent. In fact, I think I was interested in exploring

11 get rid of the nydrogen bubble by simply opening

12 the pressuri er relief valve and letting it vent out. And

13 there were concerns about where would the bubble go. For

14 instance, as you drop the pressure in the reactor coolant

15 system,'if there was a gas bubble in the top o f the vessel, it

16 would expand as the pressure dropped; because it was 1,000

17 pounds pressure and if you dropped the pressure the gas

expands,dndthenasit expanded it would perhaps go through18

19 the outlet lines, the hot leg lines, from the reactor vessel

20 and then out the pressurizer relief valve. Or it could be

21 swept into the steam generator. And one didn't know what would

22 happen exactly, and one was concerned about would it expand

23 rapidly enough to go down into the core and prevent cooling

24 the core.

25 So we then thought we could do an experiment in
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1 Idaho,-in fact, on a facility we call Semi-Scale. It's a )

very'smallfacilityandhas$~reactorcorejabout this big. But2

3 we did an experiment overnight in which we put a gas -- and

4 it's not a nuclear core; it's an electrically heated core --

5 in which we put a gas bubble in the top of the vessel and we

6 depressurized to see where the gas would go. It didn't go

7 out the relief valve.very fast nor completely. In fact, it

8- did go over into.the steam generator. So that appeared to be

9 not a viable course of action.

10 Q What were the concerns if the bubble went to the

11 steam generator?

12 A Well, it would interfere with circulation, as a

13 matter of fact.

14 Q "So it would be possible then to exacerbate--

15 A It could be swept into the core and affect the

is coolant.

17 Thanks, Jim.

18 Q We apparently have just received some more documents

19 requested earlier.

20 A Yes. These are the comments from Westinghouse

21 -Corporation on the-reactor-safety study. It notes that we

22 transmitted them a draft copy of the report and we asked them

23 for: comments and'this is a response to our request for

24 comments. It is dated November 1, 1974.

25 Q .What was_the problem ultimately determined to be
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1 avoided with depressurization in moving the hydrogen bubble

2 out of the system?

3 A The' problem -- The concern was that we were relying

4 on main coolant pumps to remove heat from the reactor. They

5 were operating in the environment in which they were designed
b

6 see to operate. They were relying on instruments for informa-

7 tion which were not designed'to operate in that environment.

8 Q In other words, not safety grade?

9 A It can be safety grade but not designed to operate
sleep h

to in a post-LOCA environment, the safety ;rade equipment ou; side
A

11 the containment, for. instance. So that's a nonsequitor.

12 But there was instrumentation that are not designed to with-

13 stand these post-LOCA environments. And the question was

~

14 what's going to happen, how long will these things continue

15 to run? Will they fail, and if they fail, what do we do?

16 If they fail, it would be nice to get the system full of water,

17 down in pressure and on natural circulation. But with a bubble

18 there you are hesitant to do that. So the bubble was a kind

19 of a burning issue to find out how to get rid of it. So we

20 could, if we had to, go to natural circulation.

21 Q Was a problem dealing with the bubble the fact that

22 it might go into the core and therefore exacerbate the

23 uncovery problem?

24 A Yes.

25 Q Was that a primary concern, would you say?
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1 A There was a concern that the bubble might behave in

2 such a way as to interfere with cooling the core, whether by
9

3 getting in the core or getting in the steam generator and

4 impeding the flow, or what have you.

5 Q But if the bubble got into the core itself rather

6 than the steam generator --
78

7 A The bubble would stay in the core. I maan, gravitys
S|e sf

8 would make it go up, or if there was f'__11 w it would sweep

9 it out.

10 Q If the bubble got into the core as a result of the

p8 rapid depressuri:ation discussion earlier 7-1/2 hours into11

12 the transient --

13 A Well, I can't talk Well, go ahead and ask your--

'

14 question; maybe I can answer it.

15 Q Would there have been a problem with further core

is uncovery by pushing the bubble into the reactor core as a

17 result of rapid depressuri:ation?

18 A I can only say that's a possibility. I don't know.

19 I guess they weren't running the main coolant pumps then. If

20 they opened the relief valve and reduced the pressure, the

21 bubble would expand, whether it would all go out the pressur-

22 i:er or not, one doesn't know; except one knows that a lot of

23 it did because they had the hydrogen burn in the containment.
,

24 So a lot of it did go out the pressuri:er. Whether it further

25 uncovered the core, now you'd have to make a very careful

I
|
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1 analysis to understand.

2 Q Looking back, was that one of the primary considera-

3 tions that should have been avoided with rapid depressuriza-

4 tion?

5 A Well, what one would have liked them to have done

6 with the reactor was to close the block valve and turn on the

7 HPIS and get the system solid and then they would have been

8 fine. It would have all been over. And that could have been

9 done any time early on before there was any damage, or even

10 at many other times later.

11 Q However, we've passed this point and therefore in an

12 attempt tc get back to a stable system --

13 A Now you're asking me to tell you what I think the

operators $<ere doing and I can't.14

15 Q No, I'm asking for your opinion as to what the

16 problems to be avoided would have been with the rapid

17 depressuri: tion decision, had it been effected.

18 A- Well, they did try, they did open the block valve

19 and they did try to depressuri:e at about eight hours into the

20 accident. They did do that. And two hours after they opened

21 the block valve, there was a hydrogen burn in the containment.

22 So that was done. And we know during that time that the

23 system was below the saturation pressure. System pressure was

24 below the saturation pressure. So there was boiling in the

25 system somewhere.
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1 Q So, had they continued to depressuri:e the system

2 after they in fact stopped that procedure, the results could

3 have been much worse than the hydrogen burn?

4 A I guess I didn't understand that question. If they

5 had continued -- ?

6 Q Their attempt to depressurize the system.

7 A They continued this for a long time , for several

8 hours.

9 Q Nould a continuation, though, after the point at

to which they stopped have exacerbated the problem?

11 A The hydrogen burn question. It's possible they

12 could have further uncovered the core and had further metal

13 water reaction and have generated additional hydrogen. It's

possible,"yes. To say whether it would have happened requires14

15 some careful analysis.

16 Q As part of that analysis, is core temperature an

17 essential fact?

18 A That's the key. The temperature of the cladding in

19 particular is essential.

20 (Deponent receives document.) Thank you.

21 Q I appears as though we have another document

22 previously requested.

23 A This is a report of the abnormal occurrence at

24 Gundreamingen. I guess you want me to read this and talk

I- 25 about it. Is that what you want to do?
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1

1 Q If that would refresh'your recollection.
~

. j

2 A It would.

3 Q Why don't we take a-break?

4 (A recess taken for the~above-stated purpose.)
..po _ 4

5 Q During.an off-the-record discussion, Mr. Levine, you

6 stated that there was an earlier' misunderstanding or some con-

fusion about a question dealing with coincident logic for-

s ECCS actuation, and the fact that you now believe a response

9 you made earlier was not on the same wave length as my ques-

10 tion. Would you care to rephrase your response? (See page 36)

11 A Yes, thank you. I think I misunderstood what you

12 were saying and that's my fault, not your fault. I was really

la thinking of diverse signals for initiation of ECCS which

14 could oper' ate independently of one another in missions

15 and not coincident signals, and I said that I had favored

16 coincident signals and I meant to say that I favored diverse

17 signals.

18 Q And diverse signals being two or more parameters

19 aach independently which would actuate the ECCS system?

20 A Yes..

21 Q And would coincident actuation be a situation where

22- you haveLtwo parameters both of.which would be required to

%1 actuate ECCS?

24 A .Yes, that's-what'is normally meant by coincident

25 and that is what-I misunderstood. Now one of the diverse
.
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1 parameters could have been coincident. That is, one could

2 select two signals and make them coincident as one of the

3 set of diverse signals. That would be certainly all right.

4 Q Do you know whether or not currently any particular

5 manufacturer of reactors uses diverse ECCS actuation?

6 A I can't answer authoritatively. I would think some
.

7 do, but I just can't answer that.

8 Q Let me show you Westinghouse's comments which you

9 obtained in response to an earlier request. On the cleventh

to page of the production which at the top has page number 4 and

11 the title HPIS, there are three paragraphs numbered and with

12 reference to paragraph number 3, would you review the para-

13 graph?

14 Does the paragraph that you've just reviewed in the

15 Westinghouse response to the WASH-1400 study implicitly

16 require that there be sufficient or satisfactory indication to

17 an operator of whether or not a LOCA exists, for example ,

13 whether the PORV's failed to open?

19 A I'm not sure this refers to a small LOCA resulting

2 from a PCRV being open. It could have been a pipe break.

21 And this comment might in fact be associated with a valve in

22 the ECCS system. Now let me read some of the other paragraphs

23 here for a moment.

24 (pause to read)

25 I can't be sure, but I think they are referring to
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.

I valves in the emergency core cooling system and not the PORV.

2 Q In any event, would it be necessary in order for

3 Westinghouse's comment there to be valid that the aperator

4 have sufficient indication to conclusively show holes in thc

5 system of one sort or another?

6 A You have to not have enough information to know that

7 he was losing inventory from the system. To show holes is
. M-

physically a different phenomeno % atahe would have to known th8

9 he was losing inventory from the system.

10 Q And if we can extrapolate that so the system where

11 we have a PORV failing open and therefore essentially a small

12 break LOCA to the primary system without any indication

13 available to the operator in the form of a warning light or
"

14 enunciator, would it be possible then for an operator to

15 accurately and effectively respond to that small break LOCA?

16 A Yes. Let's assume that -- forget a LCCA in the

17 pressuri:er at all. Let's talk about a small split in the

18 pipe somewhere, which is a small LOCA not associated with the

19 pressuri:er. The pressuri er pressure and level signals

20 would then be unambiguous and he would know what was going on.

21 Q Soyouaredealingwjthessentiallyindirect indi-
22 cators to verify a small break?

There's no real way to tell you thatO A You can't --

24 you have a hole.of a certain size in a certain location in

25 the' reactor coolant system. You can tell from plant
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parameters, from monitors which measure radioactivity in the1

2 containment, and so forth.

3
Q Nell, currently on most --

A The problem of the water discharge, if it's through4

the relief valve from the water going th ;.3.km.l through the3

6 tail pipe.

Q Well, dealing with a failed open PORV on most SGN7

8 reactors, there apparently is at least an indirect warning

light showing that a signal has been sent to the solenoid9

to to energi::e the PORV to close, not necessarily an actual

u position indication.

12 A That's correct.

13
Q That is one relatively direct method available to

14 an operator to determine if the PORV is open or closed.

15 Correct?

16 A It's in fact indirect.

17
Q It's indirect but it deals directly with the PORV

18 as opposed to a plant parameter?
,

19 A It deals directly with the PORV but it is classically

20 known to be a bad way of measuring valve position.

21
Q When was the first time it was known to be a

22 classically bad example of measurement? Is this pre-TMI?

23 A I've known for years . It 's the kind o f thing musP*'

24 where you try to measure something by measuring another

25 parameter when you can measure the parameter of interest
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1 directly. And I've heard of examples for years of people

2 measuring valve positions by measuring the actuator signals

as opposed to the actual position of the valve. ,3

4 Q Do you know whether or not it was common knowledge

5 or r, common position in the NRC that it was a classically bad

6 Jituation to have an indirect PORV indicator?

7 A I' don't know what's common in NRC. This has been

8 my experience.

9 Q Did anyone beside yourself in the NRC have the same

10 opinion as to the quality of the indirect measurement o f the

11 PORV that you know of?

12 A I have to correct your question a little bit. I'm

13 not talking about the PORV. If you talk generally, fo rge t tin g

14 the PORV, I think you will find that a number of people will

15 tell you that's not a good way to do things; one should do

16 them by measuring the actual valve stem position.

17 Q The same kind of problem for a B6W pressuri:er

18 providing indirect measurement of core inventory?

19 A I-guess I'm not sure that I understand your

20 question.

21 Q Well, you indicated earlier that at least in dealing

22 with a PORV or generally any kind of mechanism, it was

23 always better to have --

24 A Not in dealing with a PORV specifically but

25 general-y with valves, yes.
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l' Q -- that it would be better to have a direct rather

2 than an indirect measurement?

3 A yes,

4 Q Or alternatively it would be better to have a mea-

5 surement directly from the particular item or mechanism you

6 wanted measured rather than having one mechanism measure what

7 was going on in the second mechamism?

8 A Yes.

9 Q In a B5W reactor the pressuri:er level indication

to measures indirectly what's going on with core inventory, does

11 it not?

12 A It gives you some indication of inventory, yes.

13 Q But it's not the same as though you would have

14 thermocouples, for instance, in the reactor core itself pro-

15 viding direct information as to what's going on in the core?

16 A Or water level indicator or an indicator that

17 measured boiling or something, that's correct.

18 Q Pre-TMI-II, do you know whether or not it was

19 technologically feasible to have a direct water indication in

20 a 36W reactor?

21 A Why 'it's technologically feasible to measure water

22 level in the pressurized water reactorj you'd have to decide
_

23 -exactly what you want to measure and for.what purpose. You

24 -may have to develop the instrument, but I'm sure you could.
'

25~ .Q Are we talking about a relatively substantial cost
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1 involved in something like that?

2 A It depends on what you want. If you want to measure

3 whether there is a bubble in the top of the reactor vessel,

4 o want to measure /I4 that could be done quite easily.

5 a bubble on top of the steam generator, you could do that.

6 That's another instrument. If you want to measure bubbles in

7 the core, that's a much more complex thing, but it could

8 probably be done also. Do you want to measure boiling in the

9 core, which are bubbles, which are gas bubbles, water or

to steam?

11 So my recommendation to this agency will be--in

12 fact, it's in my budget--to make studies of what instruments,

13 not just this area but for the whole reactor, what instruments
~

14 are needed to follow the course of accidents, a very thorough

15 study in terms of what do you want to measure, what do you

16 need to know to define what's going on, how you're going to

17 measure it, what are you going to do with the information, and

18 so forth? And we plan to make such studies if we get the

19 proper funding, and I think we will.

20 Q Do you know what the reason for allowing an indirect

21 indication on a PORV w 8 pre-TMI-II?

22 A No, I don't know.

23 Q Could it have been the fact that the PORV itself was

24 not defined as safety related?

25 A That's possible, but I don't know. I'm really the
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1 wrong person to ask that question.

2 Q Let's mark the Westinghouse reply comments to

3 WASH-1400 as Exhibit 4 to the Deposition, reserving as

4 Exhibit 3 the two-or three-year old report or request for your

5 data assimilation. Do we have a name that we can refer to

6 that, as the Levine study memo?

7 A The Levine/ Mcdonald memo.

8 Q Okay. The Levine/ Mcdonald memo will be admitted

9 as Exhibit 3 when we get a copy; and let's have this as

10 Exhibit 4, which is a November 1, 1974 letter from R. Salva to ri ,

11 Manager, Nuclear Safety Department of Westinghouse Corporation.

12 Power Systems, addressed to Mr. Saul Levine at that time at

13 the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission, and attached comments.
.

14 (WHEREUPON, the document referred

15 to was marked as Exhibit 4 to the

16 Deposition.)

17 Q Earlier, Mr. Levine, I asked you whether or not you

18 had any information from foreign transients dealing with PORV

19 problems, failing open or general PORV problems, and you

20 indicated that in fact you did have information dealing with

21 a specific reactor in Germany.

22 A Yes.

23 Q Have you received any additional information that

24 would assist you in recalling the specifics of that incident?

25 A Yes, I have.
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1 Q First of all, let me ask you what documents you have

2 received?

3 A I have received three documents. One, a memo to

4 file, Nuclear Regulatory Commission, dated January 19, 1977

5 written by Joe LaFleur. The other is an unidentified document

6 just titled " Abnormal occurrence at the Nuclear Power Plant

Gundremmingen, January 13, 1977" which has attached to it a-

8 report to the Bavarian Parliament , a draft dated January 19,

9 1977, informal translation. And a third document which is

to a Department of State telegram from the American Embassy Bonn,

11 Germany, to the Secretary of State addressing the incident at

12 Gundremmingen Nuclear Power Station, which happened on

13 January 13, 1977.

14 Q hlhydon'twemarkthoseasExhibits5through7,

15 respectively to this Deposition and then we'll give them back

16 to you so that.you can refer to them.

17 (WHEREUPON, the documents referred

18 to were marked as Exhibits 5, 6,

19 and 7 to the Deposition.)

20 Q Having had the opportunity to review Exhibits 5

21 through 7 dealing with the German transient and the PORV

22 problem, what can you tell us now about that particular

23 incident?

24 A Yes, I reviewed the three documents I mentioned

25 before and what happened was some kind of a transient in the
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1

1 electrical system that the reactor plant was supplying and the

2 failure in the control of the turbine which made it appear

3 that additional steam flow from the reactor was required and

steamflowwassuppliedfwhichinaboilingwaterreactor4 that

drops the level of water in the reactor markedly)and the plant5

6 has to respond by supplying more feedwater, which it did.

7 And the feedwater valve stuck open so that it kept supplying
,

d
8 even after the transient which needed the additional steam wasg

9 over. It kept s'tpplying a large amount of feedwater and it

to resulted in overpressuri:ing the reactor and the 14 relief

11 and safety valves all opened and one relief valve, because of

12 the physical reaction forces of the st a w through the

13 valve, bent. The pipe that attached to the reactor vessel

14 bent and split open, but the valve remained attached to the

15 reactor.

16 Q Was this essentially a case where the steam pressure

17 was just greater than had been considered in the design of

18 the PORV and bent it?

19 A Well, the safety and relief valves are provided just

20 for this purpose--to prevent overpressuri:ing the vessel. So

21 they are there for that purpose.

22 Q But apparently the --

23 A It's an abnormal condition, but the Anerican Society

24 of Mechanical Engineers code in our country requires relief

25 and safety valves and it is a practice followed all over the
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I world.

2 Q But apparently the pressure involved in this parti-

3 cular reactor was of such a high level it did more than merely

4 open the valves--it bent one of them.

5 A No, the pressure didn't bend the valve. It was when

6 you shoot a steam jet or steam and water out of a valve,

7 there's a reaction force. It is what makes rockets go. And

8 the valve wasn't designed to take that reaction force, so the

9 pipe bent and split open part way around.

10 Q Is there any indication whether there was an

11 indicator light or some kind of information that was provided

12 to the operator as to the particular problem?

13 A I saw nothing in here that discussed that matter.

14 Q Can you recall any other foreign problems dealing

15 with failed open PORV's?

16 A I don't know of any. That doesn't mean there have

17 not been any. But I don't know.

18 Q Do you know who in the NRC decides what is safety

19 related?

20 A It's decided in NRR principally, and to some extent

21 in Standards, Office of Standards Development.

22 Q Do you know what the basic definition of safety

23 related for reactors is?

24 A It starts with a general design criteria which talks

25 about achieving safe shutdown of the reactor and coping with
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1 accidents. That is if we postulate a series of design basis

2 accidents and those systems that are installed in the plant*

3 to cope with those design basis accidents are safety related.

4 Q So if something was not a design basis accident, in

5 other words, beyond the bounds of the analysis originally, it

6 would not be considered safety related?

7 A That's a generalization which is true, but there

8 could be some exceptions.

9 Q Well, as a consequence of a failed open PORV, you

10 have a small break LOCA in the primary system.

11 A Yes.

12 Q And is it your opinion that that situation can

13 affect the safe sht.down of the plant, provided you have either

14 no indication or an indirect indication that the PORV has

15 failed open?

16 A It doesn't matter what the indication is

17 355 Des a stuck open. valve that puts you in a small LOCA and

18 you have to handle the situation.

19 Q But the operator can much more accurately and easily

20 handle the situation if he's got an indication?

21 A Yes, that's exactly right.

22 Q That also happens to be accurate.

23 A Yes , of course.

24 Q Pre-TMI-II this year, were you aware of any other

25 domestic PORV problems at 35W facilities:
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i A No.

2 Q Are you aware of any now? -

3 A Yes.

4 Q Which ones?

5 A Davis-Besse and Rancho-Seco.

6 Q In particular, Davis-Besse, any date or just a

7 problem at Davis-Besse?

8 A It happened much earlier than TMI. I don't remember

9 the exact date.

10 Q Were you aware of any cases, pre-TMI again, of

11 pressuri:er level indication going off scale high?

12 A No.

13 Q Would that be construed as a relatively exceptional

14 or unusual' occurrence?

15 A I don't know.

16 Q Is the pressurizer level indication a safety related

17 piece of a BSW reactor?

18 A As I understand it, the licensing people did not

19 consider it to be so, but I'm not sure of that.
~

co Q When we first began the Deposition you indicated

21 your office received selected LER's dealing with relative

22 information for your office.

23 A No, no. We get all the LER's.

24 Q Okay. Did you, if you know, receive the LER's on,

25 for instance, Davis-Besse in September 1977?
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1 A I would think so, but I don't know as a fact.

? Q Do you have any organizational structure that in

3 reviewing LER's makes a determination that there may be a

4 potential generic safety problem?

5 A No. I told you before, we review them for failure

6 rate date on components and systems, but not for safety

~

significance.

8 Q Well, if you have a valve, for instance , that has

9 a high failure rate and might not be classified by the strict

to definition as safety related but can produce safety related

11 consequences --

12 A You're thinking that I'm in the licensing business

13 and I'm not. I'm in the business of doing research and one

14 of my jobs is to get prepared to better risk assessments than

15 we did on NASH-1400. And obviously one needs as big a data

16 base as one can get. The principal focus of our efforts in

N
regardtoLER'sandalso/PRDS,whichisanindustrysystemk1~

18 to take that data and analy:e it for failure rate data -com-r)
19 ponent failure rate data. We are looking at differences in

ce4L gw e#*
20 data between data we used in NASH-1400 ed what exists. We

21 are looking at the differences in data among plants, which

22 there are. But it is not our charter to determine the safety

23 significance of those things.

24 Safety significance reviews are done in the licensing

25 area.
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1 'Q As part of your Office's responsibilities for making

2 proposals for design changes --

3 A I don't have any responsibility for proposing design

4 changes. I have the responsibility to do research, for

5 instance, on improving the safety of reactors. When that

6 research is done, it will be utilized by NRR and SD to deter-

~

mine if they want to make additional safety requirements on

8 the industry.

9
Q Well, in the-course of that particular research is

10 it not within that realm of responsibility to determine the

11 risks involved of. safe plant shutdown from an accident which

12 might be induced possibly by a failed open PORV which goes

13 unnoticed?
"

14 A No. By the same token I would say if anything came

15 to our attention and it was clearly a matter of safety

16 significance, that we recogni e it as a matter of safety

l~ significance, we are bound to inform NRR and we do.

18 Q Did you perform any studies dealing with PORV'sTapo 5

19 pre-TMI-II?

20 A We had a failure rate, we had a probability of

'21- sticking.open for.PORV's, yes, which we used in NASH-1400.

22
Q Was that exclusively part of WASH-1400?

23 A' Yes..

24 Q Where did that study go?

25 A It came from reviewing many sources of data, not
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1 just nuclear power plants, PORV's in many plants, many kinds

2 o f plants . And we determined from that a failure, a stick

3 open probability for such valves, which was about 1 in 100.

4 As it opened, it had about 1 in 100 chance of failing to

5 reclose.

6 The latest data from operating reactors is 1 in 50,

7 so we bring in a factor of 2, which is very good for this

8 business, by the way.

9 Q Was. the PORV study you just referred to broken down

10 by particular types of plants; for instance, a B6W PWR?

11 A No.

12 Q You just mentioned that the failure rate was 2 out

13 of 100 for PORV's failing to reclose.

14 A 'For B6W PORV's.

15 Q Two out of 100?

16 A Two openings out of 100 would fail to reclose.

17 Q Are you aware at this point in time that there have

13 been five PORV's failing to close on B6W reactors?

I think that's where this number comes from, yes.19 n

20 Q So you're saying that of the five B6W PORV's that

21 have failed to closa, that was based on 250 openings?

r A Excuse me. I guess I recall we had three failed

23 out of 150 openings, and that's what my recollection is. Now

24 if there are five, that's another factor a little bit.

25 Q Well, would 5 out of 150 --

!
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i A That would be 1 out of 30 instead of 1 out of 50.

2 Q Would that significantly change the --

3 A It doesn't change things very much in the parameter
,

You're really looking for factors of 5 and 10 to ;ob4 of this. a>

5 dHsignificant difference.

6 Q So 1 out of 30, 3 percent failure rate, would not

; be significant in your opinion?

8 A No, no, no. I didn't say that. I said the differ-

9 ence between 1 in 50 and 1 in 100 and 1 in 30 is not very

to significant. The difference between 1 in 10 and 1 in 100 is

11 quite significant in probability terms.

12 Q Were any studies dealing with loss of pressuri er

13 level indication performed by your office?

14 A Not that I'm aware of.

15 Q Let's go off the record for a minute.

16 (A brief recess was held.)

17 Q Mr. Levine, what kinds of research efforts are pro-

18 duced by your office?

19 A Research results are produced to encompass the entirc

20 nuclear fuel cycle from reactor safety issuesj to environmental

21 issues to improve risk assessment techniques. These resultsj

22 are used in various ways. They can be used just to add to a

23~ store of information. They can be used to modify rules and

24 regulations, safety guides. They can be used to solve generic

25 issues. They can be used in a variety of ways. They close
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1 doors sometimes. There's an open question; it just simply

2 gives you an answer and says don't worry about that any more,

3 which doesn't change anything in the licensing process but it

4 is useful to know you don't have to worry about that any more.

3
Q Are your research results made available for use in

6 licensing?

7 A 'r e s .

8
Q Routinely?

9 A Routinely.

10
Q As well as to operating reactors?

11 A Our reports are published; they are available to

12 anyone.

13 Q So an operating reactor could consider the informa-

14 tion for whatever method they chose?

15 A Yes. But mostly our results are not directly j

16 applicable to operating problems; they're more directly

17 applicable to analysis problems which go more to reactor

18 vendors and architect-engineers as opposed to operating

19 utilities. But in some cases we have produced results that

20 ;, design changes to utilitywill directly affect F '-

21 plants.

22
Q Can you give me a specific example as tc a design

23 change?

24 A Yes. We have just reviewed the 24 different

25 varieties of auxiliary feedwater systems in operating PWR
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1 plants built by Combustion Engineering and Westinghouse. And

2 we have evaluated their relative reliabilities and we find
there .s a wide variation in reliability and that some ofi3

4 those systems need fixes. We have made recommendations to NRR

5 as to what fixes are needed to improve the safety of these
~

6 systems. This is the first time we've done this kind of an

7 exercise, by the way. And they are in the process of impic-

8 menting those recommendations.

9 Q -Do your research results involve any changes in-

10 training procedures?

11 A They haven't yet but they could ultimately. Let

12 me say first of all that NASH-1400 found that there were --

13 we have to operate with human error and we had to assess the

14 possibility of human error, and in doing so we looked at

is operating procedures and maintenance procedures, test proce-

16 dures and emergency procedures. And we found some diffi-

17 culties with those procedures.

18 But we found in talking to the plant people that

19 they were aware of those deficiences and they were doing

20 things in a more rational way. We based our assessment on

21 the,way they were actually doing them.

22 For the future we feel that we need to study the

23 matter of operator training in the following way: We need to

24 know what data the opera or needs to follow the course of

25 accidents, and I mentioned before, we are going to do studies
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1 in that area. We know the way in which that information should

2 be displayed for maximum effectiveness to aid the operator.

3 We think that there should be diagnostic equipment to help him

4 decide what all this information means. We think we have to

5 understand better the kind of transients and events and small

6 LOCA's that can lead to things like TMI, and we're going to

better,en2"Ehese7 develop model.s to try and predict that

8 models can then be the bases for making requirements for train-

9 ing simulators that go beyond design basis accidents. We think

to that simulators should be changed as soon as we can state

b
11 theus requirements;jwe can go beyond design basis accidents in

12 training operators.

13 Q In your response you indicated you'd spoken with

14 reactor operators to find out some of their specific proce-

15 dures.

~ 16 A Yes. This was during WASH-1400. That was about

17 five or six years ago.

18 Q At that time was there any reliance by operators on

19 pressuri:er level-indication as a primary indicator of core

20 inventory discovered?

21 A I don't know.

22 Q If it was, it would be included in WASH-1400?

23 A If it was, it would be included. I don't know

24 whether we considered it or not.

25 Q Does your office have any specific role in terms
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1 of plant licensing aside from the provision of research results

2 to licensing, as previously mentioned?

3 A No.

4 Q Do you have any involvement in terms of your research

5 results with operating reactors?

6 A Only in the sense that when we produce a research

7 result that's of significance we discuss it with NRR and talk

8 to them about methods to implement and whether it should or

9 not be implemented. But it is their action.

10 Q Does your office engage in any data reviews or

11 analyses or verification of particular events relative to

12 the use of simulators?

13 A No.

14 Q Do you have any involvement --

15 A We' re planning to make studies of how to improve

16 simulators.

17 Q Currently your office has no dealings relative to

is simulator use?

19 A No.

20 Q What particular relationships between your research
'

21 results and SD exist?
.

22 A Much like with Licensing. For instance, this result

23 I-talked to you about on decay heat would ultimately end up

24 in a change to our regulations which would be written by

25 Standards, but the writing, the decisions, and the discussions
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'

I would involve NRR and ourselves and Standards.

2 Q' What about your office's relationships w:.th NMSS?

3 A We do-research that will produce results that they

4 can use, too, on nonreactor facilities--waste storage facili-

5 ties and the like.

6 Q What about ISE?

7 A We have a lesser interaction with them, although we

8 are doing some work for them to try to indicate the relative

9 -importance of their inspection modules and also do some work

10 on how they can best utilize their on-site inspectors. These

11 are programs we've just started.

12 Q Pre-TMI did you have any input from ISE in terms of

13 whether or not they might spot a particular generic problem

14 and want you to look into it?

15 A No.

16 Q What kind rf involvement does your office have with

17 IACRS, if any?

18. A. Significant. They are required by the Congress to

19 review our research program annually and have done so for the

20 past two years. This year they are required by the Commission

21 to re;iew our budget and advise the Commission on our budget,

22 which they have just done.- This means there are a series of

23 meetings that last throughout the year reviewing the details
|

24 of our program and our future . programs .
_

25 Also they ask us for advice on issues from time to
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1 time.

2 Q Pre-TMI-II do you know whether or not your office

3 received a copy of the Michelson Report?

4 A I think not.

5 Q Have you seen a copy of that since?

6 A I have seen a copy since.

7 Q Have you read it?
,

8 A I read it briefly, yes.

9 Q Do the concerns raised in the Michelson Report

to appear to be the type of matters your office would get

11 involved with?

12 A Not in the past.

13 Q Evidently in the present and future?

14 A hiell, it's not clear. You know we've just estab-

15 lished this new Operations Evaluation function which will have

is the charter of reviewing the safety significance of failures,

17 but there's a little satellite group in each office that will

is interact with that centralized group and just how the job will

19 be split up, I don't know. We may be involved in reviewing

20 the safety significance. I j ust don' t know.

21 Q What relationship does your office have with EPRI?

22 A We meet with them about quarterly and review their

23 programs and our programs, and suggest programs that they

24 should do and they suggest prcgrams that we should do, and

25 we conduct some joint programs where there is funding by
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1 industry and by EPRI and by ourselves, in a few cases. There

2 are not many of those but there are a few.

3 Q Beside providing copies of your research results to

4 utilities, do you have any involvement with utilities directly:

5 A Almost none.

6 Q What about with the Department of Energy or other

7 Federal agencies?

8 A Yes. We have a significant involvement with other

9 agencies. We have other agencies doing research for us that

to we manage. Of our budget, 85 percent is spent in DOE labora-

11 tories. lot of it we have also contracts with the
j

12 Geological Survey, the Coast and Geodetic Survey, with HEW

> 13 and EPA and others. So we have an extensive interaction with
~

14 other Government agencies in terms of getting our research

15 done.

16 Q Do they work on particular types of projects?

17 A Yes.

18 Q Which particular kinds?

19 A Well, almost all our reactor research is done at

20 DOE laboratories. Our safeguards research is done there. The

21 other agencies work on problems in which they have specialties

22 .such as seismic, tornado, floods, et cetera, -health effects of
,

23 radioactivity. j

24 Q How has the NRC used what.is known as either

25 NASH-1400 or the Rasmussen Report?
;
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1 A It's hard for me to summarize coherently how it has

2 been'used. You will find that NRR view is that.while they

3 have occasionally used its techniques, they have not relied

4 .on these techniques very heavily. It's my opinion and has

'5 been for some years pre-TMI, that there should have been much

6 more extensive use of these techniques to help solve licensing

problems where'you can't make a decision clearly without this.~

8 It will certainly almost always lend some insight in most

9 problems, but not all; not all problems can benefit from this
,

to technique.

11 I think the Commission's policy statement on the

12 Lewis Report dampened the application of these techniques.

13 But on the other hand, I think the Commission wants these

14 techniques used more and more. I have a very clear signal on

15 that, and it's happening; it's beginning to happen. This

16 auxiliary feedwater study I mentioned, for instance, is a very

1- goo'd example of that.

18 To enhance the applicability of these techniques ,

19 one has to train people on how to use them. They are quite

20 subtle. It's very easy to make mistakes with them and we

21 .have to develop a cadre of skilled practitioners in the agency

22 and in laboratories and elsewhere. It's a new methodology.

23 Q Who in the NRC is the central point of information

24 for WASH-1400 concerns, if.there is one?

s. A My -- the Probabilistic Analysis staff.
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1 Q Is that exclusively within your office?

2 A You'll find everybody'willing to express opinions on

3 it.

4 Q Post-TMI.

5 A Pre-TMI and post-TMI both. I think TMI in fact

6 enhanced the importance of NASH-1400 in the eyes of many

7 people because they found that accident sequence very similar

8 in WASH-1400 as to what happened at TMI; not the same sequence

9 because BGW sequence is different from the Westinghouse

10 sequence. But it was there. It pointed out the fact that a

11 stuck open relief valve could occur and it could lead to a

12 small LOCA.

13 Q .s it your opinion that the Rasmussen Report or
.

14 WASH-1400 should be reevaluated in view of TMI-II?

15 A No, it should not. I think, again, you have to

16 understand that WASH-1400 was a risk assessment and not a

17 licensing tool. The methods within it can be used to aid

18 licensing but are not a replacement for many of the kinds of

19 analyses that are now performed. To update WASH-1400 in a

20 significant way requires the development of significant
,

21 methodological improvements in a few areas, and that's going

22 to take a while to do and then it could be updated.

23 But the accident sequence that occurred is there.

24 It is essentially there.

~

Q What particular areas?25
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1 A They are enum'erated in the Lewis Report and they

2 are the areas that we told Lewis that needed improvement. We

3 need a better seismic risk model, tornados, floods, and so

4 forth, many things like that; we need a better data base.

5 Q Any materials or areas internal to the reactor

6 itself as opposed to the external enes you just mentioned?

7 A Better da ta base , bet *~i' models for some human

3 operator openings, and so forth. Those are internal. But

9 mostly external.

10 Q Can we get a copy of the Lewis Report?

11 A Sure.

12 Q Is one available immediately, or if it is not con-

13 venient we can just have it sent to us.

51R. SHIELDS: I'm sure you must have been sent14

15 copies of that along with WASH-140 .

B,il 5
y up has probably got it.16 MR. LEVINE: C .l-u 5

17 MR. SIDELL: Okay.

18 MR. LEVINE: If you haven't, I'll send you as many

19 as you want.

20 MR. SIDELL: Mr. Shields, do you have any questions?

21 MR. SHIELDS: I have no questions.

1 22 MR. SIDELL: At this time, I've run out ~of questions

23 of mine and others. In view of our prior policy in terms of

24 what we're doing with Depositions, we will recess rather than

25 adjourn the Deposition, should in the unlikely, hopefully,
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1 event we have more, we can more easily contact you and con-

2 tinue cn. I will tell you that we have not recalled anyone -

3 for a Deposition so far, although we plan to do it in a rather

4 small finite number of cases. I would doubt that that would

5 be the case with you, although I can't make any promises in

6 that regard.

7 But at this time we wil.1 consider the Deposition

8 in recess. We certainly thank you for your patience and

9 your assistance,

10 MR. LEVINE: Thank you. I'm happy to help.

11 (WHEREUPON, at 5:35 p.m. the Deposition was recessed .)

12 - - -

13 I have read the foregoing pages,

14 1 through 73, and they are a true

15 and accurate record of my testimonv

16 there'n recorded.

17

/ SAUL LEVINE
18

Subscribed and sworn to before me
19

this day o f ,1979.

20

Notary Publicgg

My Commission Expires:22

23

24

25
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A8NO WAl. OCCtJERENCE RCPORTS 1975, dated March 1976: 13) NUREO functions and s!!ght deviations from nor-
Implementation of Section 208. Energy 0030-2. Report to Congress on Abnormni maJ operating procedures which are

Reorganization Act of 1974; Policy State. Occurrences. October-December 1975 without significance frcm the standpoint
ment dated March 1976: OD NUREG 0090-3. of the public health or safety bitt which

Report to Congress on Abnoenal Occur. provide data useful to the Commission in
Bacxczoon rences. January-March 1976, dated Jute monitoring operating tren:is of nuclear

Section 208 of the Energy Reorganva- 1976: and (5) NUREG 0000-4 Report to power factitties and in comparmg the
tion Act of 1974 < Pub. L 93-438. 42 U.S.C. Congress on Abnormal Occurrence, actual performance of these f acihties
58481 provides that: A prt!-June 1976. dated Cetober 1976. with the potential performance for

These reports are available from the Na- which the faci!1 ties were deugned. InThe Commission sna!! submit to the
Congress each quarter a report itsting for tional Technical Information Service accord with present policy. Informatien

this perted any abnormat occurrences at or Springtteld. Virginia 22161. relaung to all event.s reported to the
associated with any fact!!ty which is 11 censed Based on its experience to date in the NRC will conunue to be made av.itlable
or otherwtse regulated pursuant to the preparation and issitance of abnormaj to Congress and placed in the NRC Pub-
Atomne Energy Act cf 1954 as amended. or occurrence reports, the Commissiah ha3 lic Document Rooms for pubhc perusal.
pursuant to this Act. For the purposes of this decided that its respenstbilities under Information can also be oDtain*d by
section, an abnormat occurrence is an un* Section 208 can be carrie<1 out more ef- writing the Nuefear Regulator 7 Cornmts-
acheduled incident or event which the Com- fectively if the inter:m critetta now used ston. Public Document Room. Washing-

etan point o pbc t or safe y to identify abnormal ocurrences are fur- ton, D.C. 20555. In addition. the Com-

N: thing in the precedtsg sentence shall limit ther refined. Accordingly, the Commis- mission will continue to !ssue ne'vs an.
ths authority of a court to rewtew the de- slon is issuing this general statement of nouncements on events that seem to be
tarmination of the Commisston. Each such policy which describes the manner in newsworthy regardless of whether or not

report shall contata- which the Commission will. as part of the events are designated abnormal oc-

t1) The date and place of each occurrence; the routine conduct of its business. carry currences.
(2) The nature and prooable consequence out its responsibilities under Section 208 The Comm!ssion invites all interested

<f each occurrence; of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 persons who desire to submit written
comments or suggestions on the abner *(3) The cause or causes of each; and for identifying abnormal occurrences

" h(4) Any action taken to prevent reoccut-
and making the requisite information statement of policy and on the examplesrence.

The Commisaton shalt also provide as wide concerning each such ocurrence avatl-
of abnormal occurrences in Appendix A

Ossemination to the pubin of the tnrorma- able to the Congress and the public tn
thereto, to send them to the Secretarytios spectaed in clauses (1) and f 2) of this a timely manner. Included in the pohey

section as reasonably ponntble within titteen statement are revised critena which thed ys of its receiving information of each clear Rect! story Commission. Washmg-
abnormat occurrence and sball provtda as Commission will use in determining ton, D.C. 0$555. Attention: Dock-ttn
wide dissemination to the public sa reason- whether a particular event is a reportable and Service Branch by May 25. L777.

abnormn1 occurrence within the mean!ng ConsMeration will be g:ven to such s:.th-et u e 3 andi as a suca t orma
uos becomeo avausbie to Lt. of Section 208. It is expected that sa ad- tnissions in connection sith m" Ne fu-

t na1 p ie e 11 ined furth ture revision of the critetta. Ccoms of
On March 17. 1975 the Commiufon comments received by the Commisslan

published a notice in the PanntAL Rzc- rect may be exammed at the Commiscon's
.ana " Report:ng of and Dir. semination AsNonwat Ocevantser CurrynrA Public Deument Room.1717 R St~t.
cf Information Concerning Acnormal The enteria contained m the general NW' WE3hiUEIOU' U C'
Occurrences." (40 FR 12166). The notice cratement of policy have ten developed CturaAL STATTMENT of Pottcy oN Ix-
stated that the Commission has un- to comply with the legislative intent of pttwtstanon or Sec; tow 08 or ner
der active consideration the formulation .9etion 208---to . keep Congres6s and the Estacy RroRcANtZATIoM AC7 or 1971,
el proposed amendments to its regula* p4bhc Informed of unscheduled incidents As Aartsorn
tions - to fact}ttate implementation of or events which the Commission cen-
Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization siders signtficant from the standpoint of 1. Applicabtfity. Implementation of

Sectim M Abnormal Occuneces Re-Act of 1374 and that an appropriate public health or safety. The criteria re-
notjce of proposed rulemaking would be dect a range of health and safety con- ports involves the conduct of Commts-

pub!!shed in the FrernA1. Rtatstra for cerns and are applicable to events in- sion busmess and does not impose re-

public comment before'any amendmenta volving a single occupational worker as memm s on- censees. Rem W
" # "I" d * U#art adopted. Smce impicmentation in* well as those having an overall impact ennts 6ted to be maufam, con-volves the conduct of Commission bust- on the general public.
s m, r opeau n a fa y rness and does not impose requirements The criteria establish a threshold for

En licensees the Commission is not pro- reporting. Occurrences that meet or ex- c nduct of an activity subject to,0tbe re-qmmmmts f .s . r 71posing amendments to its regulations ce?d the threshold wt! he reported as
*U *# e e eral

[ ,"[%,but is instead issuing a general statement abnormal occurrences. The Commission , .

Cf policy. has established the reporting threshold '" ^* '3# " *In July 1975. In the exercise of the au* at a |evel which will assure that all events ""

* "# #* " ^ " * " "'"U#thtrity conferred upon it by Congress to likely to be of signiacance from the
d1termine which unscheduled incidents standpoint of public health or safety wCl .fEnergy Reorg ton et 1or events are signifhant from *he stand- be reported. At the same time, by plac- means an unscheduled incident or eventpoint of public health or safety and are mg the reporting threshold generafty

at or associated with any activity orreportable as ebnormat occurrences. the above the level of events required to be
facility which is licensed or otherwise

; Commission developed interim criteria , reported to the NRC, the Commiaston
regulated pursuant to the Atomic Energyf r evaluating licensee events. On the will not report for Smtton 308 pumns'

Act of 1354 as amended. or pursuant tobe.sts of these criteria and as required b7 those events reported by !rewes which the per Reorgant:stion Act of 1974'Section 208. the Commisston has usuert involve some variance from regulatory whic5tdCommission deter =mes is ri:t-flee quarterly reports to Congress on ab- limits but which are notstgnificant from
nificant from the standpoL*1t of publictrTnal occurrences. The five repor s are. the standpoint of public health or safety. health or safet7-(1) NUREO 75-090. Report to Congres.s

on Abnormal Occurrences. January, LZetNstr Rtronts 3. Abnormal Occurrence criteria. T'.e
" "# * * "8 *June 1975, dated October 1375: 42' This general statere.it of polley will|

! NUREO 0000-1. Report to Constress on not change the rr .,r'ine requirements e an ennt at

Abnormal Occurrences. July-September imposed on NRC Licensees by Commts* r7 a ed by t"
or o e C mston regulations. license conditions or ston :s an abnormal occurre:tce witnintechnical specifications. NRC heensees the pur* tew of Section 208 of the Energysne interts ("nia are set out in an wdl continue to submit required reports Reorganization Act of 1974. Events deter-appemns to each port to Coopeas on aa* on a wide spectrum of events. including mined to be at or above the thresholdnormat oecen . such events as minor instrument mal-
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established by the criteria Mll be subject or exposure of tue teet, anktes. heads or tere- 3. Design or safety Analysts Desciency,
to the reporting and pub!!c informatiort arms of any individus to Ms rems or more of M rsonnel Ermr or Procedural or Adminta-
requirements o. Section 008 of the ra tat:nc (:o CFn Emsa)(11 p. or equiva- trative Inadequacy:

.

Energy Reorganization Act of 1374. tent expose rmn mnN m ee=. t. niseevery ct a malnr conditten not =pe
2. An exposure to an indivi'tual in 13 un- et tcMiy ecnsadered in the Safety Analym(a) An event will be considered att restrteted area such that the wnote body <tme Report (S Alt) or technical spee!Scattons.a. normal occurrence if it involves as rocetved exceeda 0 5 rems in one calendar that require immedtate remedial actton.mMor reduction in the deyree of pro- year (10 CPR 20.105(s)). 2. Personnet error or precedural dertelen-

tection of the public hCalth cr safety. S. Disenarre or Dispersal et Radioactivt ete=s which regult in tosa of plant capsbttity
Such an event would invcive a moderate f.raterrat from tu Intended P! ace of Conane- to perform essential safety functions sush
or more severe impact on the public ment: that a potenttat ratease of ractoactiv;ty :n
halth or safety and could include but 1. The retesse of radioactive nsatertal to an excess ct to CPR Part 1C0 guidelines could

need not be limited to: unrestucted area in concentrations which. It result trem a postulated trsnstent or acet-

(1) hioderote exposure to. or release mrme per a penod of 24 hour . exceeds dent te g tons of emerancy core cooling

cf. radioactive material licensed by or 500 ums use nguatwy unut of Anpendix Wn. toss M contrM Md ptemb

ctherwise regulated by the Commission: aMe H.10 CFR Part 2o (to CFR 2Mo3 '

rR e g Pacu t e
2) Major degradation of essential 1. A astety 11m:0 of ticense Te:h:lest spec-2. Radianon or contamination levets in5 ety-related equipment; or excess or design values on packages or toss of incations is exceeded and a plant shutdown

(3) hiajor deficiencies in design, con- conanement of radioactive matertat such as: ts requtred (10 CPR so.as (c)),
struction. use of. or management controls (a) a radiation dose rate of 1.000 mrem per 2. A major condition not spectaca!!; con.

for licenred facilities or material. hour three teet from the surface of a pacxage andered in the safety Analysis Repcrt or
Examples of types of events which containing the rsatoactive matertal. or its tecnn:ema spectccations that required tro-

might be determined to be abnormal oc- retesse of radioacttre material from a pacx- madiate remedian action. .

currences in accordance with these cri. age in amounts greater t!.an the reguia- B. Au Puet Licennees:
teria are set out in Appendix A of this tory timit (lo CFR 71.38(ap ). 1. An event which eenously compromhed
general statement of pollCy. C. 'I?tett.* Diversten. or Lons of IJeensed its- Se abtnty of a conSnement system to per.

4. Commission dissemindtfon of ab- tenal, or sabotage or security arench: * torm its designated function.

qu(,g,, and* "normal occurrence information. (a) The uo ch cire . E Yective date: This general statement
Commission will provide as wide a dis *

that substanttaa hazard may result to par- of policy shall be effective February 24.
semination of information to the public sons in unrestricted areas. 1977.
as reasonably pos31ble." A PrmAI. Rzc- 2. A substanuated case of actunt or at- Dated at Washington. D.C. this '3rdIsTra Notice will be issued on each ab- tempted theft or divergton of Itcensed ma- -

normal occurrence with copies distrib. ter as or sabotage of a faculty. day of February.197L

uted'to the NRC Public Document Room . 3. Any substanuates : ss M spectat nwtear Por the Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
""* *" I * ' '^ F '" D'* *^ *I '''d I"" " *"7 "I'~ sion.
*#[.'e$,'7

and all loc. . public document rooms. * " peNor es SAwnt. J. Can.x.When additional information is antici- , t no 1 e e.d
pated the notice will ind!cate that the and which ts judged to be caused by theft Secretary of the Commtssion.
Information can be obtained at the NRC or otversion or by sucstantial breakdown
Public Document Room and in all local of the accountability system.

.

public document rcoms. 4. Any substantial breakdown of phyrical
(b) Each quarter. the Commission will security or material control (t.e.. access con.

tubmit a report to Conaress listing for tmt. contatament.or accountability eystems)

that period an7 .bn:rmal occurr:nces at that signiacanur weaxenad the protection
''''*** * * * ' * * "I"" " ''# * 'I''c.r associated with any facility or activ- D. Other Events (i.e. ' concerning design,lo which is licensed or otherwise regtr- analysts, construction, testrug. ope-acton, use

lZted pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act or dt.sposat of licensed factitttes or r-gu-
Cf 1954. as amended. or pursuant to the raced matertats)
Energy Reorgant ation Act of 1974, as 1. An acckfental crittcattty (10 CFR 70 52
Eminded. This report will contain the tob
data, place, nature and prcbable conse- 12) A major deactency in de9tgn. con-
quence of each abnormal occurrence the strucuan or operatton having safety im-

c use or causes of each abnormal oc- plication requtring tmmediate remedial
''*I"-currence and an action taken to prevent

recurrence. 3. Serious deactency in management or
procedural controts in malor areas.

Artzxots A-Zzaurt.za or As.Noawu. 4. Settes of eventa (where individual events
Occ.rnarwets are not of ccator importance), recurring in.
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ABSTRACT

Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974 identifies an abnormal
occurrence as an unscheduled incident or event which the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission determines to be significant from the standpoint of public
health or safety and requires a quarterly report of such events to be
made to Congress. This report, the fifteenth in the series, covers the
period from October 1 to December 31, 1978.

.

The following incidents or events, including those submitted by the
Agreement States, in that time period were detarmined by the Commission
to be significant and reportable:,

I
1. There was one abnormal occurrence at the 70 nuclear power plants

licensed to operate. The event involved a loss of containment
integrity at two pressurized water reactors.

2. There were no abnormal occurrences at fuel cycle facilities (other
than nuclear power plants).

3. There were no abnormal occurrences at other licensee facilities.

4. There werd two abnormal occurrences reported by the Agreement States.
One event involved a radiation overexposure of a radiographer's
assistant. The other involved transportation of a package with
radiation levels in excess of limits.

This report also contains information updating previously reported abnormal
occurrences.

|
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PREFACE

INTRODUCTION

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission reports to the Congress each quarter
under provisions of Section 208 of the Energy Reorganization Act of 1974
on any abnormal occurrences involving facilities and activities. regulated
by the NRC. An abnormal occurrence is defined in Section 208 as an
unscheduled incident or event which the Commission determines is signifi-i

cant from the standpoint of public health or safety.

Events are currently identified as abnormal occurrences for this report,

by the NRC using the criteria delineated in Appendix A. These criteria
were promulgated in an NRC policy statement which was published in the
Federal Register (42 FR 10950) on February 24, 1977. In order to provide
wide dissemination of information to the public, a Federal Register
nctice is issued on each abnormal occurrence with copies distributed to
the NRC Public Document Room and all local oublic document rooms. At a
minimum, each such notice contains the date and place of the occurrence
and describes its nature and probable consequences.

The NRC has reviewed Lic.ensee Event Reports, licensing and enforcement
action (e.g., violations, infractions, deficiencies, civil penalties,
license modifications, etc.), generic issues, significant inventory
differences involving special nuclear material, and other categories of
information available to the NRC. The NRC has determined that only those
events, including those submitted by the Agreement States, described in
this report meet the criteria for abnormal occurrence reporting. This
report, the fifteenth in the series, covers the period between October 1
December 31, 1978. Events which occurred during this quarter and are
later determined to be abnormal occurrences will be included in the next
quarterly report. Some events require considerable time and effort to
analyze due to the complexity of situations where actual consequences are
not readily apparent and' additional facts are required.

Information reported on each event includes: date and place; nature and
probable consequences; cause or causes; and actions taken to prevent
recurrence.

-
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THE REGULATORY SYSTEM

The system of licensing and regulation by which NRC carries out its
responsibilities is implemented through rules and regulations in Title 10
of the Code of Federal Regulations. To accomplish its objectives, NRC
regularly conducts licensing proceedings, inspection and enforcement
activities, evaluation of operating experience and confirmatory research,
while maintaining programs for establishing standards and issuing technical
reviews and studies. The NRC's role in regulating represents a complete
cycle, with the NRC establishing standards and rules; issuing licenses
and permits; inspecting for compliance; enforcing license requirements;
and carrying on continuing evaluations, studies and research projects to
improve both the regulatory process and the protection of the public
health and safety. Public participation is an element of the regulatory
process.

In the licensing and regulation of nuclear power plants, the NRC follows
the philosophy that the health and safety of the public are best assured
through the establishment of multiple levels of protection. These multiple
levels can be achieved and maintained through regulations which specify
requirements which will assure the safe use of nuclear materials. The
regulations include design and quality assurance criteria appropriate for
the various activities licensed by NRC. An inspection and enforcement
program helps assure compliance with the regulations. Stringent require-
ments for reporting incidents nr events exist which help identify deficien-
cies early enough to prevent serious consequences and aid in assuring
that prompt and effective corrective action is taken to prevent their
recurrence.

Most NRC licensee employees who work with radioactive materials are:

! reqtired to utilize personnel monitoring devices such as film badges or
| TLG (thermoluminescent dosimeter) badges. These badges are processed
| periodically and the exposure results normally serve as the official and
' legal record of the extent of personnel exposure to radiation during the

period the badge was worn. If an individual's past exposure history is
known and has been sufficiently low, NRC regulations permit an individual
in a restricted area to receive up to three rems of whole body exposure

| in a calendar _ quarter. Higher values are permitted to the extremities or
skin of the whole body. For unrestricted areas, permissible' levels of'

radiation are considerably smaller. Permissible doses for restricted
areas and unrestricted areas are stated in 10 CFR Part 20. In any case,
the NRC's policy is to maintain radiation exposures to levels as low as
reasonably achievable.

.
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REPORTABLE OCCURRENCES

Since the NRC is responsible for assuring that regulated nuclear activities
are conducted safely, the nuclear industry is required to report incidents
or everts which involve a variance from the regulations, such as personnel
overexposures, radioactive material releases above prescribed limits, and
malfunctions of safety-related equipment. Thus, a reportable occurrence
is any incident or event occurring at a licensed facility or related to
licensed activities which NRC licensees are required to report to the
NRC. The NRC evaluates each reportable occurrence to determine the
safety implications involved.

Because of the broad scope of regulation and the conservative attitude
toward safety, there are a large number of events reported to the NRC.
The information provided in these reports is used in the NRC and the
industry in their continuing evaluation and improvement of nuclear
safety. Most of the reports received from licensed nuclear power
facilities describe events that did not directly involve the nuclear
reactor itself, but involved equipment and components which,are
peripheral aspects of the nuclear steam supply system, and are minor in
nature with respect to impact on public health and safety. The majority
are discovered during routine inspection and surveillance testing and are
corrected updn discovery. Typically, they concern single malfunctions of
components or parts of systems, with redundant operable components or
systems continuing to be available to perform the design function.4

Information concerning reportable occurrences at facilities licensed or
otherwise regulated by the NRC is routinely disseminated by NRC to the
nuclear industry, the public, and other interested groups as these events
occur. Dissemination includes deposit of incident reports in the NRC's
public document rooms, special notifications to licensees and other
affected or interested groups, and public announcements. In addition, a

biweekly computer printout containing information on reportable events
received from NRC licensees is sent to the NRC's more than 120 local
public document rooms throughout the United States and to the NRC Public
Document Room in Washington, D.C.

The Congress is routinely kept informed of reportable events occurring at
licensed facilities.

.
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AGREEMENT STATES

Section 274 of the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, authorizes the
Commission to enter into agreements with States whereby the Commission
relinquishes and the States assume regulatory authority over byproduct,
source and special nuclear materials (in quantities not capable of
sustaining a chain reaction). Compar ble and compatible programs are the
basis for agreements.

Presently, information on reportable occurrences in Agreement State
licensed activities is publicly available at the State level. Certain
information is also provided to the NRC under exchange of information
provisions in the agreements. NRC prepares a semiannual summary of this
and other information in a document entitled, " Licensing Statistics and
Other Data," which is publicly available.

In early 1977 the Commission determined that abnormal occurrences happening
at facilities of Agreement State licensees should be included'in the
quarterly report to Congress. The abnormal occurrence criteria included
in Appendix A is applied uniformly to events at NRC and Agreement State
licensee facilities. Procedures have been developed and implemented and
any abnormal occurrences reported by the Agreement States to the NRC are
included in these quarterly reports to Congress.

i
|

!

I
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REPORT TO CONGRESS ON ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES
|

OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1978

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The NRC is reviewing events reported at the 70 nuclear power plants
i

licensed to operate during the fourth quarter of 1978. Through the end
of December, the NRC had determined that the following event was an ;

abnormal occurrence.

78-5 Loss of Containment Integrity

Preliminary information pertaining to this incident was reported in the
Federal Register (43 FR 60350). Appendix A (Example 2 of "For Commercial
Nuclear Power Plants") of this report notes that a major degradation of
the primary containment boundary can be considered an abnormal occurrence.

Date and Place - On July 26, 1978, the Northeast Nuclear Energy Company
(NNECO) reported to the NRC an event at Millstone Unit 2, a pressurized
water nuclear plant located in New London County, Connecticut. On
September 8,1978, the Public Service Electric and Gas Company (PSE&G)
reported a similar event at Salem Unit 1, a pressurized water nuclear
plant located in Salem County, New Jersey.

Nature and Probable Consequences - The events reported at Millstone
Unit 2 and Salem Unit 1 involved loss of automatic valve closure
capability for certain large sized isolation valves in the containment
ventilation systems while the valves were open for containment purging
operations. Such loss of closure capability significantly degraded the
containment leakage retention integrity for extended time periods (hours
to days) in some cases while the units were operating r power. The
automatic closure feature was lost because the signals which are intended
to initiate automatic closure under certain accident conditions were
either bypassed or overridden and therefore in2ffective. Normal purging
activities do not require the negating of any automatic closure signals.

No radiological accidents occurred during these periods and therefore
; these safety features were not challenged. However, if a design basis
| Loss of Coolant Accident (LOCA) had occurred under these conditions, the

offsite consequences would have increased above those anticipated withi

. the automatic containment isolation valve closure feature operable. In
I addition, as described below, the performance of the Emergency Core

Cooling Systems (ECCS) may have also been degraded due to a decrease in
the pressure buildup inside the containment during the accident. The
containment systems and the emergency core cooling systems (Figure 1) are,

j two of many safety features at nuclear power plants.
!

.
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The containment systems include a large thick-walled building or vessel
surrounding the reactor and its primary coolant system which is designed
to be a leak tight enclosure to limit accidental releases of radioactivity
to the environment. The emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) are designed
to automatically supply water to the reactor core to mitigate the consequences
of postulated accidents where the normal cooling water is lost.

Containment buildings are designed with ventilation or purging systems
which can add fresh air and' exhaust the containment atmosphere to maintain
the temperature, humidity, pressure and the radioactivity levels within
acceptable limits. (As shown in Figure 1, the exhausted air is normally
filtered to reduce the amount of radioactivity and particles released to

~

the environment. It is also monitored to prevent releases in excess of
the limits in the Technical Specifications.) These systems must be
isolated to provide for containment integrity, when needed. For this
purpose, each purge inlet and outlet pipe has two isolation valves, as do
the other containment penetrations. These valves, which are permitted to
be opened for purging during normal plant operation, ar.e designed to
automatically close in a very short time period, if needed for containment
isolation. At many of the operating nuclear power plants, the normal
containment purge systems use large pipes--ranging from two feet to more ,

than five feet in diameter. |
|

Purging does not occur continually at these plants (i.e., the containment
;isolation valves are normally closed). As mentioned earlier, when contain- |

ment isolation valves are opened for purging, the automatic valve closure
signals are normally operable. A containment isola, tion actuation signal, j

such as the containment high radiation signal, would then initiate rapid
closing of the valves well within the vaive closure times included in the |

design basis assumptions. The offsite consequences of any radioactive I

releases to the environs would be as realistically evaluated in the |

Environmental Impact Statement. However, in the unlikely event of a
postulated design basis, loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) while purging
with these containment valves open and their closure signals inoperative,
the containment would have an unacceptably high leakage rate of radio-
activity to the. environment. This increased containment leakage rate
would also result in a reduced containment pressure buildup during th'e

i postulated accident which, in turn, could degrade the ECCS performance.
' Parametric calculations indicate that thi low containment pressure would

result in a calculated reduction in core reflood rate and heat removal
capability and would lead to higher calculated fuel cladding temperatures..l

1

If the LOCA occurred while purging with the valve closure signals negated, - '

although operator action may result in a decrease in the radioactive
! release to the environs, it is unlikely that operator action could be
l taken in time to close the valves to prevent degraded ECCS performance

since (1) blowdown would be complete and peak containment pressure would
be reached in approximately one to two minutes, and (2) there would be no

.

_ _
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indication to the operator that the valve closure signals had been bypassed.
The only means the operator would have had to identify the valve status
would be the valve position indication. Even if the operator were to
take manual action, it is questionable whether the valves would be able
to close against the postulated blowdown flow rate through the penetra-
tions unless this action is taken within a few seconds folicwing the
accident.

The details of the two reported events were:

Millstone Unit 2 Event - During a review of operating procedures on
July 25, 1978, the licensee discovered that since May 1, 1978, intermit-
tent containment purge operations had been conducted with the isolation
signals to the redundant containment isolation valves in the purge inlet
and outlet (48 inch butterfly valves) manually overridden and inoperable.
The isolation signals were manually overridden to purge the containment
with a "high radiation" signal present--see further details below. (This"high radiation" signal was actually a low value set to initiate actions in
a conservative manner.) The manual override circuitry not only defeated
the "high radiation" actuation signal to closa these valves, but also
bypassed all other isolation signals to these valves.1 The operator had
no indication that this bypass condition existed and, consequently, was
not aware that operator action would be required to close the valves in
the event of an, accident.

From May I to July 25, 1978 (about 2,000 hours), the containment of
Millstone Unit 2 was purged to reduce radioactivity levels, for interim
periods ranging from 5 minutes to 31 tiours, with purging occurring for
approximately 9% (180 hours total) of the total time period. For each
purge, the levels of radioactivity released to the environment were
monitored and were within Technical Specification requirements. However,
the regulations and specifically the plant Technical Specifications both
require the containment isolation valves in lines that open directly to
the containment atmosphere be capable of automatic closure during ourging !

,

or other operations, or such lines must be acceptable on some other
;

defined basis to mitigate the potential consequences of postulated design
basis accidents.

Salem Unit 1 Event - On September 8, 1978, the NRC was advised that, as a
,

matter of routine, Salem Unit I has been " venting" the containment through |

the s.antainment ventilation system valves to reduce pressure. In certain |
|
i

1To manually override a safety actuation signal, the operator cycles the
valve control switch to the closed position and then to the open position. 1

This action energizes a relay which overrides the safety signal and allows
. manual operation independent of any safety actuation signal. This cir-
|- cuitry is designed in this manner to permit reopening of certain valves |after an accident to allow manual operation of safety equipment. I
1

i
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instances, this venting has occurred with the containment "high particulate"
radiation monitor isolation signal overridden to the purge valves (36-inch
diameter valves) and pressure-vacuum relief vent valves (10-inch diameter
valves). Override of the containment isolation signal was accomplished
by resetting the train A and B reset buttons.2 Under these circumstances,
six valves in the containment vent'and purge systems could be opened with
a high particulate isolation signal present. This override was performed
after verifying the actual containment particulate radiation levels were
acceptable for venting. The licensee, after further investigation of
this practice, determined that the reset of the particulate alarm also
bypasses the containment isolation signal to the purge valves and the
vent valves and, therefore, these valves would also not have automatically
closed as required in the event of a signal to initiate emergency core
cooling.

The licensee had modified its procedure to preclude venting of the contain-
ment through the purge valves when the containment "high particulate"
alarm exists.

Cause or Causes - The events resulted from procedural inadequacies and
design deficier.cies. While the containment atmospheres were properly
sampled and the purging (venting) discharges that actually occurred were
within regulatory requirements, the procedures did not adequately address
the operability of.the isolation valves and the limitations on negating
the closure signals. The requirements for having the valves capable of
closing automatically were not discussed, nor were the related Technical
Specifications referenced, in the procedures. Although not a requirement,
to do so is good practice. Design deficiencies contributed to the event
in that (1) bypassing one safety signal also bypassed other safety signals,
and (2) the use of this bypass was not annunciated in the control room.

Action Taken to Prevent Recurrence

Licensees

Northeast Nuclear Energy Comoany (NNECO) - The immediate corrective
action taken by NNEC0, at Millstone Unit 2, was to close, deenergize and
administratively remove the containment purge valves from service (tag
out). Future NNECO actions include the development of procedure revisions
and submission of proposed changes to'the Millstone Unit 2 Technical
Specifications. These changes would allow somewhat higher containment
radiation monitor setpoints, still based on remaining well within allowable
effluent. release limits, which will. permit containment purging over a
wide range of normal containment conditions without overriding the "high
radiation" signal or any other signal

'These cuttons reset the logic circuits (train A and train B) associated
with containment isolation.
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Public Service Electric and Gas Comoany (PSE&G) - The immediate corrective
action taken by PSE&G at Salem Unit 1, was to stop venting when override
of the valve closure signals is involved. In addition, PSE&G initiated
design changes sucn that the isolation valves will be closed automatically
by a signal actuating the emergency core cooling systems even if the
containment radiation monitor alarms are overridden.

NRC - The NRC has previously reviewed the practice of purging containment
during operation and, in 1975, revised its 1icensing program for new
plants by restricting purging during operation.

In a related instance in May 1976, Commonwealth Edison Company reported
that they had stopped the practice of purging containment during operation
at Zion Station after having determined that a safety analysis had not
been performed to assess the affect of purge valve closure time upon ECCS
performance. Preliminary calculations by Commonwealth Edison Company
indicated that containment pressure would fall below that assumed for the
design basis loss-of-coolant cecident and that the existing analysis was
therefore not conservative. The NRC review of this event concluded that
the effect of purging upon ECCS performance was generic to many operating
reactors. However, the significance of this event for public health and
safety was determined to be minor when evaluated on more realistic bases,
i.~e., automatic valve closure times on the order of 5 to 10 seconds, with
peak pressure in containment being reached on the order of I-2 minutes.
This item was therefore given relatively low priority for resolution.

Now based on an assessment of these events, the NRC believes that tighter
controls are warranted on purging and venting operations to assure contain-
ment integrity at these two and other nuclear power plants.

'

In addition to reviewing the licensees' corrective actions for these
events, the NRC staff is reviewing the generic implications for other
facilities.

On November 29, 1978, a generic letter was sent by the NRC to all operating
reactor licensees which requested the licensees to commit to stop purging
during operation or to provide a basis why purging during operation
should be permitted. The NRC basis for allowing limited purging through
fast closing valves during operation will be a demonstration of the
capability of the valves to close under postulated accident. conditions
and a Technical Specification limitation of 90 hours per year for purging
during operation. The NRC basis for allowing unlimited purging through
fast closing valves during operation will require: (1) demonstration of
the capability of the valves to close under postulated accident conditions,
(2) an assessment demonstrating the acceptability of purging during
operation upon emergency core cooling system performance, (3) containment
purge and isolation instrumentation, and control circuit designs which
conform to the appropriate safety standards (IEEE Standard 279-1971), and

. _ _ _
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(4) an assessment demonstrating acceptability of the radiological conse-
quences of the design basis loss-of-coolant accident initiated during
pu,rge operations.

Also, the licensees were requested to review all safety-actuation signal
circuit designs which incorporate a manual override, or negating, feature
to insure (1) that override of a single safety actuation signal does not
bypass other safety actuation signals, and (2) that the use of the manual
override feature is appropriately annunciated in the control room.
Licensees will be required to report the results of their review and
their corrective actions for any nonconforming circuits.

In addition, the licensees were advised of the necessity for proper
management controls for the use of manual override of safety signals
during nonemergency conditions. NRC will, through their inspection
program, assure that licensees have initiated appropriate follow-up
action.

On December 29, 1978, an NRC Inspection & Enforcement Circular was sent
to all Construction Permit holders which addressed the NRC concerns for
unintentional bypass of isolation and safety actuation signals. The
Circular did not address containment purging since tb % issue is
specifically addressed in the Standard Review Plan ',s|lP) ana' .9s only of
concern for those. operating reactors not reviewed i. gainst SRP Section 6.2.4.

Future reports will be made as moropriate.

FUEL CYCLE FACILITIES
.

(Other Than Nuclear Power Plants)

The NRC is reviewing events reported by these lica nsees during the fourth
quarter of 1978. Through the end of December, the NRC had not determined
that any events were abnormal occurrences.

OTHER NRC LICENSEES

(Industrial Radiographers, Medical Institutions,
Industrial Users, etc.)

There are currently more than 8,000 NRC nuclear laterial licenses in
effect in the United States, principally for use of radioisotopes in the
medical, industrial and academic fields. Incidents were reported in this
category from licensees such as radiographers, medical institutions, and
byproduct material users.

-The NRC is reviewing events reported by these licensees during the fourth
quarter of 1978. Through the end of December, the NRC had not determined
that any events were abnormal occurrences. <

)
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AGREEMENT STATE LICENSEES

Procedures have been developed for the Agreement States to screen
unscheduled incidents or events using the same criteria as the NRC (see
Appendix A) and report the events to the NRC for inclusion in this report.
During the fourth quarter of 1978, the following Agreement State licensee
event was determined reportable as an abnormal occurrence.

AS78-5 Overexoosure of a Radiograoher's Assistant

Appendix A (Example 1 of "For All Licensees") of this report notes that
an exposure of the feet, ankles, hands or forearms of any individual to
375 rems or more of radiation can be considered an abnormal occurrence.

Date and Place - On November 4, 1978, Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory
notified the Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division of an overexposure to a
radiographer's assistant at the Freeport Chemical Company plant at'

Uncle Sam, Louisiana. The incident occurred on November 4, 1978 while
radiographing storage tanks.

Nature and Probable Consecuences Following a radiographic exposure the
radiographer's assistant approached a Gamma Century exposure device which
was on some scaffolding approximately 30 feet above ground level inside a
storage tank. He locked the exposure device without surveying it and
then proceeded to remove the source guide tube, at which time he noticed
the capsule was protruding from the outlet nipple approximately 1/4-inch.
Thinking that the capsule may be loose, he replaced the guide tube and
notified the radiographer in charge. The radiograoher found that a 3/4-turn
of the crank handle after unlocking the exposure device returned the source
to the shielded position. The assistant's and the radiographer's dosimeters
were off-scale, and both film badges were returned for immediate processing.
The film badge supplier reported a whole-body dose of 3.5 rems to the
radiographer's assistant and 410 millirem to the radiographer. From a
re enactment of the incident, it was calculated that the radiographer's
assistant received a dose of from 800 to 1000 rems to his right hand. No
hand exposure was received by the radiographer.

No outward evidence of injury to the assistant radiographer's hand has
occurred. Shortly after the incident, the employee noticed some discomfort
in his hand and consulted a physician; however, it was diagnosed as
tendinitis, rather than due to radiation injury.

Cause or causes - The primary cause of this excessive exposure was the
! failure of the radiographer's assistant to perfcrm a survey of the exposure
| device to insure that the source had been returned to the shielded position.
[ A contributing factor in the incident was the assistant's falta impression
| that if the device is locked, the.scurce is in the safe position.
|

|

|
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Actionc Taken to Prevent Recurrence

Licensee - The licensee has restricted the radiographer's assistant's
work for the remainder of the calendar quarter and has reinstructed all
personnel in the proper use of survey meters.

Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division - The Louisiana Nuclear Energy Division
has cited the licensee with appropriate violations for the excessive
exposure and the failure to make a proper survey.

' This incident is closed for purposes of this report.

AS78-6 Transoortation of Package with Radiation Levels in Excess
of Limits |

Appendix A (Example 2 of "For All Licensees") of this report notes that |

an exposure to an individual in an unrestricted area such that the whole
body dose received exceeds 0.5 rem in one calendar year can be considered
an abnormal occurrence.

The incident involved members of the public and licensee personnel in !

both Agreement and non-Agreement States. The shipment originated in
Colorado, an Agreement State, and all estimated personnel exposures in
excess of the Abnormal Occurrence threshold occurred in Colorado.

Date and Place - On October 18, 1978, the NRC was notified by one of its
licensees, Technical Operations, Inc., of Burlington, Massachusetts, that
a package containing a adioactive source had been received with external
radiation levels exceeding NRC and 00T regulations. The package had been
shipped to Technical Operations by Testing Consultants, Inc., a Colorado
licensee. Testing Consultants notified Colorado radiation control personnel
of the incident on October 18, 1978. i

Nature and Probable Consequences - A package containing an industrial radio-
, graphic source was shipped from Denver, Colorado to Burlington, Massachusetts
! through airports in Memphis, Tennessee, and Boston, Massachusetts. Upon

| receipt at its destination, the package was being carried into the Technical
Operations, Inc. receiving area when a nearby radiation monitor alarmed.
A radiation survey showed radiation levels of 250 millirem per hour at one
meter from the top of the package, considerably more than expected. Based
on this measured dose rate, radiation levels at the surface of the package ,

were calculated to be up to 10 rem per hour. Subsequent investigations by
| NRC inspectors and representatives of-the States of Colorado, Tennessee, and

Massachusetts showed that up to 32 people had handled or been in proximity to |'

the package at sometime during shipment. The calculated radiation exposure to

|

|

1

|
"
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most of these individuals was very small; however, it is estimated that
four individuals may have received radiation exposures between 500 and
720 millirem. The actual radiation exposures received by these individuals
are likely to have been small, since worst case circumstances were used
in estimating the radiation exposures. These radiation exposures are
well below radiation exposures necessary for clinical manifestations of
radiation injury. However, they do exceed the abnormal occurrence reporting
threshold of 500 millirem exposure in one calendar year to persons in an
unrestricted area.

On October 16, 1973, a Technical Operations, Inc., Model 750 Radiographic
Source Changer was loaded with a decayed nominal 11 curie iridium-192
sealed source by Testing Consultants, Inc., a State of Colorado licensee
for return to Technical Operations, Inc.., the source supplier. The
source changer is used to transport new and decayed sealed sources used
in radiographic devices during the performance of industrial radiography.
The sealed source is attached to a long teleflex drive cable which is
used to vary the position of the source from a locked (full.y shielded)
position to positions used for radiography when the source is in the
radiographic device. Subsequent to transfer from the radiographic device
to the source changer, the radioactive source was locked in place in the
changer, and a radiation survey was made which showed expected low radiation
levels. The teleflex drive cable was then coiled to prepare the changer
for shipment. Difficulty was experienced in coiling the cable. Due to
the screw-like nature of the teleflex drive cable, rotation of the cable
most likely caused the source to move from the fully shielded position at
this time. No additional surveys were made of the changer prior to
shipment. During the course of shipment, 32 people handled or were in
proximity to the changer, including a secretary, 4 truck drivers, 5 cargo
handlers, 5 flight personnel on 2 cargo aircraft, and 17 airport ground
personnel. All exposures estimated at 500 millirem or more occurred in
Colorado. From calculations it is estimated that a secretary at Testing
Consultants received 720 millirem (the package was near the secretary's
desk for about six hours), two Federal Express cargo handlers received-
500 millirem each, and a Federal Express hazardous materials handler
received 540 millirem.

Cause or Causes - Based on a demonstration by Technical Operations personnel,-

NRC inspectors concluded that it is possible to lock a Technical Operations
Model 750 Source Changer without the radioactive source being in a fully
shielded position and that it is possible for the radioactive source to
move from the fully shielded position if the teleflex drive cable is
rotated when the teleflex cable is coiled for shipment. A radiation
survey, made after the package was completely ready for shipment, would
have detected either circumstance. Such a survey was required by Testing,

Consultants procedures, but was not performed by Testing Consultants.

.. . . . .. . . _ _ --
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Action Taken to Prevent Recurrence

State of Colorado As a result of the State's investigation, Testing
Consultants was cited for five items of noncompliance. The two most
significant items were (1) failure to perform and record a survey of the
loaded shipping container, and (2) allowing radiation levels in unrestricted
areas which could result in an individual receiving a dose in excess of
2 millirems in any one hour (or 500 millirems in any calendar year).

Testing Consultants The licensee stated that individuals would be,

instructed to perform a radiation survey of each shipping container
immediately prior to delivering the package to a carrier for transport.

Technical Operations Technical Operations personnel indicated they plan
to modify the operating instructions for the Model 750 Source Changer to
call special attention to this occurrence and stress the importance of a
radiation survey after the changer is completely ready for shipment.
Technical Operations personnel dissassembled the changer locks and examined
them for wear. It was found that all components met original engineering
specifications. Technical Operations is also reviewing the possibility
of a design change to prevent the source from moving if the teleflex
drive cable is rotated.

NRC and State Reoresentatives - The circumstances surrounding this incident
were thoroughly investigated by NRC inspectors and State representatives.
The calculated exposures are based on a detailed reenactment of the
handling of the package from its preparation for shipping to its destination.

This incident is closed for purposes of this report.
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APPENDIX A

ABNORMAL OCCURRENCE CRITERIA

The following criteria for this report's abnormal occurrence determina-
tions were set forth in an NRC policy statement published in the Federal
Register (42 FR 10950) on February 24, 1977.

Events involving a major reduction in the degree of protection of
the public health or safety. Such an event would involve a moderate
or more severe impact on the public health or safety and could
include but need not be limited to:

1. Moderate exposure to, or release of, radioactive material
licensed by or otherwise regulated by the Commission;

2. Major degradation of essential safety-related equipment; or

3. Major deficiencies in design, construction, use of, or manage-
ment controls for licensed facilities or material.

Examples of the types of events that are evaluated in detail using
these criteria are:

For All Licensees

1. Exposure of the whole body of any individual to 25 rems or more
of radiation; exposure of the skin of the whole body of any
individual to 150 rems or more of radiation; or exposure of the
feet, ankler, hands or forearms of any individual to 375 rems
or more of radiation (10 CFR Part 20.403(a)(1)), or equivalent
exposures from internal sources.

2. An exposure to an individual in an unrestricted area such that
the whole body dose received exceeds 0.5 rem in one calendar
year (10 CFR Part 20.105(a)).

3. The release of rad' ' active material to an unrestricted area in
! concentrations whi . , if averaged over a period of 24 hours,
! exceed 500 times the regulatory limit of Appendix B, Table II,
| 10 CFR Part 20 (10 CFR Part 20.403(b)).
' 4. Radiation or contamination levels in excess of design values on

packages, or loss of confinement of radioactive material such
as: (a) a radiation dose rate of 1,000 mrem per hour three
feet from the surface of a package containing the radioactive

_ _ . _. ._ .- _ ..
-
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material, or (b) release of radioactive material from a package
in amounts greater than the regulatory limit (10 CFR Part 71.36(a)).

5. Any loss of licensed material in such quantities and under such
circumstances that substantial hazard may result to persons in
unrestricted areas.

6. A substantiated case of actual or attempted theft or diversion'

of licensed material or sabotage of a facility.

7 Any substantiated loss of special nuclear material or any~

substantiated inventory discrepancy which is judged to be
significant relative to nor':: ally expected performance and which
is judged to be caused by theft or diversion or by substantial
breakdown of the accountability system.

8. Any substantial breakdown of physical security or material
control (i.e., access control, containment, or accountability
systems) that significantly weakened the protection against
theft, diversion or sabotage.

9. An accidental criticality (10 CFR Part 70.52(a)).

10. A major. deficiency in design, construction or operation having
safety implications requiring immediate remedial action.

11. Serious deficiency in management or procedural controls in
major areas.

12. Series of events (where individual events are not of major
importance), recurring incidents, and incidents with implica-
tions for similar facilities (generic incidents), which create
major safety concern.

i

For Commercial Nuclear Power Plants
|

1. Exceeding a safety limit of license Technical Specifications
(10 CFR Part 50.36(c)).

2. Major degradation of fuel integrity, primary coolant pressure i

boundary, or primary containment boundary. !
!

3. Loss of plant capability to perform essential safety functions
suc;. that a potential release of radioactivity in excess of ,

10 CFR Part 100 guidelines could result from a postulated tran- |
,

| sient or accident (e.g., loss of emergency core cooling system,
loss of control rod system).

|
i

|

- |
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4. Discovery of a major condition not specifically considered in
the Safety Analysis Report (SAR) or Technical Specifications
that require immediate remedial action.

5. Personnel error or procedural deficiencies which result in loss
of plant capability to perform essential safety functions such
that a potential release of radioactivity in excess of 10 CFR
Part 100 guidslines could re'sult from a postulated transient or
accident (e.g., loss of emergency core cooling system, loss of
control rod systems)

For Fuel Cycle Licensees

1. A safety limit of license Technical Specifications is exceeded
and a plant shutdown is required (10 CFR Part 50.36(c))

2. A major condition not specifically considered in the Safety
Analysis Report or Technical Specifications that requires
immediate remedial action.

3. An event which seriously ccmpromised the ability of a confine-
ment system to perform its designated function.

.

e

|

'

<
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APPENDIX B

UPDATE OF PREVIOUSLY REPORTED ABNORMAL OCCURRENCES

During the October through December 1978 period, the NRC, NRC licensees
and other involved parties, such as reactor vendors and architects and
engineers, continued with the implementation of actions necessary to
prevent recurrence of previously reported abnormal occurrencas. The

referenced Congressional abnormal occurrence reports below provide the
initial and any updating information on these abnormal occurrences.'

Those occurrences not now considered closed will be discussed in
subsequent reports in the series.j

NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-75/090,
" Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: January-June 1975," and
updated in subsequent reports in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-1 and 6.
It le further updated as follows:

75-7 Steam Generator Feedwater Flow Instability at Pressurized
Water Reactors

Since the previous 1977 update of this item (NUREG-0090-6), additionr.i
incidents of steam generator water hammer have occurred at pressuri ad
water reactors (PWRs). Between January 1,1977 and December 31,19' 1,
five water hammer events were reported in PWR steam generator feedut.er
systems. A related event also occurred in a feedwater system which was ,

due to dynamic instability of the feedwater regulating valves. In all |

Ievents reported to the NRC, the damage was minor and did not pose a
threat to the health and safety of the public. Damage occurred in only
four of the above events and was limited to two snubbers, two cracked
welds, and three feensater regulating valves.

Steam generator water hammer has occurred in certain nuclear power plants
as a result of the rapid condensation of steam in a steam generator ;

feedwater line. The consequent acceleration of a slug of water which |i
upon impact (" hammering") within the piping system causes undue stresses ;

*

;- in the piping and its support system. The significance of these events ,

'

varies from plant to plant. 3ince the total loss of feedwater could
affect the ability.of the plant to cool down after a reactor shutdown,
the NRC is concerned about these events occurring, even though an event
with potentially serious consequences is unlikely to happen.

Because of the continuing occurrence of water hammer events, the NRC, in
September 1977, informed all PWR licensees that water hammer events due I

.

to the rapid condensation of steam in the feedwater lines of steam j

-
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generators represented a safety concern and that further actions by
licensees for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering designed nuclear
steam supply systems are warranted to assure that an acceptably low risk
to public safety due to such events is maintained. Accordingly, these
licensees were requested to submit proposed hardware and/or procedural

-

modifications, if any, which would be necessary to assure that the feedwater
lines and feedrings remain filled with water during normal as well as
transient operating conditions. At the same time, the NRC provided each
PWR licensee with a copy of its consultant's report, "An Evaluation of
PWR Steam Generator Water Hammer," NUREG-0291. All 22 licensed operating
PWR facilities responded to the NRC September 1977 letter. The NRC has
completed review of five of these and concluded that the proposed
modifications to reduce the occurrence of water hammer are acceptable.
The NRC expects to complete the review of the remaining 17 facilities
in early fiscal year 1980. The means employed to reduce water hammer
includes the installation of loop seals, J-tubes to the feedwater sparger,
and automatic initiation of the auxiliary feedwater flow to maintain the
sparger and associated piping full of water to preclude water hammer.
Additionally, administrative controls have been established to limit the
flow of auxiliary feedwater wnen a feedwater line might contain : team.

The previously reported incidents of feedwater instability that occurred
at the Duquesne Light Company's Beaver Valley Unit 1 in Beaver County,
Pennsylvania have been analyzed and corrective action has been taken.
These events involved the interaction of water hammer pressure waves with
a feedwater control valve that caused sustained oscillations in valve
motion and pressure. The balanced double plugs in all feedwater control
valves were replaced with ported cylinders to correct this type of instability.

As mentioned in the earlier reports, design margins have been adequate to
limit the consequences of these occurrences. Also, redundant means do
exist for plant cool down after a reactor shutdown.should a loss of
feedwater occur to the steam generators.

Future reports will be made as appropriate.
***aaaaaa

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090-5,
" Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: July-September 1976," and
updated in a subsequent report in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-8. It is'

further updated as follows:

76-11 Steam Generator Tube Integrity
|

Since the 1977 update of the item (NUREG-0090-8), the following significant
developments related to pressurized water reactor (PWR) steam generator
tube integrity have occurred.

.
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. . i
Westinghouse Designed Units i

Degradation of steam generator tubes, due to a corrosion-related phenomenon
known as " denting," has continued in Westinghouse manufactured pressurized i

water reactor systems. Affected units include Surry Units 1 and 2,
Turkey Point Units 3 and 4, Connecticut Yankee, R. E. Ginna, Indian Point
Units 2 and 3, Point Beach Units 1 and 2, H. B. Robinson, and San Onofre.

Steam generator replacement programs at Surry Units 1 and 2 have been
reviewed and the Safety Evaluation Report published. Replacement of
Surry Unit 2 steam generators is tentatively scheduled to begin in early i

February of 1979 and Unit 1 steam generators in the fall of 1979. |

Replacement programs for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 are under review. j
l

Yankee Rowe and Point Beach Unit 1 experienced small steam generator tube l

leaks due to a phenomenon designated as " deep crevice cracking."

Combustion Engineering (CE) Designed Units |

Degradation of steam generator tubes due to " denting" has continued at
Maine Yankee and Millstone Unit 2. Modifications at these and other
similar units have been made to mitigate the effects of " denting."

Consumers Power Company has stated that they are considering replacement !
of the Palisades steam generators because over 20 percent of the Palisades ;

steam generator tubes have been plugged due to an earlier tube wastage ;

problem which has generally been arrested. '

During an April 1978 inspection, minor denting was discovered in the |
St. Lucie Unit 1 steam generators. A program for chemical cleaning is
under review by the NRC and cleaning is planned for April 1979.

Babcock & Wilcox (B&W) Designed Units

f Between July 1977 and April 1978, two tube leaks occurred at Oconee
Unit 1, and one tube leak at Oconee Unit 2, and one tube leak at Oconee

! Unit 3. Three of these leaks were due to circumferential fatigue cracks
and one leak in Unit I was a leaking tube weld. No leaks have occurred
since April 1978.;

| Duke Power Company and B&W have moertaken a tube sleeving demonstration
l program at Oconee Unit 1. The purpose of the tube sleeves is to reduce

Ithe dynamic stresses in the region of previously indicated tube abnormalities.
'

During the October 1978 steam generator tube inspection and tube plugging
operations at Oconee Unit 1, two steam generator tube plugs were lost in
the primary coolant system. Further details are provided below.

i

i

1
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|

Details of the experiences by the three PWR reactor designers since
mid-1977 are described below.

Westinghouse

Steam generator tube " denting" is a corrosion-related phenomenon
,resulting from the build-up of support plate corrosion product in
the annulus between the tubes and the tube support plates. In plane
forces caused by the build-up of corrosion products eventually cause
" denting" of the tubes and deformation of the tube support plates.
This phenomenon has resulted in stress corrosion cracking and leaks
at the tube / tube support plate intersections and in the U-bend
sections of tubes which were highly stressed because of support
plate deformation. Denting has been observed in plants which made a
change over from phosphate to all-volatile secondary water chemistry
treatments and in plants which have operated exclusively with the
all-volatile-treatment (AVT). Concern for cracking in the U-bend
section of the tubes has been alleviated by plugging the inner row
tubes in the susceptible units.

Leaks due to stress corrosion cracking at the tube to tube support
plate " dent" locations continue to occur. These leaks are not
considered a significant safety hazard because the tube is constrained
by the tube support plate at the dent location and will retain its
integrity under postulated accident conditions. During normal
operation, stress corrosion cracking will progress at a stable rate,
close monitoring will result in leakage detection, and corrective
actions taken.

Continued deterioration and plugging of tubes leads to a reduction
of steam generator heat transfer capability and ultimately to a
decrease in electric power generation capability. Some severely
affected units are approaching the point where it is becoming
economically infeasible to continue operation. The licensees
involved, Virginia Electric and Power Company and Florida Power and
Light Company, have taken steps for the possible replacement of the

| steam generators at the Surry and Turkey Point units. The proposed
j replacement program at Surry Units 1 and 2 have been reviewed by the
; NRC and the Safety Evaluation Report completed. Replacement of the

Unit 2 steam generators is scheduled to begin in early February of
1979 and Unit 1 replacement is scheduled for the fall of 1979.
Replacement programs for Turkey Point Units 3 and 4 are under

| review.
1

Westinghouse is also developing a technique for retuFing steam
generators rather than replacing the entire component. The procedure
has been performed at a prototype facility constructed by Westinghouse.
A topical report regarding-the-procedure is expected to be submitted
for NRC review in early 1979.

_ - .
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On September 20, 1978, Point Beach Unit 1 was shutdown when a primary
to secondary leak exceeded the unit's technical specification leakage
rate limit. Eddy current testing (ECT) revealed that the source of
the leak was two tubes with cracks located within the thickness of
the tube sheet. In addition to the two leaking tubes, ECT revealed
four tubes with similar cracking within the tube sheet. This phenomenon
is known as " deep crevice cracking." Early generation steam generators
in which the tubes were not full-depth expanded in the tube sheet
mty be susceptible to this phenomenon. Because of the constraint
provided by the tube sheet, the deep crevice cracks are not considered
a significant safety concern during normal operation or postulated
accident conditions.

Combustion Engineering

" Denting" has been observed at four CE plants: Maine Yankee, Millstone
Unit 2, Palisades, and St. Lucie Unit 1. With the exception of
Palisades, denting is limited to the upper " drilled design" suoport
plates (similar to Westinghouse) in these units. The lower su; port
plates in the Palisades steam generators are of the " drilled design"
and have suffered denting. Millstone Unit 2, Maine Yankee, and
Arkansas Nuclear One Unit 2, all of similar CE design, have removed
lugs and portions of the solid rim in the uppermost support plates
to reduce the susceptibility of the plates to denting-related cracks
and tube distortion.

Denting was discovered in the upper tube suppo,rt plates at St. Lucie
Unit 1 during inspections conducted in April 1978. Steam generator
inspections conducted in November 1978 indicated that the level of
denting had increased slightly; although most of the support plate
annuli were closed with corrosion products, the support plates
appeared to be in good condition. Florida Power and Light Company
has proposed a chemical cleaning process intended to remove the
corrosion products from the tube / tube support plate crevices before
the magnitude of denting becomes excessive. This program is being
carefully reviewed by the NRC. Chemical cleaning is planned for
April 1979.

8_abcock &'Wilcox

Leaks in B&W steam generators have been limited to the Oconee Nuclear
Plant where the first tube leak occurred it. July 1976. To date, 14

tube leaks, all at the Oconee units, have occurred in B&W steam
generators. The majority of these leaking tubes were located adjacent
to.the open inspection lane. Laboratory examination of removed
defective tubes indicited that the tube failures were caused by the

propagation of circumf trential fatigue cracks by flow-induced vibration
The initiation nechanism for the cracks is unknown.

i

4
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B&W and Duke Power Co. are investigating the possibility of eliminating
this phenomenon through tube sleeving. In a demonstration program
reviewed and approved by the NRC, Duke Power Company has installed a
limited number of tube sleeves in the Oconee Unit 1 steam generators.
The sleeves do not function as a primary or secondary pressure
boundary but only as a stiffening device to reduce dynamic stresses.

On October 19, 1978, Duke Power Company informed the NRC that two
steam generator tube plugs had been lost at the Oconee Unit 1 Nuclear
Power Plant and were believed to be loose in the primary coolant
system. The two plugs were lost during tube plugging operations in
the Unit 1, 8 steam generator. The lost plugs are approximately
2 inches in length, 1/2-inch in diameter and 1/2 pound in weight.
Efforts to locate and retrieve the plugs were unsuccessful. The NRC
reviewed the safety significance of the loose plugs and determined
that operation with the plugs loose in the primary coolant system
was acceptable. Duke Power Company has modified their tube plugging
quality assurance program and the NRC Office of Inspection and- |

Enforcement is reviewino the revised program to ensure that the
possibility of losing more plugs in the future is minimized.

NRC Actions

The NRC staff continues to closely monitor, review and evaluate, and
approve the acceptability of continued operation of plants experiencing
steam generator tube problems. A number of generic reviews and studies
have been undertaken as part of three generic tasks in the NRC Program
for the Resolution of Generic Issues. Specifically the generic Task ,

Action Plans A-3, A-4, and A-5 are directed at the particular problems of
Westinghouse, Combustion Engineering and Babcock and Wilcox.

Under these tasks generic studies will be conducted to (1) evaluate -

inservice inspection results from operating reactors, (2) evaluate the
consequences of tube failures under postulated accident conditions, (3) !

evaluate tube structural integrity, (4) establish tube plugging criteria !
'

based on new information, (5) define the requirements for monitoring
secondary coolant chemistry, (6) evaluate inservice. inspection methods,
and (7) review design improvements proposed for new plants.

On Sept 1mber 7 and 8, 1978, the NRC, Division of Operating Reactors,
sponsored a steam generator workshop in Bethesda, Maryland. The workshop
included presentations by representatives from Westinghouse, Combustion
Engineering (CE), Babcock and Wilcox (B&W), and the National Laboratories
involved in the Task Action Plans and a panel discussion of significant

, issues affecting steam generator integrity was conducted. Approximately
|

200 attended. The workshop provided a forum for the exchange of information
throughout the industry and with the NRC.

1

:
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Future reports will be made as approp~riate.

=**xa =***

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUPEG-0090-6,
" Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: October-0:.. ember 1976," and
updated in a subsequent report in this series, i.e., NUREG-0090-7. It is

further updated as follows:

76-16 Feedwater Nozzle Cracking in Boiling Water Reactors

Beginning in 1974, inspections at 21 of the 23 applicable boiling water
reactor (BWR) plants licensed for operation in the U.S. have disclosed
some degree of cracking in the feedwater nozzles of the reactor vessel at
all but three of the 21 plants inspected. The exceptions were a plant
with less than two years of operation at the time of inspection, a plant
with welded nozzle thermal sleeves, dnd a plant which originally had
tight interference-fit sleeves and whose nozzles were inspected and found
crack free by ultrasonic means, but which has nonetheless undergone clad
removal and received new sleeves. Two other facilities have not yet

accumulated significant operating time and have not yet been inspected,
although all will eventually be inspected. Those plants inspected to
date which have exhibited feedwater nozzle cracking are as follows:

~

Plant Name Licensee Location

Browns Ferry Unit 1 Tennessee Valley Authority Limestone County, AL

Browns Ferry Unit 2 Tennessee Valley Authority Limestone County, AL

Brunswick U,it 2 Carolina Power & Light Brunswick County, NC

Cooper Station Nebraska Public Power Nemaha County, NE
District

Dresden Unit 2 Commonwealth Edison Co. Grundy County, IL

Dresden Unit 3 Commonwealth Edison Co. Grundy County, IL

Hatch Unit 1 Georgia Power Co. Appling County, GA

Humboldt Bay Pacific Gas & Electric Co. Humboldt County, CA

Millstone Unit 1 Northeast Nuclear Energy Co. New London County, CT ;

Monticello Northern States Power Co. Wright County, MN

Nine Mile Point Unit 1 Niagara Mohawk Power Co. Oswego County, NY
i

Oyster Creek Unit 1 Jersey Central Power & Ocean County, NJ
Light Co.

|
*

1
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Plant Name Licensee Location

Peach Bottom Unit 2 Philadelphia Electric Co. York County, PA
|Peach Bottom Unit 3 Philadelphia Electric Co. York County, PA

Pilgrim Unit 1 Boston Edison Co. Plymouth County, MA

Quad-Cities Unit 1 Commonwealth Edison Co. Rock Island County, IL

Quad-Cities Unit 2 Commonwealth Edison Co. Rock Island County, IL

Vermont Yankee Vermont Yankee Nuclear Windham County, VT
Power Corp.

The feedwater nozzles, part of the pressure vessel, are an integral part
of the primary pressure boundary of the reactor coolant system and form a
second barrier (after the fuel cladding) to the release of radioactive
fission products. All of the repaired BWP feedwater nozzles met the
pressure vessel code limits, however, and no immediate action was called
for. Because relatively small amounts of base metal have been removed,
there has been no significant reduction in safety margins. Nevertheless,
the cracking is potentially serious for these reasons:

Excessive, crack growth could lead to impairment of pressure vessel-

safety margins requiring more complicated repair work than simple
grinding.

The design safety margins could be reduced by excessive removal of-

base metal.

The exposure to radiation of the personnel performing inspection and-

repair tasks can be considerable.

The repair of these kinds of cracks can result in considerable-

shutdown time at the plant affected.

The reactor vendor (the General Electric Company) and the NRC have
concluded from their respective studies that: (1) the crack initiation
is caused by fluctuations or " cycling" of the temperature on the inside
surface of the nozzles; (2) the stainless steel cladding exhibited less
resistance to crack initiation than the underlying low-alloy steels, and;
(3) after initiation in the stainless steel cladding, cracks can be
propagated by operational startup and shutdown cycles or other
operationally-induced transients. The vendor has performed extensive
analysis and testing to confirm the suspected cause of the cracking and
to uncover possible long-term solutions - a newly designed sleeve, removal
of the stainless steel cladding, reduction of the temperature differential
at the nozzle, or some combination of these. The licensees involved have
increased the number and extent of inspections of feedwater nozzles with
repair and reinspection where cracks were found. The vendor has advised

_ : =:__n _ . - _- _. _- _ _. - ,--
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these licensees to monitor startup and shutdown procedures in an effort
to substantially reduce the time during which cold feedwater is being
injected into the hot pressure vessel.

Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Return Line Cracking

In a closely related area, the NRC was informed in March 1977 by the
General Electric Company that a crack had been found in the nozzle of the
" control rod drive (CRD) return line" in a reactor vessel in a foreign
country. The CR0 return line nozzle is the opening in a BWR pressure
vessel through which the high pressure water in excess of that needed to
operate and cool the CRDs is returned to the pressure vessel. Later in
March, the Philadelphia Electric Company reported that similar cracking
had been found in the CRD return line nozzle at its Peach Bottom Atomic
Power Station, Unit 3. The cracks resembled those found in the feedwater
nozzles and seemed to be the result of the same kind of cyclic thermal
stresses that were causing feedwater nozzle cracks. Both the foreign
reactor and the Peach Bottom Unit 3 reactor are representative of a small
number of BWRs which do not have a thermal sleeve in the CR0 return line
nozzle.

The licensee removed the cracks in the Peach Bottom CR0 nozzle by grinding
out the cracked area, the maximum crack depth being 7/8-inch, and returned
the unit to operation with the CR0 return line " valved out" and with the
flow and pressure in the CR0 hydraulic system modified.

Inspection of other CR0 return line nozzles which iscorporated thermal
sleeves indicated that these sleeves may not be effective in preventing
this cracking phenomenon. For example, the Georgia Power Company found a
crack in the CR0 return line nozzle at its Hatch Plant Unit 1, which did
have a thermal sleeve. (The crack was removed, the nozzle capped, and
the return line rerouted to the reactor water cleanup system.)

Actions Taken to Prevent Recurrence
i

; A. Feedwater Nozzle Cracking

|

| Licensee / Vendor The reactor vendor is presently completing an

L
extensive study, involving engineering analyses and scale model
tests, which has confirmed the cause of cracking and has determined

| well-founded and rational solutions to the problem. These solutions
include but are not limited to removal of feedwater nozzle stainless

! steel- cladding, installation of a new design interference-fit thermal
sleeve /sparger_ combination which utilizes piston rings and concentric
sleeves to protect the nozzle, and feedwater system modifications to
minimize feedwater temperature fluctuations.

.-. .. . - - -
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The licensees of operating reactors have increased the number and
extent of feedwater nozzle inspections. Several have removed the
cladding from the nozzles and have installed either the vendor's
latest design sparger and thermal sleeve or a similar configuration
designed by another vendor. Others have utilized tight-fit

interference-fit designs while planning to accomplish final modifi-
cations in the future.

BWRs undergoing operating license review have generally been modified
by the installation of the latest thermal sleeve /sparger combination
and removal of the cladding, although some are clad with thermal
sleeves welded to the nozzle safe end to assure no feedwater bypass
leakage.

NRC - While awaiting the final report from the vendor, the NRC is
continuing to require, as deemed necessary, inspection and local
removal of all cracks during refueling outages. Pertinent licensee
submittals prior to and subsequent to each refueling outage are
reviewed to insure that NRC criteria are being met.

The NRC anticipates approval of the GE thermal sleeve and sparger
modification as one of a number of effective designs which will
serve to reduce the probability of crack initiation, and the NRC
will folldw the formulation and implementation of hardware and
procedural modifications which would serve to substantially reduce
the time during which the vessel is exposed to low-temperature,
low-flow feedwater. Upon submittal of the vendor's final report
documenting completion of the engineering studies, the NRC will
publish final guidance to licensees and applicants.

B. Control Rod Drive Hydraulic Return Line Nozzle Crackina

Licensee / Vendor - Although the original vendor recommendations
involved either " valving out" or rerouting the control line such
that the continuous flow of cold water to the vessel nozzle would
cease, the latest recommendation is to simply remove the return line
and cut and cap the nozzle at the vessel exterior. The related
changes in system operation have prompted the vendor to perform
control rod drive system component tests to assure continued opera-
bility under adverse conditions. Also, because of NRC questions
about the amount of water which can be directed to the vessel through
the control rod drive seals as opposed to that which could be obtained
with the return line intact, the vendor has stated that he intends
to perform analysis as soon as possible to verify that substantially
the same flow is available. Meanwhile, several licensees are operating
" valved out," others have re-routed, some have retained the original
configuration after finding no cracking during dye-penetrant inspections,
and one (Cooper) has cut and capped the return line, without re-route,
in accordance with the latest vendor recommendation.
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NRC - The NRC will follow the vendor testing, especially with regard
to vessel return flow capabilit/ and the long-term operability of
rod drive system components wit 1 the return line removed. In the
interim, further licensee requests to remove the return line will be
denied. However, license appli: ants for later BWRs will be granted
such permission but must verify return flow capability and system
operability by confirmatory tes;ing prior to final approval being
granted.

Future reports will be made as appropriate.

naa aannnn

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090-10,
" Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: October-December 1977," and

' is updated as follows:

77-8 Generic Design Deficiency

In August 1977, the NRC was informed that five facilities had a potential
i deficiency in the design of the Containment Recirculation Spray (CRS)

system and Low Head Safety Injection (LHSI) system pumps. These facilities
are the North Anna Units 1 and 2, Surry Units 1 and 2 (both operated by
the Virginia Electric Power Company-VEPCO) and Beaver Valley Unit 1
(operated by Duquesne Light Company-OLC). It was determined that the net

i positive suction head (NPSH), calculated to be available to the pumps of
these systems, is insufficient with respect to the required NPSH specified

$ by the pump manufacturer for the intended pump operation.

The net positivs suction head is a way of defining the pressure at the
inlet of a pump. If this pressure is too low, cavitation can occur
(i.e. , some of the water will vaporize or turn to steam) and the pump may

I not operate correctly. Potential exists for pump flow to be low and for
mechanical pump damage. The inlet pressure is determined by the pressure
of the fluid reservoir from which the pump gets its water, and by the
flow through the intervening piping. The acceptable pressure, and therefore
the acceptable NPSH, is determined by the pressure, flow and temperature'

of the water and by the pump characteristics.

I Both the CRS and LHSI systems are engineered safety features whose functions
are the mitigation of consequences of a postulated loss-of-coolant accident

'

(LOCA), a low probability event. The CRS system is designed to remove
heat from the containment in order to reduce the containment pressure to
below atmospheric pressure within one hour after a postulated LOCA. It

consists of four subsystems, each with 50 percent capacity. The pumps
take suction from the containment sump, with two pumps located inside and
two pumps located outside the containment. The LHSI system is designed
to inject cold borated water into the reactor core. The system consists
of two 100 percent redundant and independent subsystems. Initially the
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system is connected to the Refueling Water Storage Tank (RWST), but is-

switched to the containment sumo when the RWST reaches a low-low level.

For each of these systems to satisfy its intended safety function, the
pumps in each system must be capable of providing the design flow rate
under all postulated post-LOCA conditions of containment pressure and
pump water temperature. Thus, conditions leading to inadequate NPSH for
the CRS and LHSI pumps for extended periods of time could affect the
capability of these systems to perform their intended safety function.

Actions Taken to Correct Deficiencies

The North Anna Units 1 and 2 were in the first stages of receiving an
operating license review when the deficiency was discovered. The solutions
proposed by VEPCO have been approved by the NRC as final design changes
and operations.

For the CRS system:

1. To assure adequate NPSH to the inside CRS pump, 150 gallons per
minute (gpm) of quench spray (QS) system water will be diverted to
the suction side of each pump. The cold QS water will lower the
vapor pressure of the water entering the pump.

2. The outside CRS pumps will be operated at the full 3640 gpm flow
rate but will require addition of cold water at the pump suction
from a new casing cooling subsystem. The new system is capable of
injecting 800 gpm of 50*F water into each outside CRS pump suction.

For the LHSI system, VEPCO has shown by analysis and test results that
the LHSI pumps require no modification and by cross connecting the outside
CRS and the LHSI system, emergency core cooling backup is provided.

All of the North Anna Units 1 and 2 final systems modifications have been
approved. Additional information is contained in Supplements 8 and 9 to
the Safety Evaluation Report for an operating license and in Amendment 5
to the Unit i license.

Surry Units 1 and 2 and Beavar Valley Unit I have installed NRC approved
interim design changes to m'nimize NPSH deficiencies until a final solution

-

is approved and can be installed. The design and operating changes in
effect at Surry Units 1 ar.d 2 include the following:

1. Installation of riow-limiting orifices in the discharge lines of the
two CRS systern pumps located outside containment. These orifices
reduce the flow from 3300 gpm to 2250 gpm and reduce the required
NPSH to 6.4 feet compared with a calculated available NPSH of
7.3 feet.

,

+ - ,
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2. The CRS system pumps located i, side containment will operate in a
cavitation mode only for a limited time (from 11 to 35. minutes after
a postulated LOCA) and at a reduced flow rate of 3000 gpm.

3. Limits have been placed on certain operating parameters (service
water temperature, containment temperature, minimum refueling water
storage tanks volume and containment air partial maximum pressure)
to ensure the validity of the assumptions made in the calculation of
the available NPSH.

4. With respect to the LHSI system, a potential for pump cavitation was
found to exist for a short period of time during the recirculation
mode if the flow rate exceeds 3500 gpm. In order to assure that
this flow rate, which is adequate for long-term core cooling require-
mentc, will not be exceeded, VEPC0 will throttle the valves in the
pump discharge line while monitoring the flow rate in the control
room to ensure that the flow rate is limited to 3500 gpm.

The design and operation changes in effect at the Beaver Valley Unit 1
include the following:

1. To assure an adequate amount of NPSH for the CRS pumps outside
containment, 250 gallons per minute (gpm) of cold quench spray (QS)
water from each QS header will be diverted to the sump area at that
point where water is drawn to the outside CRS pump suctions. The
cold QS water will lower the vapor pressure of the water entering
the pump.

2. The CRS pumps located inside containment will operate for about 13
minutes in a mild cavitating mode with a reduced flow rate of 3000
gpm. Pump test results have demonstrated that this mode of operation
will not damage the pump.

3. The dis-harge valves will be partially closed during the recircula-
tion phase to reduce the total flow rate from 4200 gpm to 3100 gpm.
The reduced flow rate does not cause LHSI flow to be less than the
minimum raquired for emergency core cooling in either the short term
or the long term.

4. An additional 17,000 gallons capacity has been added to the refueling
~

water storage tank (RWST) to provide further assurance that adequate,

| NPSH is available to support 3100 gpm flow without cavitation.

Final design changes and modifications have been proposed for the Surry
Units 1 and 2 and the Beaver Valley Unit 1. The proposed final modifica-

| tions include combinations of diverting co,1d water to the suctions of
| inside and outside CRS pumps, limiting flows by using orifices and cavita-

ting venturis, and adjusting RWST and other inventories. The NRC staff
is nearing completion of t m e reviews.
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Future reports will be made as appropriate.
naann a n n

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0900,
Vol.1, No. 2, " Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences: April-June

1978," and is updated as follows:

Fuel Assembly Control Rod Guide Tube Integrity (A Generic Concern)78-2

As reported previously, examination of fuel assembly control rod guide
tubes after service in several operating pressurized water reactors
(FWRs) disclosed significant amounts of wear. At the extreme, some tubes
had been worn through showing sizeable holes. The cause was found to beI

flow-induced vibration of fully withdrawn control rods. The rod tips,

vibrating against the guide tubes, induced degrading wear, probably aided
by some corrosion mechanism.

The safety significance of the incidents relates to the functions of theI

guide tubes. They serve both as fuel assembly structural members and as
channels for control rod movement. Thus, guide tube failure could adversely
affect either the maintenance of a coolable core geometry or the scram
capability of the control rods, or both.

I
Evaluation of guide tubes assuming the maximum amount of wear observed

i established that structural integrity was maintained. Both analytical
and experimental results showed that normal and accident loadings could
be sustained.

Although the observed severe wear thus far has been confined to facili-
) ties designed by Combustion Engineering (CE), the potential for such wear

in Westinghouse and Babcock and Wilcox plants and in Exxon Nuclear fuel
assemblies is under investigation by the NRC staff.

I Update to Previously Reoorted Corrective Actions

Licensee / Vendor - Extensive inspections were conducted at all CE plants.
Discnarged fuel assemblies kept in spent fuel pools were examined promptly.|

Assemblies in operating reactors were examined during regularly scheduled
-

refueling shutdowns.

Concurrently, a program of testing and analysis was conducted by CE.
Tests showed that flow-induced vibration of control rods was the principal

To overcome the susceptibility to wear by the guide tube materialfactor.
(Zircaloy-4) and to recover the design margin lost by wear, stainless

. steel sleeves were designed and installed in all worn guide tubes and in
any tube, worn or not, scheduled for locating under a control rod after
refueling.

.
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Prior to installation of stainless steel sleeves during a refueling
outage, operators of CE reactors instituted the practice of inserting the
control rods three inches further into the core than the normal fully
withdrawn position. That action both reduced the local wear intensity
and provided added assurance of scram capability.

NRC - The NRC staff has maintained close liaison with representatives of
tne licensees and vendors to discuss problems related to this issue. All

proposed programs have been reviewed prior to taking action at any facility
to assure continued safe operation. Approval was granted.both to operate.

'

with the control rods inserted three inches further into the core and to
install, and operate with, stainless steel sleeves. The staff has. required

j that all inspection programs be submitted for review well in advance of
- refueling shutdowns.

Additional Corrective Actions

Licensee / Vendor - Further inspection results have shown that what had
been identified earlier as the worst amount of wear was not exceeded.
Thus, the analyses showing worn tubes to be structurally adequate remains
acceptable. Also, tubes associated with rods repositioned three inches'

lower than the fully withdrawn position generally exhibited less wear at
the lower location, showing that the deep insertion plan had been effective.

Inspection of fuel ' assemblies during the refueling shutdown at Baltimore
Gas and Electric Company's Calvert Cliffs Unit 2 showed guide tube wear
patterns very similar to what had been observed at the sister plant,
Calvert Cliffs Unit 1. The wear severity was somewhat less, however,
because the plan to insert the scram rods three inches deeper had been
put in place about midway through the fuel cycle.

Additional out-of-reactor hot loop testing by CE showed the important
role of flow-induced vibration of the control rods in the guide tube wear
problem. The vibration and hence, the aar, was lessened by reducing
some of the guide tube coolant (water)-flow. Two fuel assembly modifi-
cations were designed to reduce the coolant flow. One involved inserting
a_ splined cylinder in the top of the guide tube. The second involved
reducing the size and number of flow holes in the bottom of the guide
tube. Both modifications, in limited number, are installed in currently
operating cores to verify the loop test results. Test results favored
the modified flow hole design. -

NRC - The NRC has closely followed the analyses and experiments performed
by CE. The NRC staff is in substantial agreement with the vendor tha.
the results point to control rod flow-induced vibration as the principal

-factor in guide tube wear. Therefore, design modifications intended to
,

reduce flow in the guide tubes were judged appropriate. The NRC has )
approved the modified designs for limited operation on.the basis that |
-they will mitigate the wear problem. Final approval of either design '
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modification as a solution to the problem will be contingent on theresults of further out-of-reactor experiments and examination of the
The operating experience,

modified assemblies now in operation.
post-operation inspection and evaluation will require about one more
year.

Also, inspection programs must be completed to evaluate the performance
of fuel assembly guide tube wear sleeves in support of continued reactor

The first opportunity to examine and evaluate sleeved guide
tubes will occur during the refueling outage of the Millstone Nuclearoperation.

The NRC staff has begun an
Power Station Unit 2 in the spring of 1979. Continued
evaluation of the proposed inspection program for that plant.
operation of other CE plants with sleeved guide tubes depends, in part,
on the outcome of the Millstone inspections.i

Future reports will be made as appropriate.
sn nnn nn n

The following abnormal occurrence was originally reported in NUREG-0090
i

Vol. 1, No. 3, " Report to Congress on Abnormal Occurrences:
July-September 1978," and is updated as follows:

Degraded Primary Coolant Boundary in a Boilina Water Reactor
,

' 78-4

As previously reported, the licensee (Iowa Electric Light and Poweri

Company) discovered a leaking through-wall crack in a nickel alloy
(Inconel) fitting, called a " safe end" in the Ouane Arnold Power PlantThe safe end is a short transition piece
located in Linn County, Iowa.
(approxiuately 8 inches long) joining a section of primary coolant recir-Nondestructive testing of
culation line piping to the reactor vessel.the other seven identical safe ends revealed that all had indications of

I

cracks or weld irregularities; however, these flaws did not penetrate to
the surface of the safe end.i

The licensee has removed all eight safe ends and replaced them with safeThe new design minimizes the tight crevice
ends of an improved design.
formed by the fit up of the safe end and an internal thermal sleeve; suchl'

crevices are known to enhance the possibility of stress corrosion cracking
,in an adverse chemical environment (e.g., in stagnant oxygenated water).

The safe end installation was completed in December 1978, and the
licensee initiated a testing program leading to resumption of plant

On January 8,1979, the NRC issued an amendment to the Ouane
Arnold license approving the design of modified safe-ends and authorizingoperation.

the unit to return to power following completion of certain audit and
The audits included ultrasonic and radiographic

During the audit, surface irregularitiestest requirements.
examination of all repair welds.

.

* r
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were identified in the radiographs of the root passes on the pressure
boundary welds. Several meetings, discussions and on-site inspections
were held with the licensee and his contractors to evaluate the effect of
the surface irregularities in the weld root inserts. The evaluations
included extensive stress and fatigue analyses and corrosion behavior
analyses assuming " worst case" conditions. The evaluations concluded
that the welds were acceptable for the potential service conditions.

(Editor's note: Puring the final editing of this report, the following
additional infonnation became available.)'

While preparing for a cold hydrostatic test prior to operation, the
, licensee determined on January 28, 1979 that there was flow blockage in' either the N2B riser or in the associated jet pumps numbers 3 and 4.

Fiberscope inspection revealed that a lead shielding plug had not been
removed from the N2B nozzle prior to closure of the inlet piping. This ,

plug consisted of a thin aluminum and carbon steel can filled with shaped
lead blocks. During the preparacions for the leak test, water flow in
the line pushed the plug into the jet pump assembly where it came apart.
Retrieval operations recovered all 10 of the lead blocks and most of the
can. A small fragment of the .016" thick aluminum backing plate and
16 small .015" thick carbon steel tabs from the can were not recovered
and were assumed to be in the reactor vessel.

On March 5, 1979, the NRC issued an amendment authorizing the Duane
Arnold facility to return to power in three incremental steps (to remove
any possible lead contamination and to dissolve the piece of aluminum).
The amendment also changed the Technical Specificacions to incorporate
augmented inservice inspection of the repaired safe ends.

The Duane Arnold facility achieved criticality on March 6, 1979 after an
outage of almost 9 months. The hot (500 F) hydrostatic test was
successfully completed on March 7, 1979. The licensee expects to resume
normal power operations.

The NRC has concluded that 2ne crack in the recirculation inlet safe end
at Duane Arnold was likely me to a plant-unique condition and that it
does not have generic implications beyond the few safe end designs of
similar geometry. The particular cracking problem at the Ouane Arnold
Power Plant is also a part of the overall concern for cracks in pipes at
boiling water reactors, as discussed in Abnormal Occurrence No. 75-5 of

~

NUREG-75/090, " Report to the Congress on Abnormal Occurrences:,

i January-June 1975," and updated in subsequent reports in the series,
i.e., NUREG-0090-1, 2, 3, 2, and Vol. 1, No. 3. Therefore, in order to

, avoid duplicate reporting, any further developments pertaining to the
| Duane Arnold Power Plant cracking problem will be reported through

updates to Abnormal Occurrence No. 75-5, with Abnormal Occurrence
No. 78-4 considered closed for purposes of this report.
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APPENDIX C

OTHER EVENTS OF INTEREST

The following events are described below because they may possibly be
perceived by the public to be of public health significance. Neither
event involved a major reduction in the level of protection provided for
public health or safety; therefore, they are not reportable as abnormal
occurrences.

1. Broken Seals on Four Containers of Highly Enriched Uranium Exported
to Romania

' The General Atomic Company, San Diego, California, has been authorized
by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission under Export License
XSNM-885 to export 38.92 kilograms of highly enriched uranium (HEU)
and 43.47 kilograms of low enriched uranium as TRIGA reactor fuel
from the United States to Romania. The licensee is exporting the

) HEU as multiple shipments, each containing less than 5 kilograms.
Shipments of less than 5 kilograms are exempt from the controls
prescribed by 10 CFR 73.30. For HEU export shipments under this
license, U.S. Government seals are to be affixed to each container
of HEU. -

! The initial shipment (contained in four drums) censisted of 100 fuel
, elements containing a total of 4.5 kilograms of highly enriched

uranium. A unique serial number is imprinted in each element.

The packaging and sealing of the four containers which constituted
the initial shipment were observed by an NRC inspector at the licensee's')
site. (Three-strand seal wire was used rather than the minimum
19-strand recommended by a Regulatory Guide). When the seals were
subsequently examined on December 16, 1978 at J. F. Kennedy Airport
in New York prior to export, all seals were found to be broken.

, Based on examination of the four containers at Kennedy Airport, the
NRC inspectors decided that the contents of the containers had not
been disturbed. Consequently, the NRC inspectors resealed the

g containers without opening the containers to verify the contents,
and the containers were sent on to Romania. Subsequently, in a
special inspection arranged through the Department of State, thei
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) inspected the containers
and their contents on January 5, 1979. -It was noted that three of
the seals affixed at Kennedy Airport were found to be intact while
one of the wires was no longer intact within the fourth seal; somehow,
the wire became detached inside the seal button. (An NRC inspector

'

examined this seal, after it was returned by IAEA, and determined
that the wire had broken inside the seal button.) The IAEA verified

|

|

-
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that the contents of the containers were as shipped from the General
Atomic Company.

,

Procedures have been developed and implemented for proper inspection
and verification of the remaining material for Romania prior to
export.

2. Special Safeguards Review at Uranium Fuel Processing Facility

On October 30 - November 2,1978, the NRC initiated a Special
Safeguards Review to evaluate the capability of the safeguards
system at United Nucle _ar Corporation, Wood River Junction, Rhode
Island, to defend against the hypothetical insider threat. This
review was conducted as a result of the inspection and investigation
of allegations regarding guard qualifications and the inadvertent
shipment of 68 grams of SSNM to the UNC Montville, Connecticut
facility. The investigation report concerning the allegations on
guard record falsification is under review for possible referral to
the Department of Justice. The inspection of the inadvertent shipment
of SSNM has been completed. The NRC is presently considering
escalated enforcement action based on the findings of the investiga-
tion and inspection discussed above.

The report of,the Special Safeguards Review Team was hand calivered
to the licensee on Dectiber 11, 1978, along with a letter directing
the licensee to respond to the concerns expressed in the report
within twenty (20) days. The licensee responded on January 3, 1979.

'

The NRC did not regard any of the items identified in the Special
Report as requiring emergency action. The term " emergency action"

| is used by the NRC staff to indicate actions required when
i deficiencies exist that would make a facility so vulnerable to the
! hypothetical threat that continued operation of the facility would
! be inimical to the common defense and security or would pose an
| undue risk to the public health and safety.
'

.

The licensee stated in the January 3, 1979 letter that corrective
,

action was completed on five of the six items described in the
| report as having "high importance" prior to November 30, 1978.
' Subsequently, corrective action was taken on the sixth item.

_

ihe NRC has indicated that when the corrective actions contained in|
' the licensee's letter of January 3, 1979 have been accomplished

satisfactorily, the licensee can again be considered to have a high
assurance against the hypothetical threat.

The NRC performed an inspection the week of January 22, 1979, and
has confirmed that the licensee has completed corrective action on
all items which did not require equipment procurement and installation.
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.1.six items described as having "high importance" were confirmed
to be completed. The NRC has requested additional corrective action
on one item. The licensee's action on this item will be inspected

,
by the NRC.
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MEMORANDUM FOR: B. C. Rusche, Director 5:5
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation ,-;

Ernst Volgenau, Director .-

Office of Inspection and Enforcement j:5
'""

R. B. Minogue, Director
Office of Standards Development i|~jgjg.i

%r:.Emss
:-Wi~
~

K. R. Chapman,. Director t
Office of Nuclear Material Safety and Safeguards ' " = =

SU3 JECT: DEVELOPMENT OF PERFORMANCE EVALUATION PROGRAMS f._
-

=. :;=-
The subject of collection, analysis and uses of performance data from b . z..

components and systems in operating reactors (and other nuclear facilities) C"""'~ " ~ ~
has been' discussed within NRC for several years. The Licensee Event Reports
(LER) system is well established and the Nuclear Plant Reliability Data
System (NPRDS) now has 35 rsactors reporting some failure data for safety b:; g.s.._. . . " "

related components and systems. What is generally lacking is a systematic II ~"
process for analyzing these data into a form which can be utilized in the != ..,.

regulatory process. Sucfi~ feedback has several potential benefits, e.g. "=

place our. decision-making on a more factual basis, provide motivation to our i:Mi: ..
licensees to contribute information. to NPRDS. Each of your Offices has a C **
need for different feedback from operating reactors, e.g. NRR needs to know !"557
the field performance of diesel-generators, IE need guidance on which systems , " }.|..-
require more or less inspection.

3. .

In order to meet such needs, MIPC and RES have agreed that: .

"=

1. MIPC will take responsibility for the collection of basic :sI=S,

|
_

data, e.g. NPRDS and LERs, and the analysis of such data, i=
'

. . . . . . .

| 2. RES will take the responsibility for the development of
"~

7reliability models for MIPC's use in such analyses.

In order to be responsive to your needs, we need to establish what kind of
,

data should be collected and to what form it should be analyzed. Different|

j uses of the data require different analyses. For example, risk assessment . . . . . .

25-' and. preparation of Technical Specifications may require outage time for
maintenance in addition to the failure rate for a specific component. However, ~ #@5,

for inspection requirements, the trend of failure rate may be more important.
~~

In order for operating data to contribute to decision making, one also needs
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to establish decision criteria for such data, e.g. should operating restrictions
be considered when diesel generator availability falls below 99%, 90% or 80%?
The criteria also need to be considered within the context of the overall
plant risk. The forms of such criteria influence the types of data which are g.:
collected and the reliability models which are used in the analysis of the !::::!
data. :+s:

b5'

We propose that a Task Force be established to: ]::fF.

:=:;n :;
1. determine what analysed data is needed by each Office, },;: ,?

2. determine what reliability models are needed or the ige..
programmatic work required for the determination @{{{F
of such models, and :::s.

mm
3. reconnend either potential decision criteria or what programmatic

work _should be performed to establish decision criteria.

We recommend that the Task Force be required to submit its report by June 30, 1977. m. ..
With your concurrence, we propose that Dr. William Vesely of RES and Mr. Richard ==

Hartfield of MIPC be appointed co-chairmen of this Task Force. em

We invite your comments and designation of your representative on the Task Force. bf[:.

. . .=+:::

Saul Levine, Acting Director ~~

~' *Office of Nuclear Regulatory Research
*

.
...

ES
i;==

W. G. Mcdonald, Director E

Office of Management Information and
. . . . .

Program Control '"=

cc: S. H. Hanauer
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to esthblish decision criteria for such data, e.g. should operating restrictions . ~ :. . ...
be considered when diesel generator availability falls below 99%, 90% or 80%7 ==

The criteria also need to be considered within the context of the overall .. 55.
plant risk. The forms of such criteria influence the types of data which are *iE-

collected and the reliability models wtich are used in the analysis of the
_..data. E:m=
L= :=

We propose that a Task Force be established to: | Mig;
r . ... . . .

1. determine what analysed data is needed by each Office, y.=T.i.

u . . . . .. .

2. determine what reliability models are needed or the
, "?...!

programmatic work required for the determination [.#Mrof such models, and ;"ggj'
L.. !'=

3. recortraend either potential decision criteria or what prograrratic FE s=.;

work should be perfomed to establish decision criteria. r., ==='
..

We recommend that the Task Force be required to submit its recort by June 30, 1977. FM" ......
With your concurrence, we propose that Dr. William Vesely of RES and Mr. Richard 0;1 -~
Hartfield of MIPC be appointed co-chaimen of this Task Force.

. . _ _im"

:

We invite your coninents and designation of your representative on the Task Force. ;.:s
.==r

.
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Saul Levine, Acting Director i==!55
*
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.NS-RS-420

lic. 7.;v1 Levine
.Praj;ct Staff Dire'i.or
Rc..c Loi Saiety 5Mdy ,

~ l!.S. Atemic Ect rgy Comnission
.1717 ;! Street, N.H.
Washin(Iton, D. C. 20545

.

Dear 19. Levin :

Is you requested in ynor letter tran:mitting a draft' copy of WASl!-liOO,
uc have reviewed thu renort and attached our cor=ents.i

i ~ The report represent: an it.tcortant contribution to the understanding
of the risks associated with nuclear power. It helps demonstrate that
th: nuclear industry hcs achieved a significant level of sof ety in'

the . desi gni of nuclear power plants. The thoroschness of t::e Recctor
8 Sr.foty Study efforts in asscrbling and integrating the information

needed to evaluate these risis is i.o im conoxnded..

'It is our opicion that the report can be useful in licensing
activitied o f a generic nature. It would be unfortunato if tne recort
were not used to assist industry and regulatory bcdics in establishingi

_ 5 cri teria . He concer with ycur statement-that the techniques utilizedi
i>y the h. meter Safety Study group necd further development b: fore thry
are used in indivPual, rather than generic, applications. Uo bclicve
that thu'.e techniques are inappropriate for individual application>

evaluatien, at this time.

I
if you hhvo geestions on any of our concents, please do not

hesitate i.o cantset us. .

4

Very truly your e
i

.

(Aq,g / (fu v\h'
'

-

. .__.__'p R. Salvatnri, Manager
Nuclear Safety Department ,

l'
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WASH l'iR C0iMENTSi

SUifiAPJ REPORT

|1. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are good, eg.icable representations of the conclusions
of the_ report. They should be higSlighted in the Appendices and
utilized in 'public discussions.

2. Table 1 is inconsistent with other similar t[bles in the report.
(e.g. see p. 19.)

3. The Q&A approach is almost self-defeating. Answers are too wordy
and often misicading or confusing. For example, 2.1 discusses staffing.
The figures are. hard to reconcile. Q/A 2.2 wanders frca the stated
subject.to discuss the " fundamentals" of nuclear power conversion.
Q/A 2.5 - the first sentence is inappropriate. Only when the*

release is made are the radioactive products' a problem to society.
Properly contained, they pose no, risk. Again, the answer wanders.

# Q/A 2.7 - the response never directly addresses the question. This
- question, in particular, needs a direct firm response. Q/A 2.8 -'

., wanders before addressing the question posed. Q/A 2.9 and Q/A 2.10 are
revisionr. of 2.7. Is this repetition intentional?

4. In Q/A 2.11, a probability of 1:17,000 is given as the total
likelihood of a core ecit. (Considering centributions from all
accidentsequences.) Elsewhere in the report, 1/17,000 is stated
as the p$obability of the cost likely_ core melt sequence. (e.g.
see Q/A 2.13, Q/A 2.16, Q/A 2.17, Q/A 2.18.) This inconsistency is
serious and must be corrected.

t -

5. - Q/A 2.12 - the discussion of health effects and latent problems -

should be improved by rewriting to more directly address the
subject.

hD

.
.

.
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A nonter of factors are stated (page 239) that make the model conservative,
but all are associated with consequence end, and none address the likeli-
hood or accident prdbability end. Sorae related to accident likolihood
that are conservative are:

1. Generally equipment performance less than that to nect the minimum
SAP. requirenant constituted failure and was assumed to result in
core melt.

2. Some transient initiated sequences were assumed to result in core
melt although further analysis could show otherwise.

3.
In general little or no credit was given to possible operator backup

-

corrective actiuns during the cour:c of an accident.,

4. Operator error rates in following emergency procedures were selected
to not be optinlistic, i.e., high stress assumed.

i

5. Fairly large uncertainty bands about best estimate failure rates were
i ncorporated and carried through.

6.
The log normal approach of ecmbining failure probabilities used the
larger of the 90% error factors where 90% bounds were not symmetric.

7. Tho ...ioothing procedure allocates a probability from each release
category to the higher release categories.

i

These should be clearly identified-as factors which make the results
- 1

'

conservative rather than realistic.

'
.
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On p ge 127 the_ pfMSVUR is applii>d as the initiating event and-should
he ber.cd on the annual prcbability.

: As presently calculated, it appears 'to be. based on a _ period of one
reonth'for valve failures and one year for pipe failures. In conjunction-

-8with this, we feel that 1 x 10 /hr is a factor of 10 too high for
sericus rupture of a single valve (sce Appendix III comment).

2. A feedline rupture in vicinity of An! connection has potential to spill
water from all-3 arf pumps until operator isolation of spillage is
complete.

3. Page 120. S0V-102 is assumad to be out 19 hours every 4.5 months;
this seems high and is not consistent ~ with the App. III 7-hr. valve

,

as st'mption.

4. Page 124 top'of page. There appears to be no credit given for the
possibility of replenishing ARI supply frem the 300,000 gal, tank.
In view of the time available we feel the chanc2 (10-3) of not getting
the fire main valves open is too high. The Anf system is frequently*

used, therefore, the normal makeup path mus'. have valves that are
occasionally opened. The turbine pump sh'. aid not be assumed to be
unavailable after 8 hours.

.

Containment Sprey,

1. Page 161. The subtraction estimate to account for CMF double accounting
should really subtract 2,.6'x 10-4 instead of 1 x 10'#, i.e.,

-
-

: ,

E S - **
*
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i

The sequ nce S)D-c should be 3 x 10-61. to be consistent with the
9.5 x 10-3 ECI unavailability of Table II-3.

2. Some explanatica is needed for the values used for a, t!e understood
-it to represent containment leakage which has 2 x 10-4 or P. x 10-3

median values frcm Table II-3. For the transients-2 x 10-4 was used,
-3but for LOCA's the value appears to be more like 5 or 10 x 10 ,

3. The other containment failure mode probabilities don't always appear
consistent with values frem Table 2 - Appendix V. AF - a, AG - a,

AHF - 6, ACliF - c . lie assume that the same containment failure made'

probabilities determined for A st .ces are used in S) and S2 sequences,

but this is not stated. This also seemed to be the case for the-

'

transient scquences except for T!1LB' - 6.

4. This is an important table and we feel the interested reader should be
.

able to reproduce all the probabilitics from appendix information.
In this regard there should be consistency between the various tables.,

It would also be helpful if a table were included in one of the
appendices summarizing those cases where the probabilities could not be
directly multiplied because of dependencies. For example in the AD
sequences we assumed that 0 was effectively doubled because of the
estimated 0.01 RCP flywheel contribution. On the other hand for
S D-c we assume there is a factor of 2 error. Similarly, for thej
multiple system sequences (CD, '!F, CHF, OF, DG and possibly the 8 cases)
the combined result and principle dependencies could be listed.

.

5. Since loss of all electric power.has been included separately as a -

LOCA sequence (e.g., AB), we assume this fault-is not included in
sequences like AHF.

. . - -
_
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APPCilDrx 1i, Vol.UMr. I

1. ~-The auxiliary feedwatsr 0 - 8 hr. without net Qupper' O .ter andlc
Q$4dion are'a factor of.tuo greater Lin Table II-l than calculated.

on paga 109 of App. II, Vol' II..

2. The high pressure injection point estimato does not lie within the:
range of SN'PLE r,sults given. Our SAMPLE analysis based on material,

presented in App. II, Vol. II gives results about half as largo, hence
we suspect a . change has been made which is not reflected in Table II-1.

3. The low pressure injection result similarly seems higher than would

) be expected from point estimates given.

4. The auxiliary fecdwater system results (1.5 x 10-4) for the transient
*

-(no LOCA) should be included in Table II-l.
I

5. In some cases the hardware contributio.n includes human error, this
should:be noted ,in Tabic II-1.

l
.

l
.

.

.
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APPE!! DIX 1I . VOL.1 -

!'
EPage 35 Section 2.2.3, line 5 " Figure. II-4" should'be " Figure II-5"

line .9 "CLCS" should be "CLS" to be consistent
with the fcult tree.

1Pago 3G' 'line 4 " Figure II-4" should be " Figure II-6"-I?-6,

line G-7 - the meaning of the phrase "... and
two ' input transfers for the only input " Failures in Pump Drive
Cause Pump to Fail to Start" is.not cicar.

.d

I Page 45 .line 3 - there seems to be a word missing from
-the phrase ". . . single or active events) . . .".

. -

.Page 60 line 17 - add a period after ". . .cquation. . ."

Page 23 The definition of a primary component fault state is acceptable
as is, ~ but <!cfinitions offered for secondary and command

-: deserve a conment.
.

i

A secondary failure is more associated with the environment or loads
that a ccmponent is exposed to. If a component is subjected to conditions."

3' beyond which it was designed for, it should be expected to' fail. This
means that a secondary failure is really'the probability that the component

.

is ,subjccted to conditions beyond its design limit. The command failurec

i; is unnecessarily confusing since it does not apply directly to the component.
It is what is ccmmonly referred to as a secondary event. Such distinction

4 between failurcs is not really necessary.
_

I. .Page 3G The event naming' described on this page could be useful most
particularly when compiling a data bank. However, transfers
should be used to identify identical components within a fault
tree,

t 4

,,e ~ --n .rn e-
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.It'shoehi not be luft to tiie readcr to note tiar n particular
evenL nama appears'in more than one place in a fcult tree.

: Pace 43 Item-3 Does -this mean that only second order failures need
'' to.he postulated?

Item 5 Human interfaces can occur at many places. Are human
interfaces limited to required action or are all possibic
interfaces postulated?

Page 45 Item 3 Care must be taken what when several events are combined
.and represented by a single event, all. the events must be
independent. In addition when n events are combined, as
example on piping, is the failure rate that of a single event
or n x failure rate of a single event?

.

Page'55- Partial failures can not be postulated usefully unless partial'

failure ' rates are available and th= effect ui partisi failures.

on the system are considered.
.

Page 57 By summing the system failure probability and the system
'

unavailability to obtain the total system probability, common
- failures are not accounted for c6rrectly.

In general the subject Appendix should prove to be a voluable handbook that
wi' oid in standardizing fault tree analyses.

i.

.
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APPENDIX II (VOL. 2)
RPS

1. Page 93 - The assumptions made regarding trip breaker test and main-
tenance outages amount to 108 hours per year when one or the other of
the breakers :is not in service. We assume that you have checked records
indicating this is a reasonable (T&M) unavailability during power-
operation.

.

.

2. Shouldn't the terminal board short (ITM00SQ - 25Q) identified on
-8pages 92, 96 and 100 have a failura rate of 1 x 10 /hr. instead

of 3 x 10-7/hr (see last line of page 105 Appendix III)? If so, the
test and maintenance contribution would reduce to 4 x 10~7 and the
doubles hardwarc contribution to 1.85 x 10-6 ,

.

g 3. Shouldn't the bypass breaker fault (ICB0004C & SC) be either combined

with a human error to fail to correct.,or be based on a shorter
exposure time?

.

,4. ATWT parameter-studies have shown that there is considerable reduction

in pressure peak even if only a small fraction of the rods trip,
hence assumption of more than two rods sticking is conservative.

.

arf

1. Page 121 and 127. There appears to be an inconsistency in logic for
the fault PPPMSVHR constituting pipe and valve ruptures in the MSVR.
On page 121 we believe the exposure time should be more like the first

'-

~ 8 hours after the accident plus a relatively short period before the
.

accident because if it is sufficiently severe to cause the damage cited
it should be detected and corrected or the pla t shutdown.

|

,
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-7 n The:CSIS would *.cc:a te be one exwple uh.rc eperator action to backup
.

,

certain faults could reasonably be expected, e.g., actuation of
cettponente, taking equipment out of test mode and placing in operation,

!openin-) biccked path.

CLCS

1. Page 190 - The trcctment of NCUCA120, the never tested contact fault,
lool.s questionable. Use of the . failure rate and averaging over 40

years would give an average value for Qg (page 193) about a factor of
15 higher than the point estimate sho.:n,

l'
2. The statoments on pages 192 and 193 seem to indicate that if train A

is in test and train B fails, CLCS still actuates. Is this correct,
,

or does it mean train A automatically trips if train G gets signal?
)

Accumulator-
,,

I ' 1. Page 257 and 261. The pipe ruptures APPPill6R and APPSI46R were based*
y

on -a half-year detection time. This should be much shorter to overlap
with a LOCA, i.e., if they were significant they would be noticed
(accumulator level and pressure) end corrected or the plant shutdown.

I

2. We believe 10-5/ demand is more reasonable than 10-4 for check valve
failure to open or close.

) LPIS
.

') 1. Page 290 (top of page). This treatm:nt implics that cach of the 4
. MOV's is actually out of position (cicsed) 0.22 times per month (once
every 4.5 months). Shouldn't the 0.22 factor be replaced by. a much
lower exnected frequency for inadvertent closure, making this contribution
negligible?-

.
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,
:1. Page 339. The fault _ FCVS236, check. valve fails to open, Lh'as been

assumed to be 1_x 10-3 per demand on'.-the basis that the check valve.

is never tested. Elsewhere, consistently the check valve failure
to open has been treated as a' demand value (1 x 10-4) instead of a
time dependent value. We feel the. chance ~of a check valve failing-

-5to open or close is more like-1 x.!0 / demand.

2. 'Page 359. There is a typo for fault FOL115C8 which should have the
-

same failure rate and fault exposure as FOL115EB.

l' 3. For a small LOCA we believe that certain faults such as opening a-
closed ' valve can be corrected by operator to achieve a higher effective
reliability' than when considering equipment alone..

. .

.
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AliEDli ill

1. On pages 147-153 a quantitat.ive huaan reliability analysis is given
'for'suitch to recirculation. The alalysis is howcVer incomplete
and it is unclear as to how a 3 x 10-3 probabili ty was eventually
obtaincd for this fault. For example on page 153 the total estimated
failure _ rate for step 4.8.1 is .10~2'x 0.75 x 10~I - 0.00075.

llowever'the 0.25 chance that some other (than M07-1863 A&B) pair
of switches would_ he selected is.not carried through nor is the
centribution for steps 4.9.1 and 4.9.2.

~

~I2. Pages 123-126 - The general error rates of 0.9 after 5 min.,10
-2after 30 min., and 10 after several hours sound unbelievably

higli. I!e do not agree that stresses and/or error rates in the
post - LOCA event are similar to the inflight emergencies stated
or to the motar shell example. In fact for some sicps a factor-

of 10-2 was used in the recirculation switching example for times
prior to 30 min.

3. Pages 96-100 and 113-118 - As the test and maintenance outages are
, a significant contribution to fluid system unavailability, utilities,

should verify that the application of these durations
is consistent with procedures and maintenance experience on standby
safety systems during power operation as opposed to normally opera-
tional systems. In particular maintenance of standoy pumps and valves
would be expected at lower frequency than if frequently in use and ma'for
maintenance would probably usually occur during plant shutdowns.

.. . Also, the method of treating test and maintenance in SAMPLE analyses-

should he stated, i.e., whether mean test and unavailability is used
, or. median plus error spread.

.

I 4. ..Page 129 _ The human error rates used for non stress situations seem
-2very high, for exampic, the 10 general human error of omission.

would seem to indicate a large number of valve-out-of position
fail _ures should be discovered each year in safety systems. For
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example. 'uith 30 operating plenis with 20 valves coch being esnually
operated euch month, on the order of 70 such reports would be expected
annually or about 6 each monti1.

S. pages 94 a 95 - The 1 x 10~0/hr failure rate generally used for
valve rupture secms too high for a serious rupture of a single
valve. He believe that the valve. rupture failure rate would be

~9more similar to that of a pipe section,1 x 10 /hr. He also believe
that the chance of a check valve-failing te open or close is related

-510 cyclic usage and is about 10 per cycle. On this basis we feel
-7che 3 x 10 /hr rate for a check valve failing to close is reasonably

'for a case in which the valyc is cycled on the order of once:per
day but, for a check valve cycled only once per year we believe the
failure rate should be much icwer.

6. In Section 6.4 substantial data is developed regarding rate of pipe*

rupture. However, it appears to be applied to a pipe length of
17,000 feet (10% oi' 1/0,000) for the reactor coolant system pips.
This seems to be about an order of magnitude too high for the LOCA
sensitive pipe length and can result in gross over prediction of
the LOCA frequency. In general, the data sources referenced seem,

to yield consistent results with the exception of the 4 process
piping failures mentioned at the bottom of page 180. Assuming
these refer to the first, third, fifth and tenth items identified

on page 59, nnte that the only rupture was actually a rubber expan-
sfon joint and not a pipe, and that the other three are identified
as craclis. The severity of these cracks should be examined for
significance before biasing'LOCT rate bounds on this data.

.

9
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1. -l!e were pleased to' note the direct and serions-minded approach to
-

,' common modc failure taken in the WASil-1?00 study. This represents,
to the ~ hest of our knowledge, the:first real attempt to quantitatively
bound ~ the prcblem of comon made failure is a matter of broad prcpor-
tion and that there are no simple answers uhich give simple solutions
to the probicms. The bounding estimates are the-subject of our par-
ticul'ar interest and concern.

.The techniques of failure ccupling and combination bounding described in
Appendix IV to the draft report are significant and useful additions to
the state of the art in failure analy is and. system relitbility prediction.

'

ilowever as we understand their application they appear to represent
extremely conservative estimates of the effect of conmon mode failure.
That is_ to say that experience in all sorts of redundant systems indicates.

that commnn mode factors are not so severe a limitation on system re-
liability that th. y cc: pictcly climinate the benefits of redundarcy
as would be shown by these bounding techniqucs. We find it interesting
that the sungnary results do not show a significant impact in reactor -

protection system reliability even when very conservative bounding tech-
.

niques are applied. It is not completely clear how the conservative
bounding techniques were incorporated with the Monte Carlo program sample,
that is SAMPLE, but we are concerned that the conclusiens and summary

statements should emphasize the extreme degree of conservatism in these
bounding methods. It is probably the only thing which can he done
currently by way of quantitative' prediction of common mcdc failure effect
and as such we.believe it is important. Howeve'r we believe that the

,

combinction bounding and the failure coupling techniques should not be
misunderstood or misrepresented as predictions of actual syster "ailure
behavior since this has not been reflected in actual operating experience -

at current generation reactors.
.

2. Page 74-- The probability of a very large pipe break which can cause the
RCP speed to increase would be louer than the 10-4 for break 6" and

greater.-

_
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3. hiy d.'ta supporting the co:rnon neJ' opprocches discuwe;i i;ould be
hel;iful .w. would qui &iice for the.i .ight, r.ioderate, or icose couplingI

should be assumed. *
,

.
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.l. The oven: helming 7nclusion is that bcth PUR's and DWR's have donc
an acceptable job in _ designing for the largo 1.0CA - the DBA.

2. On page 53, a point is made that structural core and internals
failures can lead to melt. These "conclu.-ions" imply inadcquacy

of the ASME codes. Is this the intent?

3. A potential failure identified as ECF is given as an "addar" to
the sequences. These affect the effectiveness of the ECCS. Wi th
the unjustified judgement spar of 1p2 to 10 , implies that impared
effectiveness of ECCS can dominate the core melt probabilitics

.

more than vill a failure of ECCS identified in the trees. It is

our opinion that this type of conjecture is out of place in UASH-1400
or any other technical treatment of ECCS. The ECF conclusion on*

paga 54 needs to be justified.
,

4. The discussion of the effects of loss 'of off site power (page '59)-
~

for theis particularly confusing, when coupled with the P3
i failure .of the RPS. (These values for P) are highcr than the U.,

values for ATHT).

-2
5. Page 62 - Item Q - 10 seems adequate for value chatter. F0ilure

.

to close at all seems non-mechanistic.

G. Page 76-78 - Ucstinghouse believes the probability of the doubic
check valve failure has been grossly exaggerated. First, we*

estimate the chance that a check valve fails to open or close
-5to be 1 x 10 per cycle. With tha subject check valves being'-

cycled only once per year the annual chance that it sticks open -

(i.e. closing on particle or hinge failure on closure) is A) =

-510 / year. We also estimate the chance of check valve rupture

to be A = 10-5/ year. With these rates Q 'm averaged over the2 s-0
plant life is 3A).\ t = 2.4 x 10 /ycar without testing for check2
valve closure.

i



. . .
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in the disc'!ssion on page 78, the l+nciits.of a testing picgram
~

care.not adcquately accounted for by the " program" outlined. With-

the annual' test for closure the possibility of a stuck-open check

: valve is eliminated and li = 3(A ) . Westinghouse agrea: that
sum 2

such test would reduce the unavailability due to a stuck open
. valva and have recen. mended that utilities annually. chect: thcsc

valves for closure.

7. Page 74 - Since the releases for th e various categorier, were chosen
:to be conservative for tho sequences they represent we don't
:sce the need for adjusting the release category probabilities

,

in the manner-described.

could be lower if some. operator credit8. Page'66 - Both P3 and P5
for correcting diesel generator faults were assumed.

.

.
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-'APPLt!ni(yL

1. 'The_ atraspheric dispersion nxidel used to predict the dilution of
radioactive materials release ' from the plant following the accident-

.is described as the standard Lessian Plume Model from "Metcorology

and Atsmic Energy,,1968" in the Reactor Safety Study (Page 108).
- However , the model presented in Appendi:: VI of the study (Page 15)

does not describe a Gaussian Plume since it d0cs not take into
account varia' tion in cloud concentration as a function of lateral
distance (See Figure-1 of RSS/W Co:rparison). Appendix VI describes
crosswind integration.

2. The probability of dcath due to whole body exposurcs given in -the
i Reactor Safety Study varies linearly from 0 to 1 for doses between

103 and 400 rem respectively. Doses over 400 rem are assumed to
be fatal in all cases (Paga 112). However, the Appendix VI to the-

study (Page 39) states that a linear approximation is used with
zeru deeU:s el 200 r eni and 100% fatalities at 600 rc= == used in
the study..

3. There appears to be a discrepancy between the dosc/ health effects;
I information presented in the Reactor Safety Study (Page 112) and

that given in Appendix VI (Section 6.6). The discussion on Page

112 indicates that doses were broken up into three independent

,, categorics:

A) Acute Deaths 133 to 400 rem

) B) Non-Fatal Illness 100 to 200 rem

C)' Long-Term Effects < 100 rem

I
This is misleading in that long-tenn effects are also a result of -

I doses that can potentially cause acute death, but by probilistic
analysis do not, and non-fatal illnesses. Thus, long-tem effects
should be classified as less than 400 rem in all cases in which
acute death is ne c predicted.
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A idit ienolly, no mention or this grouping is evi< ent in Appsdix
'

VI (Section G.6).

4. The use of a building wake factor only when the averoge wind speed
is greater than 1.0 meter per ss> ond (Appendix VI, Page 15) appears
questionable. In conservative analyses, used in the licensing of

- nuclear power plants, the USAEC employs a building wake factor at
wind speeds much less than 1 meter per sccond. Additionally, the
use of unrcstricted credit for dilution in th'e building wake may
be o,uestioned. Based on experiments by the Environmental Science
Services A&inistration at the EBR-II reactor complex in Idaho,
the dispersion credit for building wrke effects may be limited to

X/0 building wake 1 4).a factor of 3 to 4 (i.e., XIOno building uake/

5. The evacuation nodel used in the Reactor Safety Study (Page 31,
Appendix Vf) may tend to overestimate evacuation rates at high.

density areas. The main text of the report states that the
. va. ::sti. n rate, which i eq::ivalent to an evac:::tien h:lf-life
of 2 hours, is based on an EPA study which recommends this eva-
cuation rate for average population densities of 300 people per
square mile, for these population cases analy:cd in which the
population near the reactor exceeds this density, it may be
appropriate to use a lesser evacuation efficiency. Ideally, the

evacuation rate should be a function of population density. While
we realize that differences in evacuation rate are treated in the
sensitivity study (Table VI-21), it would appear to be an over-
simp 1tfication of evacuation considerations.

C. Many nuclear power facilities have recreational facilities.
developed in the immediate vicinity to enhance public acceptance
of the power plant. While the presence of many thousands of addi- -

tional persons near the plant conjunction with their short resi-
dence time may not affect the average results of the study, they
should be included in the estimates concerning the peak consequences.
Alsc, the unique evacuation considerations of this population segment
should be taken into account.

. _ . ,
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7. It is not apparent from the repcrt or its apnendices as to the rationale
for using 500 miles as the cutoff for dose considerations. It can be
irnplied from the material presented that considerations beyond 500
miles do not change the results; however, this is not stated.

8. The Reactor Safety Study does not consider fatalities due to thyroid
canceir. Although the probability of this occurrence is very small,
it should be included in order to present a ccmplete story.

9. In light of. the arguments raised, it is somewhat surprising that
the potential effects on the fetus of pregnant women in the exposed
population is ' not discussed. Although it is recognized that no
readily applicable data exists in this arca, some qualitative dis-

g

cusr. ion on this matter would be appropriate as a minimum. The draft
"Swedish Urban Siting Report" prepared by the Swedish Urban Siting

,

Committee, which covers the same basic concept as the AEC Reactor

| Safety Study but in less detail, has considered doses to pregnant
women. The report assumed that abortions are recommended for cases

in which the to,tal body dose to a pregnant woman is greater than
10 rem.

! ,
.

310. The Reactor Safety Study uses an average hreathing rate of 20 m / day
(2.2 x -10.4 m /sec) over the entire exposure period. Since persons3~

will generally be more active during the period of cloud passage
' (i.e. exposure) due to evacuation proceedings, etc. it may be nnre

appropriate to use a breathing rate of 3.47 x 10'4 m /sec as used3

in licensing analyses,
l'

51. It is not clear from the text of Appendix VI as to the exact cause
I of the fatalitics. The text states that the naf * contributor toc

.

| fatalities is the inhalation pathway wit' radioicdtne being the
critical isol. ope. Additionally, all fatalities appear to be a .

function of the whole body dose to the exposs ! persons near the
plant, However, it is a generally _ recognized conception that

1 .

.
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inhaled redi.oiodine contributes noinly '6i a thyroid ~ dest an<l has,

.

- a very small contribution to the whole bcdy dete a person receives
'

. . .,

The whole radionuclide 'concentracion to dose concept by vcrious
Jr xposure pathways should be more-fully developed in this section.

. s
We would suggest that this be accor.:plished in tabular fonn which
describes the whole body dose contribution to'a typical individual

~

at some reference point.from the plant as a function 'of. isotope-
and dote pathway. The tabic would necessitate the assumptions of
some specified meteorological conditions, that the individual is
unaffected by evacuation,' and a reference radioactivity relcase
C'IS C . .

.12 The last paragraph on page 63 should follow line 3 page 54.,

.}

l'
.

l'
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Uestinghause cnnsiders that WAS!!-1400 is a thertugh and comprehensive report

- on the. design adequacy of nuclear power plants and concurs with the sample of-

nuclear powcr plant types, . components and systems solccted for the assessment-:

of the design' adequacy. Further, it appears that a judicicus choice was
' made in the selection of the events prnne to cause cenzon-rmde fr.ilures.

Ho,tever, Westinghouse believes that the report fails to confirm design'

adequacy for several items mainly du'c tc lack of sufficient information-and/or
due .to misinterpretations of available information. Mcnce, Westinghouse
offers 1the folicwing comments to clarify inaccuracics found in the report.

. GENE!?J. C0iGENT,S,

1. Ucstinghouse believes thtt the statement on page 10 on the resolution
,

of earthquake components is incorrect. A total respense of 2a will
not occur since earthquakes X and V, even when they are in phase,
will ' occur along X.and Y directions, respectively. Therefore, when

f' they are in phase, the resultant will be \2a. However, when they
are out af phase, then only 1.0a will result. -

s

2. The~ discussions.and conclusions about Table.14 indicate that coupling
of the reactor coolant loop and concrete building is required.
Westinghouse believes that this .is incorrect. S nce the loop fre-

i
. ,

quencies .are 5.12 and 8.31, respectively, as obtained by Westinghouse
and Stone and Webster, these frequencies are below the concrete

,
. building frequency (5.3) in one . instance, and above in the other. -

This incans when coupled, the loop frequency will be either below

.
5.12 or above 8.31. As a result of the straight line response
. spectrum used,. responses will not be changed at all. Therefore,

_

i -coupling:snould not-have any undue effect.

.

#

- - ~
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.1 Ur.:liaghause helieves that the ctatement (page 21). that "a component

,

,is assumed to hc subject to failurc under the DBA until it is proven'

f unctiondi" is' inaccur'a te. The report should state that 'a component

is' asr.u~vi to be functional if it meets all established codes and
regn1ations as evidenced by the SAR.

SJECIFIC CG'palTS

The follouing comments are in dirdet response to conclusions reached on
various ' parts of Westinghause equipments.

1. Reactor Coolant Punp Nozzles (Section 6.3.2.3)

On page F' of UASil-1400, Appendix X, it is stated that for both
nozzles, Bijlaard's method of analysis is of doubtful value for the
computation of the stresses in the pump casing wall at the junction

'

* with the nozzle, since the conditions for valid applicction of
Bijlaard's method are not present.

,

I

!- Westinghouse believes that connents en the RCP nozzlos are con-

sidered valid dith the two following exceptions.

s
a. Bijlacrd's method of analysis was not used in the suction

nozzle evaluation.
~

'

b. Stresses in the casing wall for faulted conditions are con-
tained in the report, i.e., this was the purpose of the Bijlaard
ana1ysis at the discharge nozzle.

,

The comments nn the limitat' ions of the Bijlaard's method are theore-
tically correct, however, as in most real engineering problems some
approximations must be made to arrive at a solution. In this
instance, the non-uniform wall thickness of the casing was assumed -

to be uniform with a thickness equal to that of the casing at
the centerline of the discharge nozzle. This approach is considered
conservative since it' does not take-advantage of the 1ocal reinforcement

.

5
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in.theiczile area. Also, the tbick f1ange ei the end of the casing
: and m. t'au ottat.hueats are belicved to simulate a inng cylinder.

The nonle diameter docs' exceed 1/3 the diameter of the casing as
stated t.nd results in a a factor of 0.532 which is beyond the range
of the Bijlaard curves. The values used in. the analysis from the
curvea however were taken at G = 0.5 and are considered conservative
because the slope of the curve in the arca of a = 0.5 is either flat
or decreasing.

As a further check on the validity of the above approximation, the
caning bas been approximated as a sphere with a radius equal to
twice that of the casing to simulate membrane action. Using this
approximation, the Bijlaard report may be used without extrapolating
the data from the report. The results for one load case comparison

.

show that the maximum stress occurs at the same location and differs
by nnly 1%.

Ilse of the Bijlaard method and the above approximations, which make
the mothed feasible, show that the design is adequate for its

' intended usc. Further, finite olcment evaluations will be made

)
which more closely approximate the true geometry, loadings and
boundary conditions. These additional analyses are considered as
only back-up to existing analysos and are not required to establish

,.
.

design adequacy.
.

2. Pipe Whip Restraints (Section 6.3.2.4)p _

The commentary on page 90 states that the thrust coefficient of 1.25
I in the formulac for P is appropriate for the main steam line but is

,

:|L not sufficiently high for the feedwater line. A coefficient of 1.9
should have been used.

=,,

e

i. , .. .
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Fer :,atunited unter or stem discharge through an idealized no loss
nor.zic, c thrust vclue of s 1.25 PA is predictcci based on conservation.;_

relations and themodynamic considerations.

Real configurations encountered however have losses due to con-
traction, expansion, direction change and friction. For the case
of non-flashing discharge, the thrust coefficient can be expressed
as:

2p v 20

i FK
T

where, K is the sum of the geomet. ic cnd friction head loss
T

i coefficients excluding the exit loss.

In the case of back flow from a steam generator through the fecdring-

and out through a break in a feedline, the gecmetric and friction,

in::ad iesi s i:e : 0b: LaeLia1. Fu: !.iie Su::y ie ::: vur:::cLur, th=
flow first abruptly contracts into 240 holes, 0.75 in, diameter
in the feedring and then expands irto the feedring cross section.
The head loss (in terms of feedline velocity) is estimated to be

i '

O.78 for these holes. The two ends of the circular feedring join
in a Tee junction which connects to the fe~'line nozzle. The head

loss for collection at the Tee is estimated to bc 1.11. Outsido
the steam generator the first long radius 90* elbow is estimated,

to have a head loss of 0.25. The total head loss is K). = 2.15.
The resultant thrust coefficient for non-flashing water is '.64.
For saturated water, Figure 8 of Reference 1 indicates a thrust.

lcoefficient.of about 0.85 for f /D = 2. 5. In the case of feedline
- break, the initial blowdown would be subcooled but flashing . :ter,

should yield a thrust coefficient between these extremes. -

It -is. concluded that a thrust coefficient of 1.25 x pA is conscr-
vative for a feedline break.

Reference 1: Fluid Reaction and Impingement Loads, F. J. Moody

_ _ _
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3. LHMS Fump Shaf t (Section 6.3.3.2)'

- M5HJI400 concludes that it is not certain that LliSIS pump can con-
- Linue to function during and after impeller deflection of 1.15 in,
and that no tests or analyses ucre performed to provide this

assurBhoc.

Calculations show that a momentary interference between the rotating

and stationary c!ccents would not.! r detrimental for a static
condition and an interference would not exist at all during the
actual cperation of the pump.

'..
- This conclusion, coupled with the calculated stresses which are
shown to be below the allowable stressus, assures design adequacy ,

of the pumps.
.

4. - - Radiation Effects on Pumps (Section G.3.3.E and G.3.5.1)
.

'

Westindhouse believes that the radiation resistance of pump internals.
questioned in Section 6.3.3.2 and 6.3.5.1 has been demonstrated for
the following reasons.,

a. Table 1, page 13 of. WASH-1400, Appendix X gives extremely

conservat <e integrated radiation dosage with the actual
expected ta be about 100 times less than the maximum designi

8requirement of 1.5 x 10 . As discussed below pump materials -
8have been evaluated after gamma exposures of 1.1 x 10 3nd

91 x 10 rads. Hence, for the materials of interest, Westinghouse
'bclieves - that adequate test data to. confirm adequacy at the -

expected exposure exists.
.

b. The internal components of the lou heat safety injection pumps -
'

are constructed primarily of stainicss s'$els. No deleterious
effects on stainless due to gamma = radiation during a LOCA type

accident are expected.
i
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c. tun oferials nther then .f rel used in internal perts are

dixussed bc1ce: ,

(1) Graphitar 14 is used for internal shaf t bushings. This
material, a carbon graphite substance, is relatively
inert and has been used extensively in pumps for radio-
active fluids in nuclear installations, including Hanford,
!!aval Reactors Facility, Oak Ridge flational Laboratory
and fuel reprocessing plants. The satisfactory perfor-
mance in these applications is supported by results in
APEX 357, " Estimated itadiation Stability of Aircraf t
Components" (G. C. Atcmic Products Division) which reports

y data on Graphitar 39, a similcr material. fio significant
9dam:ge was reported at arproximately 1 x 10 rads.

.

(2) An EPT clastomer rubber formulation is used for making
the bellows and "0" rinas in the Cranc Packing Company

mechanical seal under conditi.ons postulating the accident
0conditions and including tests on bellows to 1.1 x 10

rads dosage were conducted to qualify the mechanical
'| scal' for this application. The results were satisfactory'

and are reported in Crane Packing. Company Bulletin No.

3472.

I
5. Accumulator Tank !!ozzle (Section 6.3.4.1)

It is stated on page 103 of. WASll-1400 that there exists an incon-
,

sistency in the results, and.the results of the analysis and
evaluation performed by the supplier are questionable. The

I
- inconsistency pointed out in the rcport is that the total

_

): membrane stress due to external load on Tank No. 3 was less than
the corresponding value-for Tank 2, even though the pipo loads'

I 'on Tank-Ho. 3 were greater than those on Tank flo. 2.

.
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:U . tirnhm:w helieves i.h.<i. en jiwe rect comparir.cn of I'ria.ary Local

:fksbr.:nc stresses-("L) was mah in the report for Loop No. 2 and
loop !!O. 3 accumulatnrs. A'dctailed comparison or the 1cadings

-anri the result.ing stresses is presentod in the Table I. This

tabic shows that there is no irconsistency in the results.
,

6. Sensors and Logic Cabincts (Section G.3.0)

The report states that the qualification of the sensors and logic -

ccbinets-could not be evaluated for soismic and steam environmental ,

expequres with the information availobic.

' Westinghouse believes -that the additional inforsation provided
bt.lcw simws that Westinghouse did conduct scismic qualification,

tests at substantially higher input levels than that contained
. in Reference 2G of WASH-1400, and the protection equipment was.

exposed to various environmental conditions.
J

Based on-the above, it is concluded that the PWR components are in fact
, ,

adequately qualified,

a

i
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Accumulater Tonk rio.nle

... . . ...... . . .. - - . . . . . _ . _ _-

Stresses in llcad at Mozzle
'

-

l"las s i fi.-_,

No. Origin and Type of Stress - cation Loop Ilo. 2 Loop l'o. 3

(1) Int. pressure - membrane o 16730 psi 167C0 p*,ig

-(2) Allec.eblo stress per code 2.05 34500 34580
case 1607 - general
nembrane

(3) Ext. piping loads - ogj 2370 10410
membrane

(4) Int. pressure and ext. loads-
oL

19150 27190
:) local mer.trane (1) + (3)

(5) Any trechanical lood-bending ob 0 0
(Not applicable at*

discontinuity)

I (6) Int. pressuna and ext, o t IS150 27 0g ebloads - total stress (4) +
(5)-

(7) Alloucble st ss per code 2.45 41496 41496
case 1607>

_

..

(8) Any mechanical load . 0 13300 tiot tabulated
bending (at-discon- since present,

tinuity) criteria per,

!- ccde case 1607
i (9) Int. pressure + ext.

o +obQ 32450 does not call
tloads - total- for the eval --

(6) +.(8) uation of this
stress.

(10) Allowable stress Code case,

1607 does
not call for
the eval-' uation of
this stress. -

,

i

!
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SLIGORS AND LOGIC CimMETS

(Environmen tal)

.

The equipment samples which were environmentally tested were not sub-
jected to simulated normal aging prior to the environmental tests, as
is.a current requiremen t. However, the tested components are parts of

repairable systems which are required to be tested at one month intervals
during operation with the reactor at power. If normal aging should cause

any degradation of component performanc.., such degradation would be
detected by these periodic tests and the component would be replaced.
It should also be noted that during the qualification testing the test
samples were subjected to the LOCA environment for a period much longer
than the period much longer than the period of required operation

:I following the postulated LOCA. This excess time at LOCA conditions is
equivalent to a much longer period-of normal aging.

.

. Instrumentation set point drift under normal plant operating conditions
' is a condition which would.be irmadiately detectable by the required

periodic testing. plant experiencc would rule out the use of families
of instrumntation Jith a history of excessive drift. There is, of

. , course, the possibility of individual instrument drift in any system.
i Due to fail safe philosophy employed in safety system design, the

probability that such drift would be in the safe direction is somewhat
grea ter than 0.5. In any case, system redundancy is such that excessive

_

drift in a-number of instruments could occur during the interval betwecn
tests-without compromising the system safety functions.

I In the qualification test program, the equipment was exposed to various
.

environmental conditions sequentially rather than to combinations of

p -conditions, e.g. seismic simulation-in combination with steam.,

_

l' . Based 'on the above considerations, the protection system is expected,
with a high degree of confidence, to perform its "1fety functions under-

accident conditions,

, ,

ae'

__
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SEi!SOR5 AND LOGIC CABINETS

(Seismic)
i

!

The concept of " type" testing (testing of a typical assembly that contains
typical components or performs a particular type of function) has been
accepted by the USAEC and is also acceptabic in accordance with the
requirements of the Draft, Rev. 4 of IEEE 344 - 1974, which reficcts
the latest technology for seismic qualification of electrical and It.C
equipmen t.

Westinghouse conducted seismic qualification tests at substantially higher
input levels than that contained in Reference 26 of WASil-1400. In WCAP-

EI3, the equipment was subjected to input accelerations of 115 g-7821

maximu:a and for the testing conducted for UCAP-8021 inputs of 2.0 g
maximum were used.[2] The NCAP-7817 (Reference 26, WASil-1400) tes ting

*

- was used to a certain extent to finalize the testing criteria for the
subsequent higher g level input tests reported in WCAP-7821 and WCAP-

|~
CO21. These latter two test programs were conducted in accordance with
the criteria stated in UCAP-7817 and again repeated in WCAP-7821 and
8021.

s
'

In the three test programs (using increasingly higher inputs) in general,
the _same electrical equipment was tested. Therefore, this equipment
which was tested'three times was subjected to a fatigue environment far
in excess of actual earthquake requirements.

In recognition of this fact, the statement that "#ailures or malfunction
L caused by wear or fatigue resulting from imposin_' more than 100 cycles

on the unit tested does not constitue failure of the seismic test" was
added to-the criteria to partially compensate for the overly conservative
fatigue testing. -In_ practice- this provision was used only when the mal-

~

*
'

function cavid be clearly related _to the fatigue over testing. This
-provision was _used for the. following typical- clevious fatigue failurcs
which met the stated criteria requirements:
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.l. Sutic Inverst

a. Af ter third test, the insulation for one wire wore through#

' - h. | Af ter third test, some self-taping sheet metal screws on one
side panel came loose.

.c. Af ter third test, bolting hardware for a capacitor bracket
came loose.

'2. WCAl'-7321, Supplcment #2, Section 4.1.1 - Static Inverter

a. Dase weld crack, after second test

In general, if a structural failure or malfunction took placc, the
equipn;ent design was modified and the equipment was then retested to
ensure compliance with the seismic criteria.

.

In. regard to the justification of the single frequency, and axis tests
E33 E43and WCAP-7558 demonstrate that the testing

J
- perfonned. || CAP-8373

, -
performed in accordance with WCAP-7817, 7821- and 8021 is a severe and

conservative represe.ntation' of possible seismic conditions for the
equipment. Also, llCAP-0373 presents the seismic qualification levels

T for the various types of equipment tested. The qualification levels
are related to actual floor motions at the equipment installed positions.

P.eferences

1. NCAP-7021, " Seismic Testing of Electrical and Control Equipment
. (High Seismic Plants)", by L. M. Potochnik, December 1971,- and
Supplements 1 through 3.

j(! CAP-8021" Seismic Testing of Electrical and Control Equipment~2.
PG&E Plants),-by L. M. Potochnik, May 1973.

3. IlCAP-P.373, " Qualification of Westinghouse Seismic Testing Procedure
~for Elcetrical Equipment Tested Prior to May,1974", by E. G.

Fisher and S. J. Jarecki, August 1974.

4. . CAP-NC8, " Seismic Vibration Testing with Sine Beats", byW
A. Morrone, October,1971.

.

.
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8 UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |e [( g
TMJg/ E,j

WASNINGToN, D. C. 20555';!
*

M.*
.

%, ' Q 4 f M
.....

.

Suite 4600 IN RESPONSE REFER

Chicago, Illinois TO FOIA-77-A-16
|

*

Dear Mr. Osa,nn:

This is in response to your letter to me of June 4,1977, in which
you appealed the May 3,1977, and June 1,1977, initial denial of i

your Freedcm of Information Act request of March 28, 1977, for documents
relating to the abnomal occurrences or reactor malfunctions involving 1

the pressure suppression system and/or containment of the Gundremmingen j

and the Wuergassen Nuclear Power Plants in West Gemany, including I

communications to or from Northern Indiana Public Service Company. M '

|
)

cluded that
!, Accordingly, a copy of each document is enclosed. |

!The documents listed i
M or review in accordance with 10 CFR 9.5(c). The Department of

and a cooy of each
document is enclosed.

W You will be notified as soon as that review is completed.
'

After careful consideration, I have determined that

Jnder exemption (l) of
the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552(b)(1)) and 10 CFR 9.5(a)(1)
of the Commission's regulations and that disclosure of these documents

rest.

Each of the documents referred to above is properly classified under
the criteria of Executive Order No.11652 of March 8,1972. The Executive
Order specifies that infomation which requires protection in the interest
of the national security must be classified. The infomation at issue is
of foreign origin and was received by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission in

-i

confidence only after express assurances were made that such information'

would be protected frcm disclosure. Accordingly, the release of this;

|
information would have a significant adverse impact on the " conduct of
our foreign relations," and therefore is properly classified as national'

security infomation. On this basis, the aforementioned documents have
been assigned a security classification.

.

h
.

- - _ _ , , . . . , . - _ - . _ _ _ _. _. _ __, _ __ ___,..._____ _ ___ _________._._:___.. . , . .
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-2-Edward W. Osann -

Additionally, I'have reviewed the record in this case in light of the
following considerations and have further determined t some of the

.
documents denied above on exemotion (1) grounds and

f 'he Freedom of Information Act ( l.S.C.'

t

_) of the Commission'_s regulations. -

, , A copy of document
2C 3 with exempt portions deleted is enclosed.

The fourth exemption of th Freedom'of Information Act excludes from
mandatory disclosure matters that are " trade secrets and commercial
or financial information obtained from a person and privileged or
confidential," 5 U.S.C. 552(b)(4). The test for determining whether
connercial or financial matters are " confidential" within the meaning of
the exemption is dependent upon whether disclosure of the information is
likely to have either of two effects: (1) impair the Government's
ability to obtain necessary information in the future; or (2) cause
substantial harm to the competitive position of the person from who'm the

'information was obtained. National Parks and Conservation Association v.
Morton, 498 F.2d 765, 770 (D.C. Cir 1974). Further, the exemption may
be invoked even though the Government itself has no interest in keeping

g the information secret. Id,.

ThedocumentsatissuehereobtainedbytheNuclearRegulatoryCcomission
'(NRC) when it sought to obtain information regarding a reactor incident'

in a foreign country in. order to determine whether the incident would have
an impact on the operat' ion of domestic nuclear power plants. Inasmuch as

i the NRC was not otherwise entitled under the law to obtain such informa-
tion, and since the holder of such information was unwilling or' unable to
otherwise disclose the information to the NRC, the NRC agreed that it
w'ould treat the information in confidence should the holder divulge the
informatitn. Under these conditions the information was disclosed to
the NRC.

As I am sure you appreciate, it is imperative that the NRC be able to
obtain all available reactor safety information in order to properly
fulfell its statutory mandate to protect the public health and safety.
When reactor safety information is of foreign origin, the NRC cannot,'

under. most circumstances, obtain the information other than by complying
with the conditions under which it is supplied to NRC. Therefore, it
is essential that NRC protect foreign information given in confidence
from pubiic disclosure or risk the loss of this important source of -

r'. actor safety information.
,

I
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Edward W. Osann -3-.

1

In conjunction with the above, it should be noted that approximately
50% of the operating nuclear power reactors (many of which were designed i

by U.S. vendors) are located outside the United States, and.thus approx-
imately 50% of the operating reactor safety infomation is generated

'outside the United States. When viewed in this light, I am sure you can ;
appreciate why it is vital to the proper functioning of NRC that our flow '

of foreign safety infomation not be jeopardized by the disclosure of
infomation supplied in confidence. '

On appeal you request that. each withheld document
.-

"be identified as to author or addressor, date,
person or persons to whom directed, identification
of subject matter, and specific ground for.with-
holding."

Release of such particulars in the face,of a.

pledge of confidentiality would reasonably be expected to cause damage
, to the foreign relations of the United States, and to impair the ability
I of the NRC to obtain necessary reactor safety information in the future.

As set forth in the Freedom.

; of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 55I(a)'(4)(B)), M
of the United States in either

the district in which you reside, have your principal place of business,
or in the District of Columbia.

Sincerely,
.

Lee 7. Gossick.

Executive Director
for Operations

Distribution:
LVGossick
WJDircks

~

TARehm
DJDonoghue
JMFelton

4Ge[rtter#2066
-JWMaynard

OCDambly
i SFEilperin HFaulkner
! SPMurray (d6 DM,l'JDla fleur

EGCase See attache.d for previous concurrences
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: APPEtiOIX A-
'
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.. .

.1. Memorandum to the Files, dated January -19,1977, Subject: Informa tion
.

'- ' :on-Gundremmingen-Incident.
.

2. -Imp 1' cation ~on ' Domestic Facilities.i

3. KRB Event Knowns. - ,: - -
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APPENDIX B

:o-

1. S'ta te. cabli 017936,1/24/77, Subject: Incident at Gundremmingen
_

Nuclear Power Station.

2. State cable Brussel 1748, March 29,1973, Subject: Wurgassen
Nuclear Power Plant - Steam Line Leak.

'

3. ' State cable Brussels '10450, November 21, 1975, Subject: Gundremmingen
- Nuclear Power Station. -

,

4. State cable, Bonn Ol869,1 February 1,1977, Subject: Gundremmingen
Nuclear Power. Plant Incident.

.

5. State' cable, Bonn 00951, January 18, 1977, Subject: Nuclear Incidentm

in German Gundremmingen Nuclear Power Station.
.
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i '. - Memorandum Lfor V.JStello from D. Eisenhut , u.: dated, Subject: Summary
|.

s

of- Conference Call.
.

1_
;' "2; . Preliminary Evaluation - KR813 January -1977 Loss-of-Load --
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.

13, 1977
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hhi'l .o I ACTION CONTROL ! DATES
ICoNTRO L No.M'' EA ''NE 7/11/77t

- To: ACKNoWLEoGMENTl 2066
l 'NTER8M REPt Y DATE oF DOCUMENT
'isec. Dir.. E 6/4/77

}}NAL REPLY - PREPARE FoR SIGNATUREoF:|

bE3CRIPT(oN FILE LOCATION C CHAIRMAN 5

3bETTER C MEMO O REPORT
. oTHER s

[[ EXECUTIVE olRECToRj M

e req for records relating to abnormalppeal from Initial FOIA Decisions (FOIA-77-61)C oTHER ' SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS OR REMARKS
-

t A
EDO-1745 l

occurrences or reactor malfunctions involvibgtha pressure suppression system and/
.

Dover plants in Germanym:nt of the Gundremingen & Wurgassen nucleat'ain-
Draft response to ED0/ ELD no lateror con i;OM
than 7/1/77r

coCUMENTscpVNo.lCLASSIFIED oATA
I

NUMBEA oF PAGCs CLAsStRCATioN;

L OE INITIAL FO!A DECISION'

'

POSTAL REcisTRv No. ~ CATECo R Y

_ ASSIGNED To: C Nsl C Ro C fro
)6/10/77 INFoRMATloN ROUTING

FOIA-77-A-161 oATE~ Dooly
LEGAL REVIEW

agg't
-

~ Gossick pamoty C FINAL C COPYAssicNEo Toi )Dircks Eilperin oATE 1

No tscAL ceaEcTtonsl Rehm 1 NOTIFY:)_ i
l _ Donoghue O Eco AoMiNs. coRREs se

[p_ Felton i _ ext._ .onsi
_ CoMVENTS. NOTIFY:

NRC rom 232 Maynard ! - !-

ExEtuTivE DIRECTOR FoR oPERATloNSi JCAE NoTIFICATroN RECOMMENCED:
. 3g

,_ ext .**
C YEs

k
C NC li ~

PRINCIPAL CORRESPONE eNCE CONTROL N
* to

- 00 NOT #E.ttoVE THIS COPYor mention annum- --- W P,

pressure suppression system and/or contatamm -- - and~-

the Wurgassen Nuc e P er Piants in West Germany, tncluding c5htmunica-
tions to or from N 9pn Indiana Public Service Compa The records
sought are a11 of those for the 9eriod from January , t9 0 to and incicding
htarch 28, 1977*

It is urged that the initial decisions be reversed and the withheld
records be produced to the undersigned without further delay. In the event,
however, that the Executive Director for Operations should sustain the with-
holding of one or more of said records, it is requested that each withheld
- document be Identified as to author or addressor, date, person or persons to ,

whom directed, identification of subject matter, and specific ground for
withholding, j

'

Very truly yours,

~

,

, _ _ _ . _ J -
_

. - - - ,

Edward W. Osann, Jr. |
'

|
,

EWO/mk One of the Attorneys for the Izaak Waltor '
League of America, Inc. , Concerned 1

cc: Robert J. Volien. Esq Citizens Against Bailly Nuclear Site, f
Robert L.~ Graham, Esq. Businessmen for the Public Interest, Inc. I

l James E. Newman, Mildred Warner and'

George Hanks.
,

I-
- _- . _.
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i APPENDIX A'

r

l '. Memorandum to the Files, dated January 19, 1977, Subject: Information
'on Gundremmingen Incident.

| ..
2. Implication on Domestic Facilities.

|

3. KRB Event - Knowns.
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MEMORANDUM TO Tile FILES :

SUBJECT: INFORMATION ON CUNDRE:f!INCEN INCIDENT

I talked by tolcphonc with licimut Schnurcr, in the Nucicar Safety Of fice
of'the FRG Ministry of-the Interior (FRG-B:1I), on January 19, 1977, in
folleu-up.of our talk of January 18 on the subject of the incident of

*January 13, 1977 at Gundremmingen.-

A man frcm FRG-lull had returned from Gundrcmmingen late January 19. A
report util be made to the Minister (of BMI) on January 20, 1977. It is
expected that a public announcement will be issued, also on January 20.
Schnurcr will t.clograph the text of this announcement to me.

..

No publ.ic dicciosure is to be made until after announcement by the Minister.
Only what was shown in the January 18 telegram as aircady announced can be
released.

The following is the information brought back from the site on January 19:

9 NOT YET ANNOUNCED .,

1. As NMC had heard from others, there was some trouble with a prescure
relief valve. -

.

2. Of the 13 or 14 valves that opened ac designed, onc valve was hoved
away so,that it could not close. This led te continued pressure relcase

,

into containiwnt. The onc valve failed to clonc because it was
" rotated aluiut 20" from its usual position." (Daus not know whether it
was internally or externally rotated.)

,

3. The pipint; in tir.ht--valve did not fly off. -

4. All other associated systems worked as intended. '

.

5. Much primary water vented into the containment. 460 cubic meters cillected
in containment from both primary syste:a and containment npray, k'a te r now
han been pumped to the fecdwater storage tanks. Norug was released to
environment,

, ,

j huk -

,,

oc a

' NOT FOR RET.FASE-UITil0!!T PERMISSION OF Tile CERMAN MINISTRY OF TNTERIOR

.h Q, lA * C~$
o s F1 4 il ' ' ' 'l'| "cc: J. R. Shea ' 'J f.

V.'Stello ,u-

-), d $ h D. .ifleur, Jr., Deputy Director / "' %1.. S t e p,r,c r s
ifice of I|nternational Programs yg- 11. Faulkner

n. .. .

{ /oe. * *,

/ .<s e X'~3 !
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IMPLICATION ON DOMESTIC FACILITI ES '

NRC WORKING CLOSELY WITH GE.

GE HAS TWO PHASE EFFORT.

- REVIEW 0F BWRs FOR SIMILARITIES
'

- MODELI NG STUDI ES TO UND.ERSTAND CAUSE

SURVEY OF U.S. BWR DESIGNS.

NO U.S. PLANTS WITH GERMAN SRV-

.
- NONE H AVE UNI DUE HEADER DESI GN

; - MOST H AVE SRV -0N STEAMLI NES
!~ - H8/NMP HAVE SRV ON HEAD

- 01/BR HAVE SRV ON STEAM DRUM
,

FEE 0 WATER TRIPS.

- ALL IP/0L
- MIST ors.

00 NOT HAVE TRIP-

U.S. EXPERI ENCE i.

- 4 INCIDENTS
NO FAILURES-

.

.

i

.

'

-
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KRB EVENT.

Kil0HMS ,

e LOSS OF 220KV LOAD
.

.

e TURBINE CONTROLLER MALFUNCTION

e 380V BUS DE-EllERGIZED--

i

e MULTIPLE SSV OPENINGS
~

-

.

o VALVE ATTACHMENT FAILURE
,

|
e SAFETY SYSTEM RESP 0 rise AS EXPECTED

!

o ECCS OPERATION CORRECT

e NO. RADIATION RELEASES i

,

e IlUCLEAR IflSTRUMENTATION FUtlCT10tlAE POST EVENT
1

o SOME ELECTRICAL EQUIPMEflT WATER DAMAGE

l

~

B SED ON IflFORf1AT10N RECEIVED IN
CutlFIDEllCE. FROM , A FORI.!IGil S0llRCE

'

k -5
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APPENDIX 8

1. State cable ~017936,.1/24/77, Subject: Incident at Gundremingen
Nuclear Power Station.

2. State cable Brussel 1748, March 29,1973, Subject: Wurgassen
Nuclear Power Plant - Steam Line Leak.

3. State' cable Brussels 10450, November 21, 1975, Subject: Gundremmingen
Nuclear Power Station. -

-

- 4. State cable, Bonn 01869, February 1,1977, Subject: Gundremingen
Nuclear Power Plant Incident.

5. State cable, Bonn 00951, January 18,1977, Subject: Nuclear Incident
in Geman Gundremingen Nuclear Power Station.

;
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LIMITED OF F I CI AL USE STA1E 017936.
.

E . O. 18652: .N/A

.AGSt TECH. GW*

SVf11 C C T: I NCI OCl37 Af GUHOREkiP4t f 4 GEN NUCL E An POWER STATIOr4

nr.f CittisCE: Al DONN nn351; Si TELECRAM 17 J AN: NRC TO
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.t. Al'l'flE C I A r E I til UMHA T I Ort A C G Af10 i NG GQNn fl C HH1 f lGI. H IttC I DE N T -,

r'f * 0V i t1C n tis alts t rL A F r4 G HINISTRY Or IJ T E fi t Of t ALSO s'n o
V t DCO. A D E St.II II'f ! O N O F' Tite INCIDENT TO US ANO w!LL PROVICE
A COPY CF FRG PAESS RELEASE wHEN . AVAIL AGLE.m

p. wr stAvr racCC T VED COtWLICTING S T Oll! E S [1C G AR D I NG THC
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wOtJLn rJOT Supr.r nis ti t s f L Y p er S F A T . OTHgn S olin CE S ItsotCATE THAf*

Ot|C S A l' E I Y VALVE WAS OllOl' E ta OFr ' fRHY S I cat t. Y SEP ARAf ros FnOH
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F t1 /llSit IS a iu N / F C / B AU 9 9 FL S
'O NAL W A S W I t'(; T O M T MMEDI A TE
F s t' t. ', F H M t. *l i o n N TMMEDIAir,

t u r'; 4.'t t M 8 8 S A Y B0:49 IMP 4E01ATT
I

HNOLAS EC mRUSSELS 1A450
.

N e- C PASS T O 1. . GOSSICK7 H.C. KOUTS, AND J. LAFLdVR
.,

FRnA PasA TO N STEVERING. AIA
'

F.n. 11u g: N/An

t t.r:s : IFC'4*r E"9G, GW -

9v4 JECT: uf404cMNINGEN NUCLEAR POWEP STAlION.

', '" 0 L L 'h a I t4 4 TECHNICAL TNFQDt4ATI d r1I C H HAS 8 TEN 06TAINEn
fac u4 is t.Ll y IS PRnvf0E0 TO SUPPLEMt.i ANtMbASSy b o rd N , LOU CABLE
'.9nJP.,0ATt0 NOV. 2m.

') I HL I O Ellt OCruRRF0 AT 10: 45 A.H. UN NOVdHdER 10 THE QEACTOP
la a n u t Ei! 00,e 4 a r.0 WAS Af HOT STANORY: ZFWG POWER, 520 OttiRFES
F, 244 DST.

.

3, CANS * "F IttC I D EN T WAS DEFECTIVE d INCH VALVd,nHUSE PACKING
$ l i. G P.ECH L** DING Fng S nt1E TIME, val.VF WAS . LOCATED Ira A STX FOOT PY
TnFLVt FOUT AY TWELVF FOOT CFLL AND WAS PART OF A PRIMARY CULLAur <
0058IFICAT:nN Sy$TE" LEACTNG TO inn EYCHANGE COLOMNS. val.VF WAS -

'th A OY."><a hitiNATIMJ FQUM ONe nF TWU Pt.xALLLL LINES WHICH
f J H i tJto TUntTHcR1 CONNFCTE0 TO TWE PRIMAQY CIHCUIl.,

.1 T W f' %)U < F 4 4 VEch A9SIGM&O TO RrPLACE PACMING, inFy UNSrRFwFO
-Tre pact,IN''. vol D O n ., N ndv1CE ANC wFHF SPWAYgn WITh $UPFRHtAIFO
a f r a't , ONE NAM OIE0 IMNFOTATELY, T H 5' OTHER WAS SERIOUSLY
quonEu.

D " ]D *]D"Wsw Ju W& 1.% 'kfrd o'

llNuA531FIFQ
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P A G F. 'J ? 2114.164

F x C':93 IV E CUN T A INMFNT HUMInITY WAS INOTCATFD IN CONTDUL DunM. ANO
An IrivEdT!GATOO WA9 SENT in THE AREA. INJt)REO MANS FUtlND nN
!.AGUFH iCAC Ct.L EYIT ANO WAa SENT TO ROSPI[AL SPhrIALTZING INi

'' k i A r n E r T OF Sevede nURN VTCTIHS, HE WAS SilPEkFICIALIYH"

dan'nACTIVE Fwon STEAM SPRAY. RADIATION LFVEL NOT-STATEn 909
WnF1HtA MtDICAL THFATHENT WAS IMPEDE 0 8Y RAOIATION. WORKER DIE.NeXI N0kNING.

'i . E UM i a ''2t1* f4 T RAOIATION LEVEL RUSE in TWICF NORnAL dilT EYACT
u s: OF ' I C ". STATro, prLpA%E AT SIACK NAS ''INIMAL (bAHFLY DISTTN-
Gu' 9 Ant.F Dean 1 n 3 V Inu.*L Y CONSICFRADI.Y bELOw MAXIMllh P F H M IS S I B L d;,r

TnUnE WAS NU HFCnwnEn t;JcqEASE IM r.gn0MO LFV L RAUTATION.
Pt '' ri ! R wofM W AS DEQFORMED IN CELL SAMt DAY AS THCIOLNT. PLANT
A L 'i U S T A T FULL POWER, AS nF N00N, NOVFM8ER 21, 1975

( T-0 TE*lTATIyF ExDLANATT0"S APE PROPOSED FOR INCL 0tMT,
'

4 T 'ih VALVE W.'S CLO3En, AEVERAL LITERS uF RESIOUAL WATFW HFMAINEn
ra He 00pr1 jAgVE enoy TH RE WAS NO nISCWAGGE LINE A"o THisS "O

%v Tu 3LtF0 INTFHMAL WATtR. 'WOAKFRS LonsENFO HnlD 00VN DryICV
Ann TAPPEu VALVE Onov TO SLOWLv FLA5H HUT PRESSUR17tn WATEo

I * tt 0'1'lG W D ACKTNG, 140TTNG MO RELFASE,,wnRKERS RFMOVED Hntn DUWN
n u!Ct HELEASING PACKING AND STEAM.e

..

li , A luYE LYPl.ANATION 00t9 NOT APPEAR TO AROVIDF FUP SOFFICTEMI
.iiran utt.EA3E TU ACCOUNT FnN CONTPnt HnuM INGICAT10ri. ALTFRNATE
vt Fu Is TMar Twd 0FF'CTIVE, 2EMOTcLY CLGstn VALVF WAS HOT
f u'IPI. t i tt y cl O c Ei) (Nnn 4AS IT HAHO TIGWT*NED), THUS ATFAM COllt 0
n!;iHA4GE TripooGu VALyr AS P A C '< I A't, WAS RFNOVFD. IN THTS CASF,*

~ * ar In t'i T !a.i ENDF0 ONLY AFTE9 CONTROL ROON UPERATOR Isn' . [F O.

FFFLcIFO S E C T I n:f,

7 'T IS PLANNEn TO ISSiiE A F ilL L REPOPT IN A MON 1H OR Sn.,

Li L 'Iv F S T i r. A T I n N I s tir4ntR.4 A T in ntTEPMIN" WHEIMcR SUFFTCTENT RllLFS
rx STE0 FnP V al. V F REPAIR OR WHrTHER THEkF MAY RE A GFHFRAL -

ht f [ C l O4C f IN THIS AREA (rOR EXAMPLE, ABSENCE OF DISCHARGE LINE),
MUARIb

egf ,

. IINCLASSIFI'0
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w-s r?gD A G!- 91 i.0!!!! n1000 01 OF 02 0111344
V 3 1,{hl*"[1 C " I s'JI '!c i: -ti7 j IN

Yttro n C ; ., , t.% 12 IS!1-00 OES-C6 FEA-01 ACDA-19 CIAE-e3
l e t a .. / E? * \ T N9AE-00. NSC-05 EB-OR D00Fwa0. s. -

,
7,t nn.37 , r t; r.. .. g 330,00 INRE-OP SS-15 H s CJ. O ri /p95 v

------------------0111522 004463 /11
0 t' 1 1 1 '? 7 7 r i: *. ? ?
e r: Aa &ti a :: : ( r .~ r, uc,

70 SFCSTai? 'J A M { 1etjFDIATE 5200
,

[ ilNf'L * 5 SECT 1% St DF 30 n0NN 01869

n E r* 3 p A c e; T o ,2 ;. ,, , 3 e . i'IR , MRC, AS QUICKLY AS POSSIPLF, t

C . n , .1 1 t3 f. . : N / ,\ ..

?ACSt EP'H r Y ,~ ', 'r , . , t'.

*tu n.it C T 4 rousi:d."elIN;G U NUCLEAR POWER PLANT INC10dMIi
.

.

nr: A. P44:! , /,* : 1., L A FLEI'R /MCCt. ELL AND TELCONS

I t, 8:li si A .c. 5 e r u l e r. 1 . _: .u;AP THEEE REP 00TS P D '' V I D E D LY
;wc tt1NItfoY Oe te:Y::!aR (PMI)r

.

A. r. i. o g o r ; , .. ,, s M I A N PARLIAMFNT Ry hAVARIAN
"1NT;13v 0F Ot c ::.f4 31. ?i.ANNING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN-
HING, .f At'u A R Y l ') . I 'n 7 ,

9 TE. J .~ FMON RAVARIAN MIt4ISTRY
--

Flu!970Y UC ! *. .' t. 5 - } :1 :, aun '

TO -

,

C. P r6 ' '- ' ' i . ;i d t 'ICH, ! A NU AriY 14, 1977a a

i ., C:I n .15 S 'e t I l t. , . ..vo E OllR INf0kuAL TRANSLATION TF
l. A, %1 P0t i .

.

.t , How. 0c 7%r t : . i.? T S INCLilDF TECHNICAL DATA A '10 tl T
r> L n 0 4 T F D v a t v 8- 7. ; .31.

.

linctac,.j!!FD /-. *

..
. #D

_ _

.

9
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A ACE M ' B0f4N 0186n 01 0F 0? D' 1NZ
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4 OR. W t; 7 L , nMT, RFVTEWEn WITH SCIENCE COUNSFLOR
THF nsTA H'e PRnVIDFC Tn F AllLXNER, NRC, BY TELEPriONE Ot1 *

.! A NU L ii Y 31 '. TWESE DATA FULL.nw: - -

4LI FOURIFFf4 SARINr.-nPFRATF0 PQIHARY CIRCUIT'PRESSilRF ,

CEIIFF V A t W E f. OPFRATFD, &S INOfCATF0 HY RUGST 01APHHAGP3 i
*

P7PF CflNNFCTING ONE VALVE in CIRCllIT APPARdNTLY.

WELDEC SEAM CONNFCTI$1G VALVE90011:420 At -- OR NEAR --

TO P f P ,i , AHnuT TwoEr ratiRTHS nF PTPF CIRC 5tWLRLNCF iS
t'U n i ' t.i C O , Ann VALVF NOW SITS AT AN ANblE. VFHTICAL PJPL
N072LE AT THIS pnIui 19 N40Rn9fNG FRON 16b t1 H TO 94 "",
its A Inc utAuETE4 R t' I gel.IEves SFAM -- OR A0JActNI P!PF

Ff LEn AECAllSF MOT nNi.Y STEAM BitT EYCFS9 W ATtQ WASt. - -

nii F S F 17 T:e RFArTng V rS e.yL ntjF TO O V E P F E E u l tar. R Y FELD
u t TCn p:;.*P : Tuccticu n P F rl , DCHOTCLY-0DERATED VALyF
WHetu replLn NOT AE h 0SEn FULLnkfNC ?.A SLCONO SHUT-
topfN ! 9,; i. w i.r C l4 I N G S T A T I n N PnhFR TO INDEPtNDENT HIGH

i '101fthE LIME.

6., 11 E IC10'1 OPFRATOR H A 5 Sil0'41T T F0 R EPnR T ON INCIDENT
70 SM1 Wu tril IS A(.fNn STil0 fen. FACT 9, AS VEP191EO,

,

H It L il# I ll" t. 810 " O IN OFrICliL B"I RFPORT W H I Cl4 WILL ti F
Fis G .. 4 S n t. fi 70 NGC THRnUP.H EMBASSY ASAP AFTER AvoHOVAL
RY tili4 I G T l* R , Po0BAPLY.IN FFW DAYS.

C. 7 t# V c S T T 'i A T f 0 M CUDRFNTLY DELAYEn ny OrCnNTA"INA.T]ON
APUfATIV''S USING STEAM. E'8TRY I A' T O C O N T A I Att1E t4 7 WILLt

4 G A ! $1 RE PnSSinLF- IN FFW UAYS AND INVLSi!GATION WILL UF
PUMPL ETin THF ri.

<C
1 AMI PLACES ND l.I"ITATION 0 $1 IISF 9Y NRC OF OATA
nU T L I.tf rt; IN PAGA 4, aBOVE. THESE FACTS WILL d'i

~

Sunt.T SHEN sonN.

4,- ~F{U3T nF TWRFE RFPnRTS (SEF , PAPA 1. A., A!OVE)t

.

6 0 d [J b e
FD "F A
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,

PACE 33 A n tin s i f. d o ,) ) nF 02 011130Z

, nR DISSEMIt' ATION H T THQllT14 A 1 O A 3 5 F ') 14 ?* lt P |. t ': V "UnT '

*H T ,' f. N 'i C " H 0 'd E V E R , BMI SUBSt.4PARnVAL OT l il H li t -

O U F li T (, 't W 1.T g p R F A )H}3 [julfATION = AS MARK 70 ON COPY
00ll'C14ED.

.

O '. F 01.L 0 w f F. 171 F EYCEDPfS OF 0:00RT tiENTIONED IN PAPA "

1 A ,, , A R O ~i E W H I C L' C E l. .",7 E 10 1PFRATIDH OF PRESSUkF
DEI I F VAL.vE4 nU419U I NC 7ic e.iT . NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
WAS CUT f e r- T Fnott (.4 I n , f>EN!

n t.t;I H I N F 0 2 :i a l. TO'A A7|nN OF EXCERPT 51 Ull0TE ...'

ng: A y ta 4 E e.c tI:iv 0$ 7 t A T: t ':li REGULATOR RESULTED IN SUO-
nEN P *d F S N 3 - ye F t ia P~<!"A4Y STEAM CIRCUIT *...
PRFSil:1.- Pi t " S it y ti; ' t" 7 F 9 . ,, f,',8 0 7 VALVE IN PRIMARY STEAM.

r. I R Cil I T , . . 'i,17 Ti'.h r 0 s ? : T ! .*, N FnNER FROM 220 KV LINE TO

. .
,

|

.
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.

r. A r.5 ut a nt4N n18G0 02 0F 02 01114d2
% C T I nr4 t:Rr a7

. .

INFO DCT ni ru0-12 ISn rA0 FEA-31 ACDA.-In CIAE-ee INR-07
10e :'3 L-03 NSAE-me NSC m5 EB-aA DES-06 Of'0F-00
ERD A-U S50-03 IMRF-P0 ERnt-p NSCF-00 SS-15 /P95 W

----------- ------3111527. 005331 /1?
n n111py/ agn 77
FM A ritM A 3 5 Y OnNN
TO SECST*iE '.AAHOC IMMEDIATE 5?10

IINftAS 35'CTInn 09 0F 02 AONN 01869
.

' N o t t:EHt.f r: T tlo.RV LINE...STATt0H WITHOUT POWER FOR
'.H 9ECODOS , . . INCLIID ING FEF0 WATFR REGULATnH EnUIP-.

ofA': T HfI Rit ar*T pt,y nPERATFD VALVE, WHICH WEGULATES,

rtF9_wArrH FL OU TO.THE RFACTOR PPESSi!RE VESSEL HAS '

1N T u t '; P E N 5"pi ! Y I n N . TuE FFE0 #ATER DUMPS, riHICn
u ti A E S W I T C u Ef- nN AGAIN, SUPPL.IEC MATER 10 THE REACTOR

1 nRFSS11PE V E .'. S t. t. f!A CUPIC HETECS PER MINllTF). W t! N.
.

The Hot MLL o4TcR LEyEL waS ESTA81.ISHED IN THE QEACTU4
DRF3%UGE V ~5SEi , THE FEEN WATER ALGULATOR Euu1PilENT,
'Ja cu pe n t1N:D W f TH0lli PnWFR, C 0tJL D NOT I N T E R R ill' T THE
u3vg; r t o ,t . TWIS l.En TO AN OV ER -SIIP P L Y AND THFREuY
TO Av I N CIM t.S E TV THE ARFSSUDE IM THF QEACTOR PHESSURE
ubA55L. Tl'E PPEiSilHE INCRCASE ND* C40AED T 'i E 14r

%AFLTy yetVEn TN TWE P9IMADY STEAM CIRCUIT TO OPEN AND
TO L ei Ol' T . C I r: S T , S T E A t1 THEN PRIMARY WATtR INTQ*IHE
r O M T t. fla n E h T , aT THIS POTNT, TWE CnNTA'NuENT wA$
4 L n 'i a o y , AnrnHATICAll.Y. TInHT(Y CLn'aEO SF.CAU9E OF THE,

* U n o r .N PRESSilRF ORnP IN THF PRfMARY STEAM CIRCUIT.
LCC099 f t;G fc CnLCtJLATInNS FHnN TuE ORAWINGS, A9UtJ fC P. :' 3

clinic 4ETrOS OF WATER WESE RELFASEn TNTO THE CONTAIN. .

obut THan:j H THE 3AFCTY V Al. V C $ . TuE STEAM F<FLEASE
DRnoirc 0 /, poE98tlRE INCREASE IN THE t'ONTAIMMFNT OF
AUGUT S,,30 UAR AMD AN INC9 EASE TN THE T.E t1 A t 2 A T U.~* e.

.

D7*O "O'$'M h
. db n dg e #

,
llN Cl. A S S LS,1 F 0

,,,
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DAnh 02 tloun m1A60 07 0F 02 011144Z

MN THE AVDACE OF ABOUT 60 0 FGR E FS C FLS Ills . . . AnTori A T IC
'

AutLOInts seRAY CAMF GN...CnRF APCAYS IN PRF.S$URE
VE WL Cilli ' N , . . Ill ALL ABOUT 45A CURIC NETERS OF'

WAttp ugut copp a f reirl CnN T A IN''E N T . . . T O A HEIGHT OF,
' Aunt.'T ') "ETEf;S'....nUQ1NG INSPEC] ION nF PRESSLIHE
uE"3.IL U" .JA"UARY 15 AND 16, 1077, DAMAGE in nNr....

AAl'ETY V Al. V E H A S 0 % "r1 V E n . . . . S U M M A 9 Y t . . . A L L T E C H N I C A t
.4 Y ". I 't ?! .i A N '' FAf!!.TTIFS IMPnRTANT TO SAFETY FlluCTIONEO
N I T Hnu i E h'Dl?P . . . C All.3 F S FOR THE INCTOENT w t. A E A DELAYF0
nF4CTInN - UF PA4T OF THF TUR6fNF COHTDOL Atin a nRIEF
009E4 F t.T Lil,1 7 ,A T TWE FFEn WATER COMT90L AlATTOF.
r M 8 s- f. W tDuPrw 1tS Al.Sn DRESFNT IN CnNVENTIUHAL

,

n utth 4 31. t r: r b . E *J D II.'F ORM AL T R A NS L A T I ON OF EYCFRPTS....
H0 F il.4 T h F R DATA I .N THIS REDORT ABOUT THE OPERATIota 0F
V Al */ f $ .

'
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PAGE g; BONN 00961- 181252Z
ACTION OES-60

INFO OCT-01 EUR-12 150-00 10-13 ACpA-10 CIAE-00 INR-07
i.-03 NSAE-00 ftSC-05 EB-77 FEAE=0A 000Ea00 PM-04 SS-lb
/062 W

--------------- -1813122 078791 /65
R 1012477 JAN 77 ,

*

F et AMEMBASS7 UONN
TO SCCSTATE 'aASHOC 4783
INFC E30A W A S11DC
FknA GEatiANTGeN
tiSMISS109 EC BRUSSELS
USsISSION IAEA VIENNA

tlNC AS SONN 00351 -

DEP" PASS 70 liRC
.

F. 0.8 11652 N/A -
,

TAGS! FNRG, GW
SUAJECT: t, 0 ~ "AR INCIDENT IN GERMAN GUNOR E N M I N r; F N

, "

Nt.". . t. A R P G w E H STATIO*4,

REFI A) BONN 7376; 8) BUNN 13986

1, bilN H A R Y ,, ON JANUARY 13, 1977 THE 237 MHE-REACTOR
A T tillNnREMMINGEN HA0 TO BE SHUT D U Wii DUE TO THE
RE;.E A S F OF RADIDACTIVE STEAM INTO TnE SAFETY

* Cor4T A INitEidi 0F THE REr.CTOR. OFFICI A' S STATED THAT
A7 NO POINT HAD TdE 5TtF.c NOR Tr1E P0FUL A TION
BEFh IN DANGER, IT IS HOPED THAT THE DAMAGF CAN
HE HFPA19EC WITHIN ONE OR Two HUN TilS. Et10 SUHMAHY

c
2.-THE CA JSE FOR THE FAILURE NAS A llRE AK DOWN OF'

THF ??o KV PnwCR lit 4E BETWFEN AUGSBURG Atl0 ULM. -

A SPOPT CIRCUI' HESULTEv IN THE AUTOMATIC FAST
SCRAH OF THIS DOILING WATE9 REACT 0,R. IN SUCH A

u
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CASE THE POWER TURRIt1E ISAND

IttTO THE CONnENSOR.THE HIGH PRESSURE STEAMTAKEN OUT OF'THE CYCLEIS FEU DIREC TL Y
,

*1
HOWEVER, SCF0ltE TWAS.FFFECTIVE,

THE' SAFETY VALVES OFHIS PROCESS

CYCLE OPEleED AND RELEASE 0 LARGE AHOUNTS
T''

HE PRI?t AR Y
*

ACTIVE STEAM INTO
THE CONTAINHENT OF RAUIO-y

STEAM PRESSURE.
THE TEMPERATURE ROSE FROM70 REDUCC THE90 UEGuECS FAHREN EIT ,T,,0,j3g 0Ef20EFs ry p(H NORMAL

SUASE0ui"ITLY NORE THAtt LEN FEET
, , , , , , ,, $;f,JJ ANDWATEE

WERE LEFT IN THE 100 FOOT DIAttETER V E S S t.L .
'

''1 S C.*,.0 3 " ' " E--

3
OR .! ANU AR Yh

JNN00*g{0,THAT 16 THE GUNOREMNINGEN OIRECTOR.

OEGREES A80VE NORMAL.THE TEMPERATURE MAD OROPPED
TtN

TO A600T., PEEN
THAT ALL WATER HA0Thai THE REFAIRPUMPED OUT ANO DECON T AMIN ATFO,1

HE CONTINUE 0WORK 14 A S TO START

MFCHANltAL AND* ELECTRONIC FOUIPMdAND W0ili.0 INv0LVE THE OCCONTAMINATIONTME NEYT OAYOF THE
SPECliL A TION NT,

!IL*M AN FAILURE AND S AIDThtT THE ACCIDENT HAD BEENHE DE.NIED ANYti Y
CAUSEDg

WOULO DETER!!:tlE WnETHER H ALFUNCTIONINVESTIGATION
THAT AN

COULD AE PREVENTED BY MORE ADVANCEO DEVOF THE SYSitiH.

ICES,4
EHdaSSY CONMENT:

THIS MOST RECENT INCIDENTONL Y cor c4 soitt futATY INCIDENTS ISIN Tif S REACTOR,
GERMANY'S FIHSI 1.'DMMERCIALWtAC)uk THAT dEGA N OPERATION

THESE INVUt.vEO CRACKS OR LEAKAGE IN THE COOLING
IN 1965. HOST OF-

SYSTEns (PET B).
THE MOST SEVERE INCIDENT LEDT'1F SCALDING OF'

(45F A' ALTHOUGHTwo WORKEkS REPAINING A'STEAH
TO

THE ACTING VALVE
33r#USES T1 SPECULATE THATG UN 0 k Et1H I'lG CN D I!4EC T O RbORA

AND S3195E00ENT POOR THE It4 CREASE IN REPAIRST A A V A IL A t: ILITY860 OESIGN
HIS PREGECESSOR Us THIS FIRST GENERATION REACTORWERE CAUSED

'

HECENTLY COMPLAINEO ABOUT Trt EDIFFICULTY ,

IN MAINTAINING THIS REACTOR.STtt.UEr. ~
.

"
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APPENDIX C
%

1. Memorandum for V. Stallo from D. Eisenhut, undated, Subject: Summary'

of Conference Call.
.

.2.- Preliminary Evaluation - KRB 13 January 1977 Loss-of-load
.

.
.

3.. KR8 Incident of January 13, 1977
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- Abonrne.l' occurence ab the nuclear powur plant Guddrenningen
..

.

(KRB), January 13, 1977

The boi. ling unter reactor wac cu:mlicd h; General Electric /
All omeine Ilck ricitsts.-Gescliccha f t, first criticalit:/ wacG
achieved in 1966. The unit hac a nominal power of 252 Wel,
it ic similar in decir;n to G.L-Plaatc Dresden - I/ USA,
Garigliano/ Italy and Tarapur/ India.

. Af ter an outage of the 220 kV Grid on Jan. 13, 1977, the plant's
..~turbogenerator generated the-on-cite power cupply. A shortters

failure in the turoine control caused a cpeed decreace which tas
followed by an impulce for full opening of the turbine control
valvoc. The fact increasing steam concu=ption initicted the iso- -

lation of the containment building and the ccracaing of tho'
rocctor (ciculation of a stece cioc leak). Sinultanocucly, cig-
nals were initiated for start un Une isolation condensor and for
changing from on-Q to off-cito power supply via the 110 kV

'

w - - -. d.

In order to compencate (incroacc) the rocctor water level, the
feed unter cupply was activated by hand and the fcod unter, con-
trol valve opened b .- hand. The pcuer cupply of the feed water
control va.i.vc had failed due to the above nentioned changing of
the power cupply. Rondering the uator control valve stuck in tne
open pocition.

To cope with such power failurec, a prescure occuculator allo-
wing full opening or closing is provided at the control :.cche,-
nism of the feed water control valvo. The encrcy stored in the2_

.f prescuro accumulator. houever, wac alreadi used-uu b~ the above~

centioned opening of the valvo.

I Due to the opened feed water control valve, the normal rocctor -

water lovsl unc re] atively rapidly cverfod, and the in prina:/
safety valves (4 inchec diaceter) were automatically cpened in
consequence of the prcccuro incrcace (total a=ount of' 200 t).
The execcc pricary coolnnt diccharged into the inciated contain-
ment building which then retained the clightly radioactive stca=/
water mixture. All required safety systecc as the c crgency die-
eel generators, the contain=ent spray system (which delivered
200 t), the core spray systen (which delivered a0 t), and the' air discharge froc the containment annulus, perfor cd adequatoly.
Illucination uiring, protective floor paints and a pri=ary
safety valve (ruptured between fitting and flange connectien) -

, were damacci by the escaping coolant.

The excess coolant accumulated (450 t) in the containment su p
had an activit / concentration of 30 :Ci/ Cubic:eter, the cuup wa-
ter wac stored in the uater troat ent plcnt for radicactive de-
coy.- Presenti:. it ic in diccharge in a controlled =anner after
adequate retentien of the radioactive caterial.

j}*
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In.vonting thc. containment building on' january 17, 1977, ~"
.

.about'1 j$- - of the licensed valves for airborne discharge ?
rates -(225 - Ci/h)- were discharged via the stack.

. . . .

" ' :|^ '
The heat recoval from the reactor was assured at any ti=e. "E
The occurence had no consequences.on the environment o r =

the nuclear power plant. '' "
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. On January 1, 1977, about 2147 hours a significant incident

the 237 EMW [ cicar power plant of the itNU. occurred at
=.

and the Bayernwork AG (KRB If in Gundrcmmingen during
which weak -radioactive s team and .wcakly radioactivo
-water /idi$'r r leased from the primary circuit into the

containment.
.

.

,

According to investigations conducted to the present
L, cut. (.. d ? .time by the Bqvarian State Ministry for C:ahpaewe..w e 4 \

.

and( V)4 bv
Environmentm nd by the State Office fo. Environmental

Protectionjthe course and the consequences of this -

significant incident occurred as follows :
.

*

- FGion January 13,1977, at 1834 hours a disturbance occur-,

g
red on the 220 KV high voltage line of the 1.cch
/

|

W1cktrizitactswerke AG to /j(Icitingen. The line was
cut off by the switch c.YO the nucicar power plant.

About 2117 hours a further disturbance occurred on the
220KVhighvoltagclinetoYochringen,whichwas

~

similarly switched off by the line switch. The cause:.
$.O Jm "*

for these disturbances were the extreme. t

. __;
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drop in tempera ture( and high air humi.dity which ic<t to0.0> tu.
.

'
- . .

breakage of 43:m:r porcelain insulators. ,W ' } h e.

nuclear power plant was not damaged by the first ~

dad ib* opera tion could bc ze:dm:md.:g con-disturbance t4m.er 'i

tiTued; the consequence of.th.e second disturbance was N '-

the ccmplete separation of KRD I from t.hc high voltage "

net. This type of separation of the nucient --

powe r

plant from the by opening of the line switches and
Ah,4e

the .beofwn switches .in the KRB I switch yard has occurred
.-

of ten during the 10 year period of operation of the
II .k C.m.../

KRB I . -M.-tha-tene the turbo generator of the power *

plant wns always switched automatically to the produc-

tion of the s tation power required for the nucicar p owc 7
-

.

. plant. In the present case, through a delayed react. ion

of the turbine regulator, a sudden drop in the pressure
-of the primary steam circuit was produced. The pressurc g
drop caused the pressure sensor which monitors the,p:camg r,s.s/ y,

/\
circuit to react ind to initiate independently the

?..i
following protectivo measures: The reactor shut itself
down quickly, all. air ducts and pipes which pencerate
the containment r.hux were shut tightly, so tha t. no

radioactive ma terials could ;;ct outside in the atmos-

phere or in the waste water in the case of a significant N
incident. The cmergency condensor switched . itself in to s-

]
=
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conduct away the after heat f rom the reactor pressure
.ve'ssel.- '15ccause~s' cam flow to the turbine was interrupted

by the closing of the valve in the primary steam
switch. +-w the s tation -power supply was switched

I'over['to an inde ndent110 KV not of [cch boktri::itac- f.

tswerke AG from' [ x ..)
~* -- m- +

TO KV high voltage li[c) To carry out
~~g-

this switching.proces
power station were au)s power consumers in the nucicar-

tomatically switched off within a
'

fow seconds and then immediately switched onto the new
,

power supply. This brief interruption (2.8 seconds)
( '.4---

lf8-A also caused the emergency power dicscis to (qupply)g.,:.f.j;jg..

although they were not necessary in the present case.

..
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un:ne te m itel y conf 3.oll: . ::w i t.ch bu,i ol"..r .t t i
.. ...g .it u; a L ht- !ved

,_ qwater control station remEined without. voltage. The r[emute valves

wh.ch cc: trol the feed water- to the reactor pressure vessel were in the

cnon position. !!croby the food water pumps dd%If./fddd which had been
put in the circuit again could 2e' .ter in the reactor #### pressure

,

>

vascel ( about 18 cubic meter per mii. ate ) . When the normal water
;.:.,

lw ol had been reached, the d' water | control station failed to interupt
=-

the water supply which resulted in an overfeed and a subsequent rise
in pressure in the pressure vessel. .his over-pressure caused the fourteen

/*
safety valves in the pr. iary circui' t to open and let out steam firsti

cnd then primary water into 'the safety containment. At this moment'
5.W '. 1.1

this saf ety containment had already been 1ctm due to the sudden drcp
_

r..-~~.., -

in pressure in the primary circuit (s..tc..am. According to the constructionV
, _

plans the amount of water that was discharged through the safety valves
c M c .t d .A. 4n k .

into the safety containment was about 200 cubic meter. The discharged
A ..

s team d raised the pressub by about 0. 36 bar and the temperature to about

6v degroes celsius. Occause of the rise in pressure in the sa fety contnin-

ment the spridier automatically responded which is designed to condenso
i

the steam . ins tantaneously and thus to break down the over pressure.
,

During this incident a total of 480 cubic meterj of water were released
into the safety conyainment by the feed water pumps, the core sprinkler

l'
End the containment srinkler. the lower part of the safety containment

/

was hereby, flooded yfftM/Wdd4 to more than three meters.,

A more detailed examillination of the numbers will have to be carried cut
ni fthe following inves tigations of the )aavarian Ministry for qcginal Ibs,in

m
I l vclopment and tvironment and of the exports of the bechnical

=
ie
h E

5'J urveillance c,gency Davria ( TUEV-Bayern ). =U

.
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7.s ' mon ti.oned above the sa fe ty contain :nt was hermetic.dly locked,

*zhun the low-radioactive steam and water werc discharged out of the pri-.

. pry circuit Mc.ne.ue through the safety valves. Thus the released

rcdioactivity could not get out into the environment. In the following
devs the water was pumped out of the lower part of the saf toy vessel

g- J

in to svoral reservcirs of the was.te watre curification system.
-. . .

-

i short-lived. V '

3:cro the radionuclides that cannot be presipitated by chemical processing
l'ill remain to decay and the wat e will be decontaminated..

3-

,\pha 22000 cubic meters of air coritained in the safety vessel wre analyzed

and could be discharged out of the 110 meter chimney -Gol: Lowing . $ T ' ' .~.' ' '. V
**-%

...

O' '

offluent guidelines.Such a discharge of radioacgivity 'g''.jR consist [.I ing
r.al_4 _f Hanen to, 93 percent of Xenon 133 - is in the order of

& O -,. r m;:.)
..agnitude of the Wm:=r'.edischargo of the reactor and cbes not

represent a hazard to the population, n rough estimate predicts a dose
.

cf fractions of millirem for a person who lives in the most un f avorable
site near the reactor.

.

~~he discharge of the air u:::= started Jan.17 at 11 a.m.. It was moni-
i

tored c:ntindd-censiy continuously with an additional discontinuous
. .

e; n t D : i U (.
~

. easurement every two hours to guarantce thet the effluent were mot.
A

se propagation was controlled by 5 parallel measurements of f.I'h meteoro-
logical eenditiens and the other conditions influencing radio immission.

.

The results showed that the propagation charAtcristics wrc optimal,

and that only a minor increase 9f;ROW
the natural level of radioactovity

at

could be measured 445 the a:ttt'ts/immission maximum. ' -

| The dose rate inside the reactor containment in the halls and the
s:cirways rose from normal 1 millirem =er hour to 5 to 10 millirem per

4 z., p get e i f(fit t s : O u i ' \'{ G--

hour. The staf f could enter the reactor containment without any imminent

=angar a-mew.e., h ~' O .C
high d1rcct raeiaeton, gs

Q
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Q6. PALM.
. Thirty minute phif ts could start on Jan. 15 at 7 p.m. with heavy/s.
-p otective gear and oxygen masks. The integral body dose of the

involved personel was less than 10 millirem. Starting on Jan.184

tbo access to the safety containment is free and the repair and

dGcontamination work is to start Emmediately,

d
Coscquences of the incident and further measures.

A * .,

h
Firct investigations of tihe consequences 6f the saf tcy vcssci showcd

on the A.
damages, plectricity installa tion , the paint on the floor and the rP.

J'walls,end the insulation of the staan pipes near thecafety valves
A, :. ; r,. /

,i;Gus -a damage on one of un valves. Since the safety containment

is accessible without any adddtional protective measures, the
de

installations will be cleaned dried and contaminated . Subscquently
all involved. electrical and mechanical equipment has to be checked
for damages - m. .

o c r a l l e l to th e t a s k s th#g,2.,...- "'' ...invio'vedj authoritie s (} <have staried an
f

' ,"'

~

..

s v
investigationg of the causes of the incident, df The-TUEV Bayern-

will monitor.the numerous examinations for the re-start of the
reactor and will prepare the final report on new safety systems that

will have to be installed to exclude any such incident. The Gundremmingen
s-

rocctor will only resume k.Et puration af ter the final approval is e;iven
nistryforf,cgionalby the, varian evelopment as the licensing

cuthority. .-.h =

BO' ore the _ investigations about E(undremmingen edent incident
g-havo been concluded, no new operating licenses will be issued to

.cCsure that any new findings about the reliability'of the safety

~systcms will be incorporate 7 the desicn o#
g ,n _e w-castyns,q'n h,3

_
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Summary

.During the inciden at the 237-MW Gund:cmmingen reactor all san,5y
w

r''cvant
E V f A) y*s stem worked faultlessly. The safettr containment was scaled

/, , ,

off before the saf tey valves responded so that no radi6ctivity was en-iveA 4

~ cased; This 'was proved 'by immediate measure ments of the inv]ovedr'

v a
authorities. At no point of the inSidbht the population was in danger. ~

There were no person &l injuries in the incident. The causes for the
A' indident were a delay c.rcsponse of onc part of the turbino control

-

end a short interruption in the~ voltage supply of the foed water conttel
station- E3..rsvi .C. these types of control elements are also part
of' conventinal power stations .

.

The reactor may not resume its operation unless the appropriate authority
civos is approval.
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F r'. AMEMBASSy u cr4N
TO SECST.TE WASHOC .3783
INFG EDD1 WASHDC
Fu GEunAnTchN

*

LiSMISSION EC BRUSSELS
USHISS10|1 IAEA VIENNA

tl N C,L t. S SONN 00351

'EA~ PASS TO NRC
*

E.O. 11652 N/A -
.

TAGSt FNRG: GW
SU9 JECT: P.UCLEAR It!CIDENT IN GERMAN GUNn4EfMING E

NUCLEAR power STATION.
~

-r

'REri A) BONN 7376; e) SUNN 13986

1. 5Us4ARY. ON JANUARY 13, 1977 THE 237 MHE-REACTOR
AT l>UnnNEMMINGE4 MAO TO BE SHUT 00Hid OUE TO THE
4 ELE ASF OF RADI0 ACTIVE STEAM IN10 THE SAFETY

' CON T L Ih!!EN T OF THE REACTOR. OFFICIAt.,5 STATED THAT
&T NO POINT HAD TdE 5 T t F F !!OR THE POPULATION
H E Ft4 IN DANGER, IT IS HOPED THAT THE DAMAGF CAN
HE RFor192C WITHIN ONE uR Two MONTHS. ENO SbMMARY

<
2. THE CAUSE FOR THE FAILURE HAS A HREAKDOWN OF
THF 2po Ky power LINE BETWFEN AUGSSURG AND ULM. 3j -

A SHO9T CIRCUIT NESUL.TED IN THE AUTOMATIC FAST
CRAM OF THIS BOILING WATER REACTO,R. IN SUCH A

.

O
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PAGE 02 [l BONN 20951 1812521]
C ASE T HE POWER TUROIt4E IS-

AND THE HIGH PRESSURE STEAMTAXEN OUT OF*THE CYCLEINYO
THE CON 0ENSO4 IS FEU DIRECTL Yi

HOWEVER, 8CF 0kE THIS PROCESSWAS.FFFECTIVEs THE SAFETY
CYCLE OPENE0 AND RELEASED LARGE AMOUNTS

VALVES OF T HE PRIMARY
*

ACTIVE STEAM
STEAH PRESSURE.INTO THE CONTAINMENTOF RAUTO-

T TO REDUCE THF
0EGWEES FAMRtNHE TEMPEf! A TURE ROSE FROM NORM AL

90,

HEI T T,,o_,,,j_g,c_0 E,f20 E F s ry?.,,iSitf JJ A N oSO A S E Q ui'IT L Y
MORE THAN JEN FEET M

-

WATEE WERE LEFT IN THE 130 FOOT DIAMETER
, ,

fSC.I,. W *'"E
.

VESShl.3,
ON . !.NU AR Y 16

THE GUNDREMMINGEN DIREC,0RtNNOUNc!O THAT
,

CEAREES A80VE NORMAL,THE TEMPERATURE MAD OROPPEDTtN
TO A600T,,PEYN PUMPED OUT ANO THAT ALL WATER HA0

ThiT THE REFAIR DECONTAriINATFO
WORK WAS TO HE CONTINUEDANO

t,FCH4NICALW00s.O It4VOLVE THE DECONTAMIN A TIONST ART TME NEYT D A Y
AND ELECTRONIC E Q U 1 P M.J. N T ,OF THE

SFECULATION THA7

FAILURE AND $AIDTHE ACCIDENT HA0 BEENME DENIED ANY
F Y HU", A N

CAUSED
WOULD DETERM NE WnETHEF.

THAT AN
INVESTIGATION

COULD AE PREVENTED BY MORE ADVANCED DEItALFUNCTION UF THE SYSitiM
VICES,4

EMdASSY COMMENT'
THIS MOST RECENT INCIDENTnNLT O ' t .- c. ; s o n t. tutoYY INC10ENTS 15

_IN TfIS REACTORc GERMillY ' S FIRS I GIMMERCI ALWEAClub inAT dEGAN OPERATIOff IN 1965. MOST OFTHESE
IN Vot. VED CR ACK S-

OR
SYSTEMS (REF B). LEAKAGE IN T
TSF SCALDING OF THE t40ST SEVERE HE COOLING

INCIDENT LEDTWO WORKERS REPAIRING TOCh5F A. ALTHOUGH A STEAM VALVE
SPECULATE THATTHE ACTING GUNDREMHINGEN

piruSE 9 T1
THE DIRECTOR-0R4

AND SusSEQUENT PCOR INCREASE IN REPAIRdY A AVAILABILITY g.:,y.
Sati DESIGN O l*

j
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KRB INCIDENT OF <
,

,

JANUARY 13, 1977
*

SEQUEllCE OF EVENTS -

1. LOSS OF 0FFSITE POWER (1ClNG/SHORTIflR)
a. LOST MEITINGEN 220kv' LINE *?Q'

b. LOST V0HRINGEN 22Okv LINE sujm

2. ERROR IN TURBINE CONTROLLER AS STAT 10ll DROPS
TO HOUSE LOADS AFTER INITl AL HIGH TUR81NE
SPEED

a. LOYI TURBINE SPEED / EXCESS BYPASS
b. CONTROL VALVES OPEN - SIMULTANEOUS LOYI

STEAMLINE PRESSURE AND HIGH STEAM FLOYI,

c. REACTOR TR(P/ CONTAINMENT ISOLATION
3. LOSS OF. AC DUE TO SYNC 0F 110kv
4. FEEDVIATER CONTROL SYSTEM NOT TRANSFERRED TO

ALTERNATE OFFSITE POVIER DUE TO 380 VOLT FUSE
5. 0/G STARTED (NOT CONNECTED) - SAFETY SYSTEMS

Yl0R KED

6 FEEDWATER CONTROL VALVE FULLY OPENED

- 1 SHOT ACCUMULATOR ON VALVE (N0 POYIER DUE
TO FUSE)

7. ALL 14 SAFETY VALVES OPEN if7%gMW41 ;
,8 CONTAINMENT PRESSURE INCREASES (5 PSI FROM -;

200 CUB 1C METERS 0F VIATER) |

9 CONTAINMENT SPRAYS INITI ATE (A00 ANOTHER 250 5 |

CUB 1 C METERS)
.10 ECCS INIT! ATE

'

11. FEEDVIATER PUMP MANUALLY TRIPPED |

.

.
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i Ei.iCTh! CITY GENERATION sf GEAMAN NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS =

* pi 197o*,. , 5.1t unn***-- ::.:
. . . s

Th3 12 Ger=an nuclear power stations in operation end of 1976 (with a total grcss g ,;
pcver of 6k59 t#c) had a total gross electricity generation in the calendar yee.r
cf 1976 of 2k,751,1th din (SYcss Beneration in 1975: 21,858,782 !Gh) .' The K::K
facility with a power of 31 We was out of service throughout the whole year
becauce of it.s convercien into a f ast reactor. Three nuclear power stations with

.-*
a total ;cuer of 2965 We vore newly ec==issioned last year: CK:I,y'3,'3iblisB..

OThe cu=ulated gross generation of all 13 plants by Cece=ber 31, 4976 vas 102,267
C'#n. Here is a breakdevn into the contributions of the individus1 plants (in :Gh):
Dibli: A, 5,h37,080; K:c, 5,k61,288; KW, 3,8LO,77h ; KWo, 2,335,820; CK::,
2,120,083 ; K'4L, 1,703.09C ; KR3, 1,278,977; KK3, 1,C85.53h; Biblis 3, 818,833;
MZFR, kh3,25h ; AVR,119,5 th ; VAK 106,867

.

STATUS OF 6ERnAN NUCLEAR POWER STATIONS END OF 1976
,

in late ,1976, Ihnuclear pcVer stations vith a total gress capacity of'6kS9 !Ge
.cre in opgen in -he Federal Republic of Oer=any, i.e. , three plants with
a total espacity of 2965 We more than at tne end of the previous year (10 with

'

3L9L ige). The plants newly ecc=issioned vere OK:*-1 (855 W ), KK3 (006 :G ) , and
;...

Biblis 3 (13C0 :G). By late _1,9,7f,,hplant: v: n a total capacity of 14,3's6 :G 7

vsre under construction (cr hrud been granted etnstruction per=its) (in the previeu:
yGar it had been 12 pier.ts with 11,975 G). Four units of these =cvee=ers with a
total of 53h6 :G vere grar.ted construction pernits in the courne or 1976: crchnde
(1361 W), KR3 II (two units of 1310 IN cach), and 3rckdorf (1365 !G). Another

twelve unit: vith a total of 15,213 W (previcus year: (Lj units with 17,959 :G)
~'

.

are in the pla. ping stage; this figure include the new projects of KRL and KXI-2
vith a total capacity- of i>600 !@l. This adde u to a total of 39 nuelcar r nerating

W
units to be ec==issioned by 198h/85 with an approxi=ste total esp e ty u JC// 0g et . . .

*
. .
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NW W''M - Fr: The Federal Republic of Cermany - Feh. 1977
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(KR3luclDENTCAUSE?BY6RIDFAll.Uci.t. - -

. ... . . . . - . . . . . . . . ... . .

,Qoving a certs: cf defect >msed by the weather in the 220 kV ht6h VoltcGe
. . . . .

grid between Auc: burg and Ulm on Jantiary 13, 1977 after 6.30 p.s. (rupture of
in:ulaters because of the extreme cold), an unecemonly abrupt failure of. i.he

9 +:e.id at 917 p.m. caused an incident in the 252 ; *e KRE ::uelear Power Station
. . . . . .

, d.Tcf Gundreesingen, in the cour:e of which autematically cpening safety valves
n11 cued's radioactive vater-:te= mixture to flov into the contain=cnt. I.it;hting

=,'Li.ns , decontc..E. ation paint , and a safety valve vere danced. Throughout the
incident there va no hazard for the public in the environment of the plant.
Also inside tt'e nuclear power plant nobody va: . injured.

The Ocec11schaft fur Reaktor:icherheit (GRS) of Colecne ha: released the followinc
additional information: After the power failure the turtonet ran in the so-called .

:
-. u.lt. ..in t.he .turbi ne control .A tric fa . .

.
-

t'inidat.cd cole cf cperation u planne-i. . . - .

cynt.erp renuited in a (! rop .i n t.he t.urbito. Open!, which vn; follwe.1 by a ruine. =

caunan6 t.he turbinc coverninc valvec to op:n all the vay. The ut. onc increau in 5- .
.

steam cxtraction initiated an i::clation valvr: of t.he contaire.e nt. (penetration [y

volve with a vi:nting ceal) and a reactor =cren. At t.hc =ccc time, conneet.io:1 .i
'

of the auxiliary condcr.ucr and operation of the plant load upply cy: tem en the
110 kV grid were triggered. For correction (i.e. , raising) of th.: reac.or filling
level a feed vater. line was eennected and a vater regulat.icn valve cpened. The

; power cupply of.. the. feed..v.a. tor regulation valve va.:....f aul .y. in the base .ent
c

ntc
.

. . . . .

.. ..hing panel so that the re:tdusi. enercy :tered in a pec::ure accu =ulater had.
. - ..

scen concu=cd by the previcu: opening acticn and the valve rc sined in the
open po:ition. Neause of the vide open feed water reculaticn valve the

p.r,ima'ry" ys t,'s Ei* "..'ci. c. e.d.ed...r.. la'Ji v. e ly qu i e 7. l.y , and ..n.or.ma.l .ril. l.inc 'il.5ef o'f Gs'. . . ' . . . - . .. .

.t.h. e. . .c af e. ty v.a.l. v e.:._.v e r e au.t.omat. : c c. l. ..e. y opened.. a r%: ult ei a 1;recaurc incr::4ce.. - . . . . .

.

. ... . . aThe exces: c os '.:.r.: floves, intu the'Tully cle:el contaiment which ecepic.cly
=retained the :lichtly radicanive water- stcc.n mi:c.ure. All the safety c/ stem: *

actanted as a preventive mcscure, cuch as e=cr,,cney diecel power systcsc,
building spray cy: tem, and annular suction :y.; ten, worked correctly. The ev.:rflov i
collected in the sump of the contsinment had a specific activity of k x 10-Di/:.3 C

'The exec u feedvater is pre:ently stored in ::or vater tr:atment. sy: ten for decay =

anrt, following decontamination, vill not, be r ;-used but di: charged under controll:d
etndition::'. In '.nc prcce:: of air sveeping of the contaiment on January 17, 1977,
lena thres 1" of t.hc officially authorize:d 197' 10 for stack discharge vere
encountered. Cooling of the reactor va: in no dancer to fail at any point in ti=c.

.

SNR-2 now wits 1300-MW
' The EuropEi:che Schne11bruter-Kernkraftverkscesell:chaft abH (ISK) and t.he Inter- _

=

nat.ionale I:strium-3rutreaktor-3cu-CesellschaD. =bli _(I::3) in late 1976 acreed upon _

S=' he power data on which the further development of the planned IJJ3R. dcmonstration-

:".'.''

|ptver plant, S:;E-2,-vill be ba:cd. According t.o the acrecment reached, the not
Olectric power,- which had bei.n 2000 ige in the planninC etu:iy drafted in 197 5,

iill nov be 1300 IGc. The eunt.inuous t.hermal net rated loud i:: . indient.ed au Jh IS
E.'ith, Lthe ' linear rod pcVer = I413 'J/c=.

bb9 b }. .
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TO SI*CSTAT~ Ut.W C ItyiFOIATE 5200

8 8 ti r' t. s ", yric t : % c ) nF Ap n0NN 01869

nEpi P A c t; i n ;:. , ,. 4 s t 1R , kiR C , AS QUICXLY AS POSSIRLF.

r ,, n . 11tif.2: N/A
'

TACSt t. r k t: , T F ',: . c, ;-

'tundr.CT: " 0.;c s t. ".17.N T;s d NUCLEAR POWER PLANT I N C I D D' T,

,

4EF: A. Conn . , /.* , r., L AFL EliR /MCCLELL A ND TELCONS

t, 8th G A S S v 701:r,147 33AP THREE rep 0DTS PROVIDED by
. p r. tilNIETRY Or i t ' ? ? ~. ! a R (PMI)

A. LEc00T T ** '.i . .t.7 I A N PARLIAMFNT BY BAVARIAN
NINI;13Y crr o f .. p.t. a t. ?.ANnING AND ENVIRONMENTAL PLAN-
NING, J Ar'is AR Y i -) , t977,

'

% T E. r' 2 'I F20M RAVADIAN MINISTRY TO -

HINIST0Y OF P: * *. t' ] :R, aHO

C. P A F 'a ; . t L E. . ., F t MUNICH, JANUARY 14, 197/.

O, ett61. S S v W II t. ', 0 voE OllR INFORMAL TRANSLATION OF
i

1 A. SEP0er.

3 40"* Oc TW3* 'T'"10TS INCLilDF TECHNICAL DATA A:t 0U T
DE80RTF0 VALVE F t..JE. ~:

O

UNCLASpIED , ,
,'

,.,

,-. % ,,,,
_ . < mm .x.mA .e

.? 'o 89.-

, *e- % e' .% * % * ' J' . .* s. ' ' **e* * * ' * * '
.
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PACE d2 BONN 01860 01 OF O' 011130Z

A. GR. WL7L, nMT, RFVTEWEn uITH ScreNCE COUNSFLOR
THF esTA H'r PRr.VIDF0 Tn F AIJLKNER, NRC, BY TELEPHONE ON '

-fANUARY 31. TWESE CATA FOLLnkt ?-

ALI FOURfEEN SARINA-nPFRATFD PRIMARY CIRCUIT'PRESSilRF ,

REl.IEF VALVES OPFRATFD, AS INDTCATED BY BUAST 01APHNAGHS ,
*

P7PE CONNECTING ONE VALVE To CIRCUIT AFPAPENTLY.

WELDEC SEAM CONNFCTING VALVERUPTIIRED AT a- OR NEAR --

TO PfPE. 38007 THDEr COURTHS nF PIPE CIRCUMFLRLNCE IS
D U P T'J R E O , AND.vALVF NOW SITS AT AN ANGLE, VERTICAL Pint
9072LE AT THIS POIMT IS 440Rn:4ING Fgon 163 MM TO 94 wn,
t h AInd UI A'4ETER. RPI RELIEVES SEAM -- 09 ADJACENT P;PE

FAILEn AECAUSF MOT nNLY STEAM SUT EYCFS9 WATtR WAS--

D3FSENT Th GFACTOR VFSSEL nUF 0 UVEC FEEDING RY FEED
WATER PUdTS THROUGW nPFN, 4E"0TELY-CDERATio VALVE

,

Wh"CW CHULn NOT #E CLOSEO FOLLnhT,NA ?.A SECOND SHUT-
40NN ? D.i ;iWITCHING ST ATInN PnbrR TO INDEPLNDENT WlGH
'IGITAGE LIME. -

6 REACiU1 OPERATAR MAS SUBMITTFD REPORT ON INCIDENT
YO"dHI WHIrH I3 BEING STUOTED. FACTS, AS VEDIFIED,

,

NILL dr !NFL' lor 0 IN nFrICIAL SMI REPORT WHICH WILL BF
F03..ARnt0 TO NGC TWROUGH E" BASSY ASAA AFTER APOROVAL
RY MINISTER, P90BAPLY IN FFW DAYS.

A. !NVdSTI3ATTON CURRENTLY DELAYEn Ry OrCONTAu;nAT10N
n?" RATIONS USING STEAM. ENTRY IMTO CONTAINMENT WILL
4 GAIN AE P"SSIALE IN FFW OAYS AND INVESTIGATION WILL SE
COMPLETio YHEN.

7 SMI PLACES NO LIMITATION ON USE RY NRC 0F DATA
nUTLINED IN PAGA 4, ABnVE. THESE FACTS WILL BE
SURLISHEn 50nn.

.

4 FIR 57 nF THREE RE? ORTS (SEE PAPA 1. A., AdOVE)
F
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RAGE 03 in nt4!J 71F30 M OF 02 011134Z

WAS D A S S F') i n t1 9.t.! ! Y "t!ni FnR DISSE"Ii!ATION WITHQlli
APAROVAL Or TH: 58 ti t CH Ta'E Nr<C ." H O 'al E V E R , BMI S U B S ti-

AS MARKE0 ON COPYQUFHTL'! WI.THORFA THIS I I'!If ATION -

,pollCHEO.
-

C '. FULL 0w f M 4 R .? EYCEEF7S OF *EDORT t1ENTIONED IN PAPA
'

i. A., ARU'/E, *lH1CW gel.t.?E TO OPERATIUM OF PRESSURE -

#ElIFF VALVE 9 nOSIWG INCTC1.iT, NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
WAS CUT OF7 F R o t' GWIn, TWEN!

P Lt;IN INFOR'14L TR ,W 4: l '.' i n n 37 EXCERPT 51 Ull0TE ...
nEl.AYEM R E i. c . I n 9 r.r> 70 3I'u. REGULATOR RESULTED IN SUO.
nEU A R F 1!:V o i 3 4 'JP t t4 P~<!"A4Y STEAM CIRCUIT ...
PRFStlRE .9EN0% 9 Pit"YFD.'..,S'807 VALVE IN PRIMARY STEAM
C I R CLII T . . .1 W 7 7 *.h r 0 3 ? A T ! *,N enWER FROM 22e KV LINE TO

*
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